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To:   Ramesh Koirala Date: April 3, 2020 

From: Mohammed El-Gendy Memo No.: 734-20703602-MEM-S0001-00 

Subject: Inuvik Regional Hospital – Foundation Condition Assessment 

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The Inuvik Regional Hospital is a two-storey health care facility constructed in 2004, and has an approximate floor 
area of 9,000 sq. ft. The structure is conventional steel frame with steel beams and columns, open web steel joists 
(OWSJ) and concrete slab on metal deck floors. The foundation is surface bearing reinforced concrete spread 
footings with adjustable base plates. There is a warm crawl space which is covered with cementitious panels. The 
footings bear on permafrost (permanently frozen silts and clays), which are protected from thawing by flat loop 
thermosyphons. Two areas on the main floor have exhibited drywall cracking and binding of doors indicating 
significant vertical movements in the foundation.  

The Government of Northwest Territories (GNWT), Department of Infrastructure retained Tetra Tech Canada Inc. 
(Tetra Tech) to carry out a review of the foundation of the Inuvik Regional Hospital to assess the structural condition, 
identify problems and probable cause(s), and to provide recommendations for remediation with cost estimates for 
the recommended work. Tetra Tech personnel visited the Inuvik Regional Hospital from Monday, March 02, 2020 
and Friday, March 06, 2020. The exterior, interior of the main floor and the crawlspace of the hospital were visually 
examined and photographed. The elevations were measured on the main floor and in the crawlspace. Our 
observations and measurements are included herein. 

Our conclusion is that movements are caused by thawing and re-freezing of the permafrost in localized areas 
caused by malfunctioning of the thermosyphon system and exacerbated by poor site drainage. The sloping floors 
and cracked walls are aesthetic and maintenance issues that require ongoing repairs; however, the jammed exit 
door in the Acute Care Wing poses a serious safety issue in case of an emergency requiring building evacuation.  

In the short term, the floors should be relevelled before the doors are adjusted/reinstalled and interior finishes are 
repaired. It may be advisable to refinish active areas with materials that are more tolerant to movement (flexible 
coatings, wallpaper, paneling, shiplap, wood or plastic molding, etc.). The foundation monitoring (either manually 
and/or electronically) and adjustments and maintenance should be carried out frequently (recharging of the 
thermosyphons based in leakage rates). Installation of additional electronic temperature measuring devices 
(thermistors) that can be monitored locally and/or remotely may be practical. The site drainage should be 
investigated and upgraded to stop the flow of surface water into the crawlspace. In the long term, options should 
be explored for repairing the malfunctioning thermosyphon system (leak stop compounds, internal coating systems, 
active cooling systems, an automatic recharge system, etc.). Installation of addition refrigeration loops from within 
the crawlspace by trenching or from the exterior using directional drilling may be feasible.     
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.1 The Existing Structure 
The Inuvik Regional Hospital is in the town of Inuvik, on the Mackenzie Delta, in Northwest Territories. Inuvik is 
approximately 200 km north of the arctic circle (68°21′42″N 133°43′50″W)  and has a population of about 3,200 
people. Inuvik is accessible by air and by truck via the Dempster highway.   

The building is a 9,000 m2, two-storey, steel framed structure built in 2004. The hospital has a 25-bed Acute Care 
wing, an Emergency room, several laboratories, a space for day programs, and a medical pharmacy. There is also 
a 25-bed extended care area attached to the main building, which has its own entrance and a multipurpose room 
and a chapel. The hospital has a power centre that houses electrical equipment that was not included in this study. 

The main hospital is two-storey conventional steel framed construction (steel beams and columns, open web steel 
joists). The main and second floor structures consist of open web steel joists supporting a concrete slab on high-
bond metal decking. The roof is steel beams and open web steel joists supporting metal decking. The foundation 
is steel columns with adjustable base plates supported on surface bearing reinforced concrete spread footings 
bearing on a granular pad. The entire pad is insulated and kept frozen using a thermosyphon (passive refrigeration) 
cooling system. The building has a crawlspace to accommodate plumbing, HVAC and other services.  The floor of 
the crawl space is covered with cementitious panels. Interior walls throughout the facility consist of gypsum wall 
board on wood or metal studs. The exterior of the hospital is clad with pre-finished metal cladding. Interior doors 
are stained solid wood doors set in metal frames. Exterior doors are primarily commercial aluminium store front 
assemblies or hollow metal with metal frames. 

A significant number of the pipes in thermosyphon foundation cooling system have been leaking since its original 
construction and must be recharged on a regular basis. External surface water is penetrating the granular bedding 
surrounding the thermosyphon evaporator pipes where it freezes during the winter cooling cycle. This creates ice 
boils (pingos) in the floor of the crawl spaces. The permafrost under the building at these locations is progressively 
melting, causing the footings to settle. The foundation movements are ongoing – cracking and shifting of the walls 
and sloping floors continues.  

2.2 Methodology 
Tetra Tech personnel reviewed the site between March 02 and 06, 2020 to carry out the assessment. The GNWT 
provided copies of the following documents:  

1. The original 2003/2004 as-built architectural and structural drawings produced by Stantec Consulting. 

2. A 2017 Asset Condition Assessment Report by GNWT – Public Works and Services [1] 

3. A 2020 thermosyphon inspection report by Arctic Foundations of Canada [2] 

4. A 2008 thermosyphon report by I. Holubec Consulting Inc. [3] 

Copies of these documents are included in the appendices.  

Tetra Tech personnel interviewed Mr. Ramesh Koirala, Senior Project Officer, Mr. Darrick Selamio, Hospital 
Engineering Technician, and hospital maintenance and security personnel. The perimeter was surveyed on the 
exterior and a benchmark was established using GPS on March 02, 2020.  On March 03, the exposed and 

https://tools.wmflabs.org/geohack/geohack.php?pagename=Inuvik&params=68_21_42_N_133_43_50_W_type:city_scale:30000_region:CA-NT
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accessible interior and exterior structural elements of the problem areas on the main floor were visually examined 
and photographed, and some measurements were made. The elevations of problem areas were surveyed. Problem 
areas in the crawlspace were visually examined and photographed, measurements were made and the elevations 
of the base plates and spread footings were surveyed on March 04. The exterior areas were reviewed on March 5, 
and 6. 

Reviews of the mechanical, electrical, and architectural systems were not included in the scope of this study. The 
assessment was qualitative in nature – except for the elevation surveys. No precise measurements, penetrative 
examination, or testing were performed. The condition of the components was reviewed, along with construction 
and maintenance timelines and future service requirements, to provide recommendations for repairs or restoration. 
The site was snow covered at the time of the site visit, so exterior observations were limited. The opinions and 
recommendations herein are based on Tetra Tech’s experience with similar structures in the North, as well as 
recommended best practices. 

3.0 OBSERVATIONS 

3.1 The Exterior  
1. The site was snow covered during the site visit; thus, detailed observations regarding the landscaping and 

drainage were not possible.  

2. There were no major deficiencies observed on the exterior of the building. The cladding, walls and windows 
appeared to be in good condition. Refer to figures 1 to 4.  

3. The emergency exit door in the Acute Care Wing is jammed and does not open, which poses a serious safety 
concern. Refer to figure 5. 

4. All downspouts observed on the exterior extend 1 m from the exterior walls and appeared to be functioning. 
According to Mr. Selamio, no trenches are provided to collect and direct water away from the building. The site 
plan (Drawing A101) indicates splashing pads located under the downspouts that direct water to a swale on the 
West side of the facility. Drainage at the other sides of the facility is provided by sloping the ground away from 
the building. The swale on the West side drains through two culverts located under access roads and into the 
outside ditches. According to Mr. Selamio, water usually collects at the end of the swale at the North-West 
corner of the Physiotherapy Wing. Refer to figures 4 and 6.  The report by Holubec Consulting Inc. [3] suggests 
that drainage could be improved by capping the landscaping with an impermeable drainage layer (clay, impermeable 
membrane, etc.).  

3.2 The Interior  
There are significant cracks (1 to 2 mm) in walls in the interior. Most of the cracks are located in the North-West 
corner of the Physiotherapy Wing and the South-East corner of the Acute Care Wing. Refer to figures 7, 16, 18, 19, 
20, 21, 22, 26, 27, and 29. 

3.2.1 Acute Care Wing 

1. There is a diagonal crack at the South-East corner of the hallway exit door shown in figure 7. There is a 30 mm 
gap under the latch side and 20 mm on the hinged (West) side of the door at this location. See figures 8 and 9. 
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This door cannot be closed. See Fig 10. This door is not shown in the architectural drawings (refer to drawing 
A209). 

5. There are also gaps under the adjacent doors. There is a 5 to 10 mm gap under the Emergency Exit door, over 
the Housekeeping room door, and under the door for Room 208 (which cannot be closed). See figures 11, 12 
and 13, and 14.  The Emergency Exit door is jammed and cannot be opened.  

6. There is a long vertical crack at the West corner of the Housekeeping room door. See figure 15. 

7. There are vertical and horizontal cracks at both corners of the North window in Room 208. See figures 16 and 
17.  

8. There is a large diagonal crack at the South corner of the window in Room 209. See figure 18. 

3.2.2 Physiotherapy Wing 

1. There are large cracks in the bottom East and top West corners of the North window in Room 10509. See 
figures 19 and 20. These cracks extend from the floor to the ceiling and are approximately 2 mm wide. See 
figure 21.  

2. There are large diagonal cracks at the bottom East and top West corners of the two adjacent windows on the 
same (North) wall in Room 10510. See figures 22 and 23. 

3. There are diagonal cracks at the top North corners of the two windows in the West wall of Room 10404. See 
figures 24 and 25. 

3.2.3 Kitchen and Reception Area 

1. There is a large diagonal crack at the West corner of Room 11215. See figure 26. 

2. There are several diagonal cracks at the corners of the Main Entrance door and the window in the Waiting Area 
(Room 10102). See figures 28 and 29. 

3. There are several cracks at the corners of the windows in Corridor 10017 with the largest shown in figures 30 
and 31. 

3.3 The Crawlspace  
The layouts under the Acute Care Wing and Physiotherapy Wings are shown in figures 32 and 33. These sketches   
identify the location of each observation. 

3.3.1 Acute Care Wing 

1. The floor of the crawlspace has heavy white effloresces under the Acute Care wing. See figure 34. This 
indicates evaporation of accumulated water.  

2. There were small accumulations of water toward the West side of the Acute Care wing, between footings 32 
and 33. See figure 35. 
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3. All sump pits were dry at the time of the review. See figure 36. 

4. The reinforced concrete grade beam between footings 29 and 30 has a visible hump. See figure 37. There are 
large (1 to 2 mm) cracks distributed along the length of the beam. See figure 38. There are similar cracks in the 
grade beam between footings 29 and 41.  This appears to be caused by settlement of footing 29. 

5. There is rust on several of the steel base plate connections on several footings. See figure 39. 

6. There is a hump (pingo) in the floor of the crawl space approximately 3.0 m × 4.0 m, near the intersection Grids 
L and 9 (refer to foundation plan). See figure 40.   

3.3.2 Physiotherapy Wing  

1. There are indications of previous large accumulations of water under the Physiotherapy Wing. White 
efflorescence is present about 180 mm above ground level near footings 113 and 119. See figures 41 and 42.  

2. The grade beam connecting footings 113 and 126 is humped. The difference in elevation between the crown 
of the humped concrete beam and the top of the beam at footing No. 113 is approximately 130 mm. See figure 
43. At footing 126, this difference is approximately 150 mm. See figure 44.  This movement has produced large 
cracks along the length of the beam. See figure 45. There are similar cracks in the grade beam connecting 
footings 113 and 114.  

3.3.3 Kitchen and Reception Area 

1. There are indications of water accumulation under Corridor 10017. White efflorescence is present 
approximately 250 mm above ground level at this location. See figure 46.  

2. There is water leaking from pipes in two locations under Corridor 10017. See figure 47.   

4.0 SURVEY 

4.1 Acute Care Wing 
1. The floor elevations measured at select locations in the Acute Care Wing are shown in Figure 48 (accuracy ±3 

mm).  Lower elevations indicating settlement of the footings are shown in Red. The South-East area (rooms 
208 and 209) is significantly lower than the remainder of the wing. The largest differential settlement occurs in 
the South-East corner, approximately 110 mm.  

2.  The East wall slopes at approximately 1.1%, which explains the damage (drywall cracks and gaps beneath 
doors) shown in figures 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18. 

3. The slope of the South wall is approximately 1.4%, which explains the cracked drywall, gaps and jammed doors. 
See figures 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 15. 

4. The elevations of the tops of the concrete footings in the South section under the Acute Care Wing are shown 
Figure 49.  The elevations measured were compared to the original elevations listed in the Footing Schedule 
provided on the original footing plan (drawing S201). The largest differential movements were measured at the 
following locations:  
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• Footing 29 is 110 ± 5 mm lower than footing 30. 

• Footing 29 is 65 ± 5 mm lower than footing 41. 

• Footing 41 is 46 ± 5 mm lower than footing 31. 

• Footing 31 is 12 ± 5 mm lower than footing 32.  

These measurements were in good agreement with the elevations measured on the main floor.  

4.2 Physiotherapy Wing 
1. The floor elevations of select locations at the Physiotherapy Wing are shown in Figure 50 (accuracy ±3 mm). 

Locations where lower elevations were measured indicating settlement of the footings are shown in Red. An 
accurate comparison could not be obtained for the floor of Room 10509 because floor had been raised to keep 
a floor drain in the centre of the room functioning.    

2. The West side of the wing is lower than the remainder of the wing. The lowest point is in the North-West corner.   

3. The North wall slopes at approximately 0.4%, which agrees with the damage to finishes observed in figures 19 
to 25. 

5.0 DISCUSSION  

1. The movements observed in the main floor and in the crawlspace are consistent with settlement of the footings 
caused by thawing of the permafrost due to the failure of the thermosyphons. Failure of the thermosyphons was 
reported in 2008 [3].  A total of 17 thermosyphon evaporator loops were reported to be leaking as the result of 
defective piping. Recommendations were made at that time for several loops to be recharged on a regular 
basis. The 2020 report [2] indicated the same thermosyphon evaporator loops were leaking.   

2. The hump in the ground shown in figure 40 is reportedly caused by surface water entering the granular 
foundation and freezing.  Water ingress into the crawlspace is exacerbated by poor water management and 
site drainage on the exterior. Signs of significant water accumulation are apparent figures 34, 35, 41, and 42.  
Maintenance personnel confirmed the presence of standing water in the crawlspace during the summer. Extra 
pumping was carried out to remove water from the crawlspace in addition to sump pits.  The 2008 report [3] 

indicated there were more than a dozen of these frost boils (pingos) in September 2007 and that there was 
hardly any slope on the exterior to drain surface water away from the foundation. This could not be confirmed 
during the site review as there was several feet of snow surrounding the facility.  The report also cautioned that 
adding permeable granular fill around the building would not prevent water from infiltrating the granular fill and  
entering the crawlspace.  

3. The sump pits have been ineffective in mitigating ground water accumulation in the crawlspace as significant 
amounts of water continue to seep into the crawlspace during summer due to the inadequate site drainage.  

4. The foundation is systematically thawing. The settlements will likely continue until the thermosyphon system is 
repaired and the drainage issues are addressed.   

4. The gaps under doors (figures 11 to 16), sloping floors (figures 5 and 8 to 14) and wall cracks (figures 7 and 14 
to 31) is caused by foundation settlement. The damage is most severe in locations where the differential 
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settlement is the worst.  To prevent damage, the footings would have to be precisely monitored and readjusted 
continuously to compensate for movement.    

5. The surface rust on the structural steel connection at footing 32 (figure 39) is caused by high humidity in the 
crawlspace.    

6. The cracks on tops of grade beams (figures 38 and 45) are caused by settlement of supports at each end of 
the beams. It is not a serious structural problem at this time but may affect long term durability.   

6.0 CONCLUSIONS  

1. The damage is caused by deferential settlement of the concrete footings as the result of thawing of the 
permafrost as the result of systematic failure of the thermosyphons. Without remediation, the foundation 
movements and resulting damage will continue.  

2. The problem has been exacerbated by poor water management and drainage that allows exterior surface water 
to enter the crawlspace in the summer.  

3. The steel columns in the crawl space need to be adjusted (raised) as listed in Table 1 to re-level the floors (refer 
to figures 51 and 52 for footing numbers).  

4. The foundation system should be monitored and adjusted frequently to prevent damage until the causes of the 
foundation movements are remedied and the foundation stabilizes.  

5. Presently, the damage to the interior finishes is mostly cosmetic, with the exception of the malfunctioning doors 
which are a safety issue.  If not repaired, defects in the air barrier can leak humidity into the envelope and cause 
condensation problems (corrosion, rot, mould, wet drywall, etc.).  

Table 1 – Required Foundation Adjustments 
Footing 
Number 

Required Adjustment  
Distance (mm) Direction  
Acute Care Wing 

29 120 Up 

30 10 Up 

31 10 Up 

33 15 Up 

39 25 Up 

40 25 Up 

41 60 Up 

Physiotherapy Wing 
113 10 Up 

114 25 Up 

115 15 Up 

117 20 Up 

118 20 Up 

119 20 Up 
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7.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. Options should be investigated for repairing/replacing the malfunctioning thermosyphon system (internal 
coating systems, active cooling systems, automatic recharge system, etc.).  Installation of additional 
refrigeration loops from within the crawlspace by trenching, or from the exterior using directional drilling may be 
feasible.  Without remediation the foundation settlements and damages to building finishes will continue.        

2. The landscaping and site drainage should be reviewed in the summer to evaluate the site drainage and 
determine options for cutting off water flow into the crawl space. This will likely include a site survey and 
improvements to site grading to carry water away from the building. 

3. A system should be established for monitoring the foundation elevations and temperature frequently, at least 
semi-annually - before and after each freeze cycle, to monitor the thermosyphons, detect significant movements 
and re-level the foundation to minimize the damage to the building components. The monitoring may be manual 
or could be an electronic system for local and/or remote monitoring. Without upgrading the thermosyphon 
system and eliminating water seepage into crawlspace, damage and the required maintenance will be ongoing. 

4. The areas where large settlements have occurred should be re-levelled by jacking and adjusting the baseplates 
in the crawlspace. The columns should be raised by loosening the nuts, jacking with hydraulic jacks and 
retightening the nuts. The columns should not be lifted with the anchor rods. Detailed instructions can be found 
in Appendix D. 

5. The interior finishes and doors should be repaired after the foundation is levelled.  Consideration should be 
given to refinishing active areas with flexible materials that are more tolerant to movement (flexible coatings, 
paneling, shiplap, wood or plastic molding, wallpaper, etc.).  

8.0 ESTIMATED COSTS 

Based on the recommendations listed in Section 7.0, the cost of repairs and restoration were estimated based on 
Tetra Tech’s experience with construction in the Arctic.  These costs are conceptual as no detailed designs or 
precise material quantities were carried out and no pricing was obtained from contractors for the Inuvik market. In 
the case of thermosyphon repairs, some materials research and study on the feasibility of construction will be 
required.  These costs are ball bark estimates based on experience. Table 2 below summarizes the estimate costs 
for each of the recommendations listed in Section 7.0.  
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Table 2 – Estimated Costs - Conceptual 
 

Item Number Priority System Repairs Included Cost 
($ CAD) 

1 Medium Structural Monitoring/recharging 
evaporator loops ??1 

1 Medium  Structural Replacing/repairing/upgrading 
evaporator loops 100,0002 – 500,0003 

2 High Building Envelope Site survey and upgrade 
Landscaping  80,0004 

3 Medium Structural Foundation monitoring 10,000 – 30,0005 
4 High Structural Adjusting columns  30,000 
5 High Building Envelope Repair cracked walls and doors  21,000 

1 It is assumed that this cost was included in a separate maintenance budget. 
2 Lowest cost would be if the leaks could be plugged by using a internal coating system, leak stop compound, etc. 
3 Cost would be highest if evaporator loops were installed by trenching or directional drilling. 
4 More accurate would require site survey, landscaping plan, and estimate of quantities.    
5 Lowest cost would be manual monitoring, highest would be electronic monitoring system. 

9.0 LIMITATIONS OF REPORT 

9.1 Assessment Limitations 
Recommendations provided in this report are based on visual examinations from an accessible distance, some 
representative non-destructive surface examinations, and an elevation survey. The inspections were not intrusive 
and systems were not disassembled for further examination. The inspections were completed according to 
Recognized and Generally Accepted Good Engineering Practice for structural inspections and qualitative evaluation 
of condition of existing assets. No additional detailed measurements, testing, or analysis was completed unless 
noted otherwise. 

The inspected condition and estimated repair costs were determined based upon experience, past performance of 
the structure from the time of construction, or modifications as determined through review of existing reports and 
documentation, discussions with Inuvik Hospital personnel, and the inspector's experience in the performance of 
similar structures in Northern environments. 

Tetra Tech shall assume no liability in the event that corrective timelines prove inaccurate, other than the value of 
the engineering services, nor for damages, if any, suffered as a result of conditions not detectable by visual and 
accessible testing methodology described herein. 

9.2 Third Party Use of Document 
This report and its contents are intended for the sole use of the Government of Northwest Territories, Department 
of Infrastructure. Tetra Tech Canada Inc. (Tetra Tech) does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of any of 
the data, the analysis, or the recommendations contained or referenced in the report when the report is used or 
relied upon by any Party other than the Government of Northwest Territories, Department of Infrastructure, or for 
any Project other than the proposed development at the subject site. Any such unauthorized use of this report is at 
the sole risk of the user. Use of this report is subject to the terms and conditions stated in Tetra Tech Canada Inc.’s 
Services Agreement. Tetra Tech’s Limitations on the Use of this Document are attached to this memo. 
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10.0 CLOSURE 

We trust this technical memo meets your present requirements. If you have any questions or comments, please 
contact the undersigned.  

Sincerely, 
 

Tetra Tech Canada Inc. 
 
734-20703602-MEM-S0001-00 734-20703602-MEM-S0001-00 
734-20703602-MEM-S0001-00 734-20703602-MEM-S0001-00 
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Prepared by:  Reviewed by: 
Mohammed El-Gendy, M.Sc., E.I.T.    Steven Sebastian, M.Sc., P.Eng.  
Structural Designer       Senior Structural Engineer 
Direct: +1 (204) 954-6821 Direct: +1 (204) 954-6906 
Mohammed.ElGendy@tetratech.com    Steven.Sebastian@tetratech.com   
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Asset  Condition Assessment

GNWT: Government of Northwest Territories Community: Inuvik Buildings

Asset:  Hospital - Inuvik-001401

Currency: CAD

Statistics

FCI Cost: 33,159,114 FCI: 0.32

RI Cost: 34,756,395 RI: 0.33

Total Requirements Cost: 34,756,393

Current Replacement Value: 103,768,884 Date of most Recent Assessment: 7-Apr-17

Asset Description

ARCHITECTURAL  
  
The Inuvik Hospital building is located in Inuvik, Northwest Territories.  The building is a two-storey structure built in 2004 and providing a total of 9,000  square meters of floor 
area. The hospital includes: a 25-bed acute care, emergency, lab, x-ray, space for day programs, medical clinics, and pharmacy. The 25-bed extended care area has its own 
entrance and includes a multi-purpose room and chapel. The centre also has regional offices and a transient centre. A power centre structure containing the boiler and main 
electrical equipment is linked to the main building.  
  
The building occupancy is classified according to the National Building Code Appendix A, Table 3.1.2.1 as Group (I) Division 2 Occupancy.  The facility is sprinkler protected.  
  
SUBSTRUCTURE   
   
The substructure of the building consists of adjustable steel posts on exposed concrete footings at the crawl space level. The crawl space floor is covered with cementitious 
panels.  
  
SUPERSTRUCTURE   
  
The superstructure is a two-story conventional steel construction with steel cladding. The main and second floor structure consists of open web steel joists supporting metal 
decking with concrete. The roof structure is also open web steel joists supporting metal decking.   
  
VERTICAL TRANSPORTATION  
  
The vertical transportation at this facility is via hydraulic elevator, and stairways.  
  
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  
  
An internal survey by NT Asset Management has indicated that this building does not contain materials known to contain asbestos.  
  
BUILDING EXTERIOR  
  
EXTERIOR WALLS:  The exterior walls are metal clad siding.    
  
EXTERIOR WINDOWS:  The windows are generally insulated double paned clear glass set in fixed and awning type frames.    
  
EXTERIOR DOORS:  The exterior doors are primarily conventional aluminium storefront assemblies or hollow metal with metal frames.  
  
ROOFING:  The hospital roof consists of SBS membrane assembly with insulation. The power center roof consists of slope metal roofing.  
  
BUILDING INTERIOR  
  
PARTITIONS:  Interior walls throughout the facility consist primarily of gypsum wallboard on wood or metal studs.    
  
INTERIOR DOORS: The interior doors are predominately stained solid wood doors set in metal frames with knob type hardware.    
  
WALL FINISHES: The wall finishes are primarily painted or fabric covered gypsum wallboard. The toilet area include ceramic tile finishes.  
  
FLOOR FINISHES: Sheet Vinyl flooring is found throughout the facility.  Carpet is installed in the offices in the administration areas.  The storage room and mechanical flooring is 
painted plywood. The toilet area include ceramic tile finishes.  
  
CEILING FINISHES: The ceiling finish is typically acoustic lay-in tiles. The hospital also has areas with painted gypsum board ceiling.   
  
SITEWORK:  Site parking is a paved lot located near the front of the building.    
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Asset  Condition Assessment

MECHANICAL  
  
HVAC  
  
The Inuvik Hospital building is conditioned using eight roof top air handling units. These units contain a heat/cooling section humidification section, and a heat exchanger section. 
Variable speed drives are also used for demand control related to static pressure adjustment. Both ducted and plenum return systems are in use dependent on age and 
use/classification of the respective areas. Full 100% air makeup is supplied to the operating rooms and patient areas. HEPA filtration use in the operating rooms is suspected but 
not confirmed. Chilled water is provided from the packaged chiller unit manufactured by Carrier and located outside the power house.   
  
Heating hot water is produced with three Weil McLain gas/oil fired 4500 MBH boilers installed in the power house.  Perimeter heating utilizes ceiling mounted radiant heating 
panels. Humidification is provided to the air handlers using steam from a Weil McLain gas fired 1200 MBH boilers.  
  
The facility has a total of approximately twenty exhaust fans located throughout the facility, some of which are located on the roof, while some are inside the building or on the 
wall and discharge to the exterior.  The kitchen dishwasher, kitchen hood and morgue have their own exhaust fans, and the 500 kW generator set also has the required louvered 
systems to keep it cool during operation. The facility is equipped with a DDC building automation system. Both pneumatic and DDC based controls are in use. The hospital has 
reciprocating compressors and air dryers for HVAC controls.  
  
PLUMBING  
  
Piping Systems  
  
City water, sanitary and storm drainage is tied in to the local utilidor system. The city water is supplied via a single main entering the power house, and is distributed in copper 
piping to washrooms, drinking fountains, boilers, janitorial closets, the domestic hot water system, heating water makeup systems, safety eyewashes and showers, ice machines, 
utility and  scrub sinks, bedpan washers, humidification systems, RO and soft water supplies, and other similar uses.  
Domestic hot water is provided using gas supplied to eight new A.O. Smith domestic hot water heaters.  All visible piping was code compliant, with copper used for water service 
with brass sink p-traps, cast iron for sanitary and storm piping. Sprinkler and gas  piping is of a steel construction.  
  
Medical gas systems provided are oxygen, vacuum, medical air, and nitrous oxide, which are distributed to various areas throughout the facility.  
  
Diesel fuel is stored in bulk in an outdoor storage tank, size undetermined the diesel used for the standby generator and hot water boilers.  
  
Rain water is removed from the roof by internal drains, which discharge to the surrounding property.   
  
Washroom fixtures are made of vitreous china or enamel, with lavatories being wall mounted or counter recessed and water closets being wall or floor mounted. Lab, kitchen, and 
kitchenette sinks are also made of stainless steel. Fittings are generally of a copper over brass composition, and traps are similar or typically made of brass.  
Janitorial sinks are floor mounted and made of a fibreglass composition, while kitchenette units and OR scrub sinks are of a stainless construction.  
  
FIRE PROTECTION  
  
The facility is protected with a tamperproof and backflow protected 10 zone wet sprinkler system, the distribution piping. Siamese connections for the sprinklers and standpipe 
are located on the exterior of the building for fire department connections.  Portable fire extinguishers are situated throughout as well, and are placed in appropriate cabinets or 
on brackets as required.  
   
The kitchen hood has a fire suppression system which is monitored by the local fire alarm system.  
   
CONVEYANCE  
  
The hospital has a two stop 4000 pound capacity hydraulic elevator.  
  
ELECTRICAL  
  
Electrical Power and Distribution  
  
Power is provided by the local utility through underground service lateral from an adjacent utility owned pad mount transformer.  The main service consists of a 1200A, 
600Y/347V 3 phase main switchboard which distributes the power to transformers, motor control centres and, panelboards throughout the facility.  
   
Emergency Power and Lighting  
  
Emergency Power is supplied by a Kohler diesel generator rated at 500 kW, 600Y/347V. Power is distributed to 3 automatic transfer switches which in turn feed the Conditional, 
Vital, and Delayed Vital distribution switchboards.  
  
Self-contained battery backup lights provide illumination in some areas during an emergency.  Exit signs are connected to the emergency system and are of the energy efficient 
LED type.    
  
Lighting  
  
The building lighting consists primarily of fluorescent fixtures with electronic ballasts and T8 lamps installed throughout. Exterior lighting is accomplished by HID type building 
mounted fixtures at various locations around the building, illuminating the building entrances.  
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Other Electrical Systems  
  
The building is equipped with a Simplex 4100 addressable fire alarm system located in room 10022. The system monitors pull stations, heat and smoke detectors, sprinkler flow 
and tamper switches, and audio/visual devices. When the system is activated, audio devices are activated, and an alarm is transmitted to the local fire department.  
  
The main telephone service enters the building and terminates on a plywood backboard in the main communication room 10023. Telephone distribution is accomplished from 
this point to areas as needed.  Also, a rack mounted   
  
The building is equipped with a card access security system that prevents access to the secured area of the building and video cameras monitor the corridors and entrance ways.  
  
Nurse call systems are provided in all patient care areas consisting of a controller located at the Nurse Station, and pillow station at each patient bed with dome lights installed in 
the corridors.  
  
Paging service is provided by the main hospital's public address system.  The speakers are a flush ceiling mounted types located throughout the building.    

Type Building
Area 9,000 SM

Use Healthcare Construction Type CNBC - Group B Div 1 Care or Detention
Floors 2 Historical Category None

Address 1 - City Inuvik
Address 2 - State/Province/Region CANADA
Year Constructed 2004 Zip/Postal Code X0E 0T0
Year Renovated - Architect Stantec Architecture Ltd., Calgary
Ownership Client Owned Commission Date -

Decommission Date -

Year Assessed:

2017
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Asset  Condition Assessment

Systems

A - Substructure

System Name: Cementitious Panels-Crawl Space Floor

System EID: SYS-2071 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital substructure includes cementitous boards at the crawl 
space floor.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 75

System Group: Structure Modeled Renewal FY: 2079

Quantity: 6,400 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

55,866.52

Unit Cost: 139.67 % Renew: 6.25

Replacement Cost: 893,864.37 Renewal Action FY: 2079

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 55,866.52

Years Remaining: 62 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.17333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Concrete Footings

System EID: SYS-86809 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital and power plant sub-structure include concrete 
column footings.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 75

System Group: Structure Modeled Renewal FY: 2079

Quantity: 7,200 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

43,674.79

Unit Cost: 101.1 % Renew: 6.00

Replacement Cost: 727,913.09 Renewal Action FY: 2079

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 43,674.79

Years Remaining: 62 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.17333333 (Observed)

Requirements
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Systems

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Thermal Siphoning System

System EID: SYS-5518 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital substructure includes a thermal siphoning system 
consisting of compacted stone over rigid insulation and carbon 
dioxide and stone filled piping system for heat extraction.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 40

System Group: Structure Modeled Renewal FY: 2044

Quantity: 6,500 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,514,137.43

Unit Cost: 232.94 % Renew: 100.00

Replacement Cost: 1,514,137.43 Renewal Action FY: 2044

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,514,137.43

Years Remaining: 27 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.325 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B - Shell

B10 - Superstructure

System Name: Superstructure - Multi Storey - Steel

System EID: SYS-2072 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital is a two-storey steel building, includes steel columns, 
beams, floor pans, and roof structure. The system includes a 
suspended main floor over crawl space.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 75

System Group: Structure Modeled Renewal FY: 2079

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

859,324.89

Unit Cost: 1,527.69 % Renew: 6.25

Replacement Cost: 13,749,198.28 Renewal Action FY: 2079

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 859,324.89

Years Remaining: 62 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.17333333 (Observed)
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Systems

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B1010 - Floor Construction

B1014 - Ramps

System Name: Accessible Ramps - Exterior Concrete

System EID: SYS-2073 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Concrete in place, handicapped ramp w/cheek walls & rails both 
sides, 5' wide. The expected system lifespan is shortened due to 
extreme weather conditions.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Quantity equals the linear foot run of the ramp. Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Structure Modeled Renewal FY: 2037

Quantity: 4 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,502.33

Unit Cost: 3,004.66 % Renew: 12.50

Replacement Cost: 12,018.66 Renewal Action FY: 2037

Unit of Measure: LM Renewal Action Cost: 1,502.33

Years Remaining: 20 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B20 - Exterior Enclosure

B2010 - Exterior Walls

System Name: Metal Paneled Walls - Exterior

System EID: SYS-2074 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The exterior wall construction is of high quality metal panels such as 
standing seam metal or insulated metal panels. This exterior wall 
system also includes a secondary stud layer behind the insulated 
metal panels.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 60

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2064
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Systems

Quantity: 6,800 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

14,056,017.22

Unit Cost: 1,653.65 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 11,244,813.78 Renewal Action FY: 2064

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 14,056,017.22

Years Remaining: 47 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.21666667 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B2020 - Exterior Windows

System Name: Aluminium Windows

System EID: SYS-2075 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital includes aluminium framed exterior units, with 
insulating glass.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 792 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,619,380.15

Unit Cost: 2,645.84 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,095,504.12 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,619,380.15

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B2030 - Exterior Doors

System Name: Automatic Openers - Single

System EID: SYS-86801 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The entry vestibules includes auto door openers. The system 
includes: commercial, electronic door opener, for single swing door, 
per opening, incl. motion sensor, 12V control box, motor, handicap 

Inspector: Ian Tingley
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Systems

actuator buttons and wiring.

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 2 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

49,050.95

Unit Cost: 19,620.38 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 39,240.76 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 49,050.95

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Door Assembly - 3 x 7 HM

System EID: SYS-2076 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The exterior doors include non-rated 3 x 7 steel door and steel 
frame with hinges, lockset (lever), exit hardware and closer. Includes 
painted door and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 17 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

283,739.96

Unit Cost: 13,352.47 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 226,991.97 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 283,739.96

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Door Assembly - 6 x 7 HM

System EID: SYS-2078 Year Installed: 2,004
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Systems

Description: Exterior doors include pr. 3 x 7 steel doors and steel frame with 
hinges, locksets (lever), exit hardware and closers. Includes painted 
doors and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 2 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

65,034.59

Unit Cost: 26,013.84 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 52,027.67 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 65,034.59

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Door Assembly - Storefront - Sliding

System EID: SYS-5494 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The exterior doors include motorized sliding glazed aluminium 
storefront leaf plus glazed side panels, aluminium frame, hardware, 
including motor and sensors.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 3 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

191,810.33

Unit Cost: 51,149.42 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 153,448.27 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 191,810.33

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Door Assembly - Storefront Double
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Systems

System EID: SYS-86813 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The exterior doors at the entry vestibules include double swinging, 
glazed, aluminum storefronts with aluminum frame and standard 
hardware. The system quantity includes the inner door pair at the 
vestibules.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 4 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

123,607.81

Unit Cost: 24,721.56 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 98,886.25 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 123,607.81

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Overhead Doors (Electrically Operated)

System EID: SYS-2081 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital includes overhead operating sectional doors with 
motor operator.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 3 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

44,078.15

Unit Cost: 11,754.17 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 35,262.52 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 44,078.15

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

B30 - Roofing

System Name: Metal Roofing With Insulation, Power Plant
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Systems

System EID: SYS-86816 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The roof covering of the power plant is composed of formed metal 
roofing, RSI 4.9 batt roof insulation, and vapor retarder.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 480 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

376,619.03

Unit Cost: 627.7 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 301,295.22 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 376,619.03

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane

System EID: SYS-86812 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospitals insulated roof is finished with an SBS Granulated 
Bitumen Membrane type.  The cost estimate includes rigid 
insulation.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Exterior Enclosure Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 6,720 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

4,723,979.34

Unit Cost: 562.38 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 3,779,183.47 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 4,723,979.34

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124467 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane Date Inspected 7-Apr-17
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Systems

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System B30 - Roofing Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 4,723,979

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane. System Description: The hospitals insulated roof is finished with an SBS Granulated Bitumen Membrane type.  The cost estimate includes rigid insulation.

Linked Photos

B30 - SBS Modified Bitumen Membrane

C - Interiors

C10 - Interior Construction

C1010 - Partitions

System Name: GWB Walls - Standard (Non-Painted)

System EID: SYS-2083 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital interior includes standard GWB partitions, taped and 
finished.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 41,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

6,026,950.35

Unit Cost: 235.2 % Renew: 62.50

Replacement Cost: 9,643,120.56 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 6,026,950.35

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Wall Damage in Janitors Closets
Requirement ID REQ-124471 Action Date 7-Apr-22

Linked System GWB Walls - Standard (Non-Painted) Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Reliability Finish Date

Prime System C1010 - Partitions Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector Ian Tingley Estimated Cost 9,782
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Systems

Requirement Description

The walls are water damaged adjacent to the janitors floor sinks. The gypsum wall board is deteriorated. To restore appearance and prevent mold growth it is recommended that the wall be covered with reinforced fibreglass panels or 
similar water resistant material.

Linked Photos

Wall Damage in Janitors Closets

System Name: Windows/Storefront Partitions - Average

System EID: SYS-2084 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital interior includes storefront partitions. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 150 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

486,348.39

Unit Cost: 2,593.86 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 389,078.71 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 486,348.39

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

C1020 - Interior Doors

System Name: Automatic Openers - Single-Interior
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Systems

System EID: SYS-86810 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital interior includes auto door openers. The system 
includes: commercial, electronic door opener, for single swing door, 
per opening, incl. motion sensor, 12V control box, motor, handicap 
actuator buttons and wiring.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 4 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

98,101.9

Unit Cost: 19,620.38 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 78,481.52 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 98,101.90

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Counter-Top Roll-Up Shutters

System EID: SYS-86814 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital has vertical roll-up metal counter-top shutters. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 2 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

12,416.73

Unit Cost: 4,966.69 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 9,933.38 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 12,416.73

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Overhead/Rolling Fire Door
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System EID: SYS-86808 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: An interior over-head fire door is installed at the ambulance bay. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

13,239.17

Unit Cost: 10,591.34 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 10,591.34 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 13,239.17

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Swinging Doors - 3 x 7 HM - Rated

System EID: SYS-2086 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Interior doors include rated 3 x 7 steel door and steel frame with 
hinges, lockset (lever), panic hardware and closer. Includes painted 
door and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 4 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

74,447.7

Unit Cost: 14,889.54 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 59,558.16 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 74,447.70

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Swinging Doors - 3 x 7 Wd - NR
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System EID: SYS-2085 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The nterior doors include non-rated 3 x 7 wood door and steel 
frame with hinges, lockset (lever) and closer. Includes finished door 
and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 248 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

3,090,922.15

Unit Cost: 9,970.72 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,472,737.72 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 3,090,922.15

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Swinging Doors - Pair - 6 x 7 Wd - NR

System EID: SYS-2088 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Interior doors include pr. non-rated 3 x 7 wood doors and steel 
frame with hinges, locksets (lever) and closers. Includes finished 
doors and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 3 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

75,966.98

Unit Cost: 20,257.86 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 60,773.58 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 75,966.98

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Swinging Doors - Pair - 6 x 7 Wd - Rated
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System EID: SYS-2089 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The interior doors include pr. rated 3 x 7 wood doors and steel 
frame with hinges, locksets (lever), panic hardware and closers. 
Includes finished doors and painted frame.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 5 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

102,590.17

Unit Cost: 16,414.43 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 82,072.13 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 102,590.17

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

C1030 - Fittings

System Name: Washroom Accessories - Average

System EID: SYS-2090 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The washroom accessories include: mirrors, grab bars, paper towel 
dispensers and disposals, diaper changing stations, toilet paper 
holders, and soap dispenser.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

489,291.23

Unit Cost: 43.49 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 391,432.98 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 489,291.23

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available
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C1035 - Identifying Devices

System Name: Fittings: Signage (Room Numbering and Identification)

System EID: SYS-2092 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital interior includes: door and wall signage. The signage is 
in fair to good condition. The observed years remaining are 
extended.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

26,309.41

Unit Cost: 2.34 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 21,047.53 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 26,309.41

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.3 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Fittings: Signage (Room Numbering and Identification) 
Renewal

Requirement ID REQ-17045 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Fittings: Signage (Room Numbering and Identification) Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C1035 - Identifying Devices Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 26,309

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Fittings: Signage (Room Numbering and Identification). System Description: The hospital interior includes: door and wall signage. The signage is in fair to good condition. The observed years remaining are 
extended.

Linked Photos

C1035 - Fittings: Signage (Room Numbering and Identification)

C20 - Stairs

System Name: Stairs - Interior
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System EID: SYS-2093 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital include interior stairs between the main and second 
floor.  The stairs appear to be steel framed with painted metal hand 
rails.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Quantity equals number of standard flights (12 risers) per stair 
tower.

Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 75

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2079

Quantity: 2 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

87,359.35

Unit Cost: 116,479.14 % Renew: 37.50

Replacement Cost: 232,958.27 Renewal Action FY: 2079

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 87,359.35

Years Remaining: 62 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.17333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Stairs -Interior-Power Plant

System EID: SYS-86817 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The interior stairs in the power plant include open-riser, steel stairs 
with grate treads.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 75

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2079

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

22,426.44

Unit Cost: 59,803.83 % Renew: 37.50

Replacement Cost: 59,803.83 Renewal Action FY: 2079

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 22,426.44

Years Remaining: 62 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.17333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

C30 - Interior Finishes
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C3010 - Wall Finishes

System Name: Ceramic Tiles - Walls

System EID: SYS-2094 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital wall coverings include  thin set ceramic decorator tiles 
at medium price.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 180 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

214,781.36

Unit Cost: 954.58 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 171,825.09 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 214,781.36

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish)

System EID: SYS-2095 Year Installed: 2,011

Description: Interior wall finishes include standard paint finish. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2021

Quantity: 18,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,181,576.96

Unit Cost: 52.51 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 945,261.57 Renewal Action FY: 2021

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,181,576.96

Years Remaining: 4 (Observed) Age: 9

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish) 
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Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17046 Action Date 7-Apr-21

Linked System Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish) Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3010 - Wall Finishes Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 1,181,577

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish). System Description: Interior wall finishes include standard paint finish.

Linked Photos

C3010 - Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish)

System Name: Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish), Social Services

System EID: SYS-86803 Year Installed: 2,017

Description: The interior wall finish at the upper floor Social Services Department 
include a painted finish.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Assessment 2017: It was reported that the interior paint was recently 
completed.

Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2027

Quantity: 2,800 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

183,800.86

Unit Cost: 52.51 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 147,040.69 Renewal Action FY: 2027

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 183,800.86

Years Remaining: 10 (Observed) Age: 3

% Used: 0 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish), 
Social Services Renewal

Requirement ID REQ-124457 Action Date 7-Apr-17

Linked System Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish), 
Social Services Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date 7-Apr-17

Prime System C3010 - Wall Finishes Status Closed
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Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 182,497

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Painted Finish - Average (1 Coat Prime - 2 Coats Finish), Social Services. System Description: Interior wall finishes include standard paint finish.

No photo  available. 

System Name: Wall Covering - Vinyl

System EID: SYS-2097 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Wall finishes include wall covering composed of vinyl or other 
similar material. The vinyl wall covering is in reasonable condition. 
The observed years remaining are extended.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 12,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,426,847.76

Unit Cost: 95.12 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 1,141,478.21 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,426,847.76

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.4 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Wall Covering - Vinyl Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17049 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Wall Covering - Vinyl Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3010 - Wall Finishes Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 1,426,848

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Wall Covering - Vinyl. System Description: Wall finishes include wall covering composed of vinyl or other similar material. The vinyl wall covering is in reasonable condition. The observed years remaining are 
extended.

Linked Photos
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C3010 - Wall Covering - Vinyl

C3020 - Floor Finishes

System Name: Carpeting - Carpet Broadloom

System EID: SYS-2098 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Floor finishes in the upper floor office areas include medium priced 
carpeting and base for average office areas. The carpeting is aged, 
but has remaining service life. The observed years remaining are 
extended.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2021

Quantity: 2,200 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

754,849.84

Unit Cost: 274.49 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 603,879.87 Renewal Action FY: 2021

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 754,849.84

Years Remaining: 4 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Carpeting - Carpet Broadloom Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17050 Action Date 7-Apr-21

Linked System Carpeting - Carpet Broadloom Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3020 - Floor Finishes Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 754,850

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Carpeting - Carpet Broadloom. System Description: Floor finishes in the upper floor office areas include medium priced carpeting and base for average office areas. The carpeting is aged, but has remaining 
service life. The observed years remaining are extended.

Linked Photos
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C3020 - Carpeting - Carpet Broadloom

System Name: Epoxy Flooring - High End

System EID: SYS-2100 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Floor finishes include high end cement epoxies and related base. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 400 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

607,129.44

Unit Cost: 1,214.26 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 485,703.55 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 607,129.44

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Floor Finishes - Rubber Treads - Stairs

System EID: SYS-2101 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Non-slip rubber stair treads with standard raised pastilles. Unit is per 
tread. The flooring has remaining service life. The observed years 
remaining are extended.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 56 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

42,486.72
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Unit Cost: 606.95 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 33,989.38 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 42,486.72

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Floor Finishes - Rubber Treads - Stairs Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17052 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Floor Finishes - Rubber Treads - Stairs Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3020 - Floor Finishes Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 42,487

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Floor Finishes - Rubber Treads - Stairs. System Description: Non-slip rubber stair treads with standard raised pastilles. Unit is per tread. The flooring has remaining service life. The observed years remaining are 
extended.

Linked Photos

C3020 - Floor Finishes - Rubber Treads - Stairs

System Name: Vinyl Sheet Goods

System EID: SYS-2103 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Floor finishes include areas of vinyl sheet goods flooring and related 
base.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 12

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2025

Quantity: 6,750 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

4,229,794.13

Unit Cost: 501.31 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 3,383,835.31 Renewal Action FY: 2025

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 4,229,794.13

Years Remaining: 8 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.33333333 (Observed)
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Requirements

Requirement Name Vinyl Sheet Goods Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17054 Action Date 7-Apr-25

Linked System Vinyl Sheet Goods Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3020 - Floor Finishes Status Open

Priority 8 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 4,229,794

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Vinyl Sheet Goods. System Description: Floor finishes include areas of vinyl sheet goods flooring and related base.

Linked Photos

C3020 - Vinyl Sheet Goods

System Name: Vinyl Sheet Goods, Foyer

System EID: SYS-86805 Year Installed: 2,016

Description: Floor finishes in the entry lobby include areas of vinyl sheet goods 
flooring and related base.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Assessment 2017: The sheet vinyl in the entrance lobby are reported 
as being renewed in 2016.

Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 12

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2028

Quantity: 220 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

137,859.96

Unit Cost: 501.31 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 110,287.97 Renewal Action FY: 2028

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 137,859.96

Years Remaining: 11 (Observed) Age: 4

% Used: 0.08333333 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Vinyl Sheet Goods, Foyer Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124461 Action Date 7-Apr-17

Linked System Vinyl Sheet Goods, Foyer Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date 1-Aug-16
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Prime System C3020 - Floor Finishes Status Closed

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 138,065

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Vinyl Sheet Goods, Foyer. System Description: Floor finishes in the entry lobby include areas of vinyl sheet goods flooring and related base.

No photo  available. 

System Name: Vinyl Sheet Goods, Surgery

System EID: SYS-86804 Year Installed: 2,016

Description: Floor finishes in the surgery wing include areas of vinyl sheet goods 
flooring and related base. In 2016 the sheet vinyl was renewed in the 
surgery room and three adjacent rooms.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Assessment 2017: Renewal Information as per discussions on site 
with Facility Representative.

Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 12

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2028

Quantity: 130 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

81,462.7

Unit Cost: 501.31 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 65,170.16 Renewal Action FY: 2028

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 81,462.70

Years Remaining: 11 (Observed) Age: 4

% Used: 0.08333333 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Vinyl Sheet Goods, Surgery Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124459 Action Date 7-Apr-17

Linked System Vinyl Sheet Goods, Surgery Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date 1-Aug-16

Prime System C3020 - Floor Finishes Status Closed

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 81,584

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Vinyl Sheet Goods, Surgery. System Description: Floor finishes in the surgery wing include areas of vinyl sheet goods flooring and related base. In 2016 the sheet vinyl was renewed in the surgery room and 
three adjacent rooms.

No photo  available. 

C3030 - Ceiling Finishes

System Name: ACT System
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System EID: SYS-2104 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The majority of the ceiling finishes in the hospital consist of 
suspended T-bars with drop-in acoustic tiles.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 8,100 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,552,960.44

Unit Cost: 252.14 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,042,368.35 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,552,960.44

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name ACT System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-17055 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System ACT System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System C3030 - Ceiling Finishes Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 2,552,960

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for ACT System. System Description: The majority of the ceiling finishes in the hospital consist of suspended T-bars with drop-in acoustic tiles.

Linked Photos

C3030 - ACT System

System Name: GWB Taped and Finished
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System EID: SYS-2105 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital includes areas with GWB ceiling system, taped, finished 
and painted with primer and 2 finish coats.  Ceiling on suspension 
system or fastened to metal furring.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 2,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

545,629.71

Unit Cost: 218.25 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 436,503.77 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 545,629.71

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D - Services

D10 - Conveying

D1010 - Elevators and Lifts

System Name: Hydraulic Passenger Elevator

System EID: SYS-13178 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The conveying equipment includes a hospital passenger hydraulic 
elevator - two stories.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 35

System Group: Interior Construction and Conveyance Modeled Renewal FY: 2039

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

580,246.8
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Unit Cost: 464,197.44 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 464,197.44 Renewal Action FY: 2039

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 580,246.80

Years Remaining: 22 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.37142857 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D20 - Plumbing

D2010 - Plumbing Fixtures

System Name: Custodial Sinks

System EID: SYS-13133 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The plumbing fixtures include custodial sinks. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:46:12 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 8 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

13,682.88

Unit Cost: 1,368.29 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 10,946.31 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 13,682.88

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Emergency Eyewash and Shower Units

System EID: SYS-13134 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Plumbing fixtures include emergency safety shower and eyewash 
units.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034
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Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

18,342.67

Unit Cost: 14,674.14 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 14,674.14 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 18,342.67

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Laboratory Sinks

System EID: SYS-13136 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building plumbing fixtures include stainless steel or molded, 
chemical-resistant laboratory sinks.  Note: selected available RS 
Means line item for stainless steel sink, for budgetary purposes only.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 5 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

139,222.18

Unit Cost: 22,275.55 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 111,377.75 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 139,222.18

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Restroom Fixtures - Hospital

System EID: SYS-13137 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The restroom fixtures include vitreous china urinals and water 
closets, vitreous china or molded lavatories, and showers.  The 
fixtures and quantities are appropriate for a hospital building with 
an average density of restrooms.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM
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Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

3,809,902.32

Unit Cost: 338.66 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 3,047,921.86 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 3,809,902.32

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Stainless Sinks

System EID: SYS-87107 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The plumbing fixtures include stainless steel sinks serving the facility. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 48 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

487,585.97

Unit Cost: 8,126.43 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 390,068.77 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 487,585.97

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D2020 - Domestic Water Distribution

System Name: Water Dist Complete

System EID: SYS-13139 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building water distribution system includes dual 8-inch main 
feeds, supply system, filtration, rpz backflow preventer, water 
softener, booster pump system, water meter, and rough in for a 

Inspector: Rob Blackie
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building with a dense system.  This System does not include a water 
heater.

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,308,454.87

Unit Cost: 129.23 % Renew: 112.50

Replacement Cost: 1,163,071 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,308,454.87

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Water Heater - Gas

System EID: SYS-87091 Year Installed: 2,015

Description: The domestic hot water is provided by seven gas-fired water heaters 
rated 179.1 MBH, 378 litres, located in the mechanical boiler room.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2030

Quantity: 7 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

451,664.33

Unit Cost: 57,610.25 % Renew: 112.00

Replacement Cost: 403,271.72 Renewal Action FY: 2030

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 451,664.33

Years Remaining: 13 (Observed) Age: 5

% Used: 0.13333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D2030 - Sanitary Waste

System Name: Sanitary Waste - Gravity Disch

No photo  available. 
System EID: SYS-13141 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes an average sanitary waste system, of cast iron 
piping, with a pumped force main discharge to the municipal 
system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: No photo available. Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,038,268.1
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Unit Cost: 92.29 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 830,614.48 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,038,268.10

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Pre-Engineered Sewage Lift Station: Lacking
Requirement ID REQ-70338 Action Date

Linked System Sanitary Waste - Gravity Disch Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Air and Water Quality Finish Date

Prime System D2030 - Sanitary Waste Status Open

Priority 4- Recommended Actual Cost 0
Inspector Rob Blackie Estimated Cost 1,594,885

Requirement Description

Install a new below grade pre engineered sewage lift station complete with a heated building above to allow adequate maintenance of pumps in tank and remove old storage tank and triplex pump system.

No photo  available. 

D2040 - Rain Water Drainage

System Name: Roof Drainage - Gravity

System EID: SYS-13142 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Rain water drainage includes interior piping, roof drains and 4-inch 
discharge piping by gravity flow to a municipal main.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 50

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2054

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

834,795.65

Unit Cost: 74.2 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 667,836.52 Renewal Action FY: 2054

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 834,795.65

Years Remaining: 37 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.26 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D2090 - Other Plumbing Systems

System Name: Gas Distribution - Hosp Medical Systems
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System EID: SYS-13144 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building is equipped with piped medical gas systems, including 
Oxygen, Nitrogen, Nitrous Oxide, medical vacuum, and medical air

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,665,350.95

Unit Cost: 176.23 % Renew: 105.00

Replacement Cost: 1,586,048.52 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,665,350.95

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Lab Acid Waste System - Glass Pipe

No photo  available. 
System EID: SYS-13145 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes a glass-piped acid water waste piping system 
for the laboratories.  (Note: Price per 1000 SF of laboratory area 
served.)

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: No photo available. Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 40

System Group: Plumbing System Modeled Renewal FY: 2044

Quantity: 350 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

131,659.47

Unit Cost: 300.94 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 105,327.57 Renewal Action FY: 2044

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 131,659.47

Years Remaining: 27 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.325 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D30 - HVAC
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D3010 - Energy Supply

D3011 - Oil Supply System

System Name: Above Ground Oil Tank - 1157 Litre

System EID: SYS-87085 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The asset includes a 1157 litre, double wall steel, above ground oil 
storage tank with distribution piping.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

73,388.41

Unit Cost: 58,710.73 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 58,710.73 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 73,388.41

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Above Ground Oil Tank - 25000 Litre

System EID: SYS-87087 Year Installed: 2,013

Description: The asset includes a 25000 litre, double wall steel, above ground oil 
storage tank with distribution piping.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2043

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

285,169.88

Unit Cost: 228,135.9 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 228,135.9 Renewal Action FY: 2043

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 285,169.88

Years Remaining: 26 (Observed) Age: 7

% Used: 0.13333333 (Observed)

Requirements
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No Requirement Data Available

D3020 - Heat Generating Systems

System Name: Boiler HW - Gas/Oil Fired w/Redundancy

System EID: SYS-13177 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Heating hot water is provided by three oil/natural gas-fired boilers 
with capacity of 4763 MBH.  A steam boiler with capacity of 1232 
MBH is installed for lab humidification purposes.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,049,105.59

Unit Cost: 1,639,284.47 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 1,639,284.47 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 2,049,105.59

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D3030 - Cooling Generating Systems

System Name: Chiller - Reciprocating

System EID: SYS-13149 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Cooling medium is provided by a water cooled reciprocating chiller. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024
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Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

864,971.2

Unit Cost: 691,976.96 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 691,976.96 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 864,971.20

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Chiller - Reciprocating Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24995 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Chiller - Reciprocating Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D3030 - Cooling Generating Systems Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 864,971

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Chiller - Reciprocating. System Description: Cooling medium is provided by a water cooled reciprocating chiller.

Linked Photos

D3030 - Chiller - Reciprocating

System Name: Evaporator DX Coils - Walk-in Coolers and Freezers

System EID: SYS-87096 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Cooling medium for each walk-in freezer and cooler is provided by a 
three ton evaporator DX coil with remote condenser and 
compressor. The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to 
reflect the condition of the system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 3 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

110,234.43

Unit Cost: 29,395.85 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 88,187.55 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 110,234.43

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16
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% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Evaporator DX Coils - Walk-in Coolers and Freezers 
Renewal

Requirement ID REQ-124785 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Evaporator DX Coils - Walk-in Coolers and Freezers Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D3030 - Cooling Generating Systems Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 110,234

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Evaporator DX Coils - Walk-in Coolers and Freezers. System Description: Cooling medium for each walk-in freezer and cooler is provided by a three ton evaporator DX coil with remote condenser and 
compressor. The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Linked Photos

D3030 - Evaporator DX Coils - Walk-in Coolers and Freezers

System Name: Split DX Unit

System EID: SYS-87090 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Cooling medium for the control tower is provided by one three ton 
Mitsubishi split DX unit.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2021

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

11,521.97

Unit Cost: 9,217.58 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 9,217.58 Renewal Action FY: 2021

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 11,521.97

Years Remaining: 4 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.73333333 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Split DX Unit Renewal
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Requirement ID REQ-124779 Action Date 7-Apr-21

Linked System Split DX Unit Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D3030 - Cooling Generating Systems Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 11,522

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Split DX Unit. System Description: Cooling medium for the control tower is provided by one three ton Mitsubishi split DX unit.

Linked Photos

D3030 - Split DX Unit

D3040 - Distribution Systems

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 1 - 3306 l/s

System EID: SYS-87104 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 3306 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

230,955.14

Unit Cost: 184,764.11 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 184,764.11 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 230,955.14

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 2 - 3778 l/s
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System EID: SYS-87105 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 3778 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

263,948.73

Unit Cost: 211,158.98 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 211,158.98 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 263,948.73

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 3 - 1000 l/s

System EID: SYS-87101 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving the ambulance garage  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of approximately 1000 l/s (nameplate 
not visible).  Includes hot water and chilled water coils, chilled water 
coils supply fan motor, and return fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

69,286.54

Unit Cost: 55,429.23 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 55,429.23 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 69,286.54

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available
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System Name: Air Handling Unit - 4 - 5105 l/s

System EID: SYS-87100 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 5105 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

356,858.68

Unit Cost: 285,486.95 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 285,486.95 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 356,858.68

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 5 - 7207 l/s

System EID: SYS-87086 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 7207 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

472,431.02

Unit Cost: 377,944.82 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 377,944.82 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 472,431.02

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)
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Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 6 - 4354 l/s

System EID: SYS-87092 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 4354 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

304,365.88

Unit Cost: 243,492.7 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 243,492.7 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 304,365.88

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 7 - 9538 l/s

System EID: SYS-87097 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 9538 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

629,051.78

Unit Cost: 503,241.42 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 503,241.42 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 629,051.78
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Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Air Handling Unit - 8 - 2092 l/s

System EID: SYS-87108 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system serving part of the building  includes a VAV air 
handling unit with a capacity of 2092 l/s.  Includes hot water and 
chilled water coils, chilled water coils supply fan motor, and return 
fan motor.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

146,260.59

Unit Cost: 117,008.47 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 117,008.47 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 146,260.59

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Distribution Ductwork with VAV Boxes

System EID: SYS-87103 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system includes distribution ductwork, variable volume 
boxes with reheat coils, diffusers and plenum return. 

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 40

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2044

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

4,533,309.41

Unit Cost: 402.96 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 3,626,647.53 Renewal Action FY: 2044
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Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 4,533,309.41

Years Remaining: 27 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.325 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Exhaust System - General Building

System EID: SYS-13152 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC ventilation system includes roof mounted exhaust fans 
with ducting.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

460,844.97

Unit Cost: 40.96 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 368,675.98 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 460,844.97

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Four Pipe Distribution System w/Pump

System EID: SYS-13154 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: HVAC distribution is provided by a four pipe distribution system. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

6,871,083.4

Unit Cost: 610.76 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 5,496,866.72 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 6,871,083.40
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Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Heat Exchanger - Steam/HW - Shell and Tube

No photo  available. 
System EID: SYS-13155 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC system includes a steam to HW shell and tube heat 
exchanger.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: No photo available. Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

187,765.85

Unit Cost: 150,212.68 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 150,212.68 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 187,765.85

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Heat Exchanger - Steam/HW - Shell and Tube Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24970 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Heat Exchanger - Steam/HW - Shell and Tube Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D3040 - Distribution Systems Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 187,766

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Heat Exchanger - Steam/HW - Shell and Tube. System Description: The HVAC system includes a steam to HW shell and tube heat exchanger.

No photo  available. 

System Name: Radiant Ceiling Panels - Hot Water

System EID: SYS-87098 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The HVAC systems include radiant ceiling panels. Electric radiant 
heating panel line item substitutes for hot water radiant heating 
panel which does not exist in the RS Means database.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30
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System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,950,108.57

Unit Cost: 262.23 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,360,086.86 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,950,108.57

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D3050 - Terminal and Package Units

System Name: Unit Heaters - Hot Water

System EID: SYS-87099 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Heating for the boiler room, ambulance garage and AHUs is 
provided by suspended, forced hot water unit heaters.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 8 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

159,767.37

Unit Cost: 17,831.18 % Renew: 112.00

Replacement Cost: 142,649.43 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 159,767.37

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D3060 - Controls and Instrumentation

System Name: DDC System

System EID: SYS-13158 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: HVAC controls include average DDC system for system optimization, 
basic pc control, moderate sensor types and quantities.

Inspector: Rob Blackie
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Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: HVAC System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,086,305.03

Unit Cost: 96.56 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 869,044.02 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,086,305.03

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name DDC System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24981 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System DDC System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D3060 - Controls and Instrumentation Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 1,086,305

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for DDC System. System Description: HVAC controls include average DDC system for system optimization, basic pc control, moderate sensor types and quantities.

Linked Photos

D3060 - DDC System

D40 - Fire Protection

System Name: Fire Extinguishers

System EID: SYS-13160 Year Installed: 2,006

Description: Handheld type dry chemical fire extinguishers are located 
throughout the building, as required.  Includes cabinets.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Fire Protection Modeled Renewal FY: 2036

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

15,304.1

Unit Cost: 1.62 % Renew: 105.00

Replacement Cost: 14,575.33 Renewal Action FY: 2036
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Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 15,304.10

Years Remaining: 19 (Observed) Age: 14

% Used: 0.36666667 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Kitchen Hood Suppression

System EID: SYS-87088 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: System includes a R-102 chemical fire suppression system for a 
typical commercial kitchen. Fire suppression includes fusible links, 
manual pull stations, 3 gallon tanks, nozzles, and control panels. 
Hood not included.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Fire Protection Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

31,516.75

Unit Cost: 25,213.4 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 25,213.4 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 31,516.75

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Kitchen Hood Suppression Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124777 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Kitchen Hood Suppression Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D40 - Fire Protection Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 31,517

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Kitchen Hood Suppression. System Description: System includes a R-102 chemical fire suppression system for a typical commercial kitchen. Fire suppression includes fusible links, manual pull stations, 3 gallon 
tanks, nozzles, and control panels. Hood not included.

Linked Photos
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D40 - Kitchen Hood Suppression

System Name: Wet Sprinkler System

System EID: SYS-13161 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The fire protection systems include an ordinary hazard wet fire 
sprinkler system with backflow protection, standpipes, and fire 
pump.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 35

System Group: Fire Protection Modeled Renewal FY: 2039

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

3,501,916.66

Unit Cost: 311.28 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,801,533.33 Renewal Action FY: 2039

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 3,501,916.66

Years Remaining: 22 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.37142857 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D50 - Electrical

D5010 - Electrical Service and Distribution

D5012 - Low Tension Service and Dist.

System Name: Main Electrical Service - 347/600V 1200A
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System EID: SYS-87093 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes an electrical service of 347/600V 3 phase, a 
1200A main disconnect, and metering.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

309,849.66

Unit Cost: 247,879.73 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 247,879.73 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 309,849.66

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

System Name: Panelboards, Feeders, 600V Transformers, Disconnects - 347/600V & 120/208V

System EID: SYS-87089 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The electrical distribution system includes 120/208V and 347/600V 
switchboards, local 100A, 200A and 400A panelboards, transformers, 
disconnects, and associated equipment. The main switchgear feeds 
transformers T2A, T2B and T2C all rated at 225kVA and located in 
rooms B108, 2B9-E and 242 respectively. T2A, T2B and T2C feed 
distribution switchboards CDP-2A, CDP-2B and CDP-2C respectively 
all rated at 800A 120/208V. These switchboards feed downstream 
panelboards rated at 100A and 200A located throughout the 
building. Emergency distribution includes switchboards 6E1 and 6E2 
rated at 400A and 200A 600V respectively. The emergency 
distribution voltage is stepped down to 120/208V via 75kVA 
transformer T2E.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,580,327.44

Unit Cost: 229.36 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,064,261.95 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,580,327.44

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)
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Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D5020 - Lighting and Branch Wiring

System Name: Lighting - Exterior - HID Wall Packs

System EID: SYS-87094 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Exterior lighting includes HID lights. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

18,858.08

Unit Cost: 15,086.47 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 15,086.47 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 18,858.08

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Lighting - Exterior - HID Wall Packs Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124783 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Lighting - Exterior - HID Wall Packs Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5020 - Lighting and Branch Wiring Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 18,858

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Lighting - Exterior - HID Wall Packs. System Description: Exterior lighting includes HID lights.

Linked Photos

D5020 - Lighting - Exterior - HID Wall Packs

D5021 - Branch Wiring Devices
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System Name: Branch Wiring - Equipment & Devices

System EID: SYS-87095 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Branch wiring for this building includes interior and exterior branch 
wiring, devices, and utilization equipment.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

441,991.49

Unit Cost: 39.29 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 353,593.19 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 441,991.49

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

D5022 - Lighting Equipment

System Name: Lighting Fixtures - Interior

System EID: SYS-13165 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes a heavy density T8 and compact fluorescent 
lighting system. Lighting system includes lighting fixtures, lamps, 
conduit and wire.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,606,101.24

Unit Cost: 231.65 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,084,880.99 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,606,101.24

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements
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Requirement Name Lighting Fixtures - Interior Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24974 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Lighting Fixtures - Interior Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5022 - Lighting Equipment Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 2,606,101

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Lighting Fixtures - Interior. System Description: The building includes a heavy density T8 and compact fluorescent lighting system. Lighting system includes lighting fixtures, lamps, conduit and wire.

Linked Photos

D5022 - Lighting Fixtures - Interior

D5030 - Communications and Security

System Name: Nurse Call System

System EID: SYS-13166 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building nurse call system includes a heavy density system. 
System includes: Master control, Duty Station, single or double 
bedside call station w/call button, corridor dome lights or zone 
indicators.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to 
reflect the condition of the system. Serves approx. 65% of the 
building.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 6,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,555,433.15

Unit Cost: 340.72 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,044,346.52 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,555,433.15

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Nurse Call System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24975 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Nurse Call System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17
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Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5030 - Communications and Security Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 2,555,433

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Nurse Call System. System Description: The building nurse call system includes a heavy density system. System includes: Master control, Duty Station, single or double bedside call station w/call button, corridor 
dome lights or zone indicators.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the system. Serves approx. 65% of the building.

Linked Photos

D5030 - Nurse Call System

D5031 - Public Address and Music Systems

System Name: Public Address System

System EID: SYS-13167 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes an average density public address system.  The 
public address system includes as a minimum: Amplifier, 
intercom/monitor, volume control, speakers (ceilings or walls), 
conduit and shielded wiring.  The Observed Years Remaining have 
been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

790,165.77

Unit Cost: 70.24 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 632,132.61 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 790,165.77

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)
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Requirements

Requirement Name Public Address System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24976 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Public Address System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5031 - Public Address and Music Systems Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 790,166

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Public Address System. System Description: The building includes an average density public address system.  The public address system includes as a minimum: Amplifier, intercom/monitor, volume control, 
speakers (ceilings or walls), conduit and shielded wiring.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Linked Photos

D5031 - Public Address System

D5031 - Public Address System

D5033 - Telephone Systems

System Name: Telephone System

System EID: SYS-13168 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes an average density telephone system. Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2020

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,268,781.12

Unit Cost: 132.68 % Renew: 106.25

Replacement Cost: 1,194,146.93 Renewal Action FY: 2020

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,268,781.12

Years Remaining: 3 (Observed) Age: 16
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% Used: 0.7 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Telephone System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24977 Action Date 7-Apr-20

Linked System Telephone System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5033 - Telephone Systems Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 1,268,781

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Telephone System. System Description: The building includes an average density telephone system.

Linked Photos

D5033 - Telephone System

D5035 - Television Systems

System Name: Television System

System EID: SYS-87106 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The television system includes demarcation, master control station, 
wall outlets, conduits, and cables. The Observed Years Remaining 
have been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

368,657.46

Unit Cost: 32.77 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 294,925.97 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 368,657.46

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Television System Renewal
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Requirement ID REQ-124794 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Television System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5035 - Television Systems Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 368,657

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Television System. System Description: The television system includes demarcation, master control station, wall outlets, conduits, and cables. The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the 
condition of the system.

Linked Photos

D5035 - Television System

D5037 - Fire Alarm Systems

System Name: Fire Alarm System

System EID: SYS-13170 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: This building is equipped with a high density fire alarm system.  The 
fire alarm system includes: head end equipment, pull stations at all 
exit doors, audio/visual strobes, visual strobes, smokes in most 
rooms, conduit, wire, and connections.  The Observed Years 
Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the 
system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:46:12 PM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,652,168.32

Unit Cost: 235.75 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 2,121,734.66 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,652,168.32

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Fire Alarm System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24984 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System Fire Alarm System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17
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Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5037 - Fire Alarm Systems Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 2,652,168

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Fire Alarm System. System Description: This building is equipped with a high density fire alarm system.  The fire alarm system includes: head end equipment, pull stations at all exit doors, audio/visual strobes, 
visual strobes, smokes in most rooms, conduit, wire, and connections.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Linked Photos

D5037 - Fire Alarm System

D5038 - Security and Detection Systems

System Name: Security System

System EID: SYS-13171 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building is equipped with an average density security system.  
The security system includes as a minimum: Alarm panel, door 
contacts, motion detectors, FOB reader, electric eyes, conduit and 
wiring.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2020

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

634,953.65

Unit Cost: 56.44 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 507,962.92 Renewal Action FY: 2020

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 634,953.65

Years Remaining: 3 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.7 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Security System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24985 Action Date 7-Apr-20

Linked System Security System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5038 - Security and Detection Systems Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 634,954
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Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Security System. System Description: The building is equipped with an average density security system.  The security system includes as a minimum: Alarm panel, door contacts, motion detectors, FOB reader, 
electric eyes, conduit and wiring.

Linked Photos

D5038 - Security System

System Name: Security System - CCTV

System EID: SYS-87102 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The building includes a typical CCTV security system.  The system 
monitors points of egress. The CCTV security system includes as a 
minimum: video recorder, monitoring station, cameras, conduit, and 
cabling.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2020

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

321,193.68

Unit Cost: 28.55 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 256,954.94 Renewal Action FY: 2020

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 321,193.68

Years Remaining: 3 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.7 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Security System - CCTV Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124791 Action Date 7-Apr-20

Linked System Security System - CCTV Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5038 - Security and Detection Systems Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 321,194

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Security System - CCTV. System Description: The building includes a typical CCTV security system.  The system monitors points of egress. The CCTV security system includes as a minimum: video recorder, 
monitoring station, cameras, conduit, and cabling.
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Linked Photos

D5038 - Security System - CCTV

D5039 - Local Area Networks

System Name: LAN System

System EID: SYS-13172 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: Building includes an average density local area network system with 
Cat 5e cabling.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended 
to reflect the condition of the system.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 15

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2023

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

1,562,604.11

Unit Cost: 163.41 % Renew: 106.25

Replacement Cost: 1,470,686.22 Renewal Action FY: 2023

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 1,562,604.11

Years Remaining: 6 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.6 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name LAN System Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24986 Action Date 7-Apr-23

Linked System LAN System Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5039 - Local Area Networks Status Open

Priority 6 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 1,562,604

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for LAN System. System Description: Building includes an average density local area network system with Cat 5e cabling.  The Observed Years Remaining have been extended to reflect the condition of the system.

Linked Photos
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D5039 - LAN System

D5090 - Other Electrical Systems

D5092 - Emergency Light and Power Systems

System Name: Emergency Generator - 500kW

System EID: SYS-13174 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The emergency power system includes an Emergency Generator 
500kW max. Includes: Emergency Generator, ATS, battery charger, 
muffler, day tank, feeder, wiring, and panels.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

582,169.7

Unit Cost: 465,735.76 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 465,735.76 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 582,169.70

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Emergency Generator - 500kW Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24978 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Emergency Generator - 500kW Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5092 - Emergency Light and Power Systems Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 582,170

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Emergency Generator - 500kW. System Description: The emergency power system includes an Emergency Generator 500kW max. Includes: Emergency Generator, ATS, battery charger, muffler, day tank, feeder, 
wiring, and panels.

Linked Photos
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D5092 - Emergency Generator - 500kW

System Name: Exit Signs

System EID: SYS-13175 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The emergency lighting system includes the installation of Exit signs 
on a high density level.  Installation includes: single and double sided 
exit signs, conduit, wire, boxes, conduit bends, connections, and 
circuit breakers.

Inspector: Rob Blackie

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 12:00:00 AM

Lifetime: 10

System Group: Electrical System Modeled Renewal FY: 2020

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

414,750.36

Unit Cost: 36.87 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 331,800.29 Renewal Action FY: 2020

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 414,750.36

Years Remaining: 3 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.7 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Exit Signs - Egress Doors Missing Exit Signs
Requirement ID REQ-124797 Action Date

Linked System Exit Signs Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Building Code Finish Date

Prime System D5092 - Emergency Light and Power Systems Status Open

Priority 5- Does Not Meet Current Codes / Standards Actual Cost
Inspector Rob Blackie Estimated Cost 2,396

Requirement Description

The exit doors in the laundry room do not have an exit sign above each door. According to NBC 3.4 these exit doors require an illuminated Exit sign above each door.

Linked Photos
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Exit Signs - Egress Doors Missing Exit Signs

Requirement Name Exit Signs Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-24979 Action Date 7-Apr-20

Linked System Exit Signs Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System D5092 - Emergency Light and Power Systems Status Open

Priority 3- Necessary - Not Yet Critical Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 414,750

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Exit Signs. System Description: The emergency lighting system includes the installation of Exit signs on a high density level.  Installation includes: single and double sided exit signs, conduit, wire, boxes, conduit 
bends, connections, and circuit breakers.

Linked Photos

D5092 - Exit Signs

E - Equipment and Furnishings

System Name: Cabinets

System EID: SYS-86806 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital includes standard laminate cabinets and countertops . Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 20

System Group: Equipment and Furnishings Modeled Renewal FY: 2024

Quantity: 9,000 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

2,142,375.02

Unit Cost: 190.43 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 1,713,900.01 Renewal Action FY: 2024

Unit of Measure: SM Renewal Action Cost: 2,142,375.02

Years Remaining: 7 (Observed) Age: 16
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% Used: 0.65 (Observed)

Requirements

Requirement Name Cabinets Renewal
Requirement ID REQ-124463 Action Date 7-Apr-24

Linked System Cabinets Date Inspected 7-Apr-17

Category Renewal - DMAP Finish Date

Prime System E - Equipment and Furnishings Status Open

Priority 7 - DMAP Renewal Requirement Actual Cost 0
Inspector System Renewal Estimated Cost 2,142,375

Requirement Description

Auto generated renewal for Cabinets. System Description: The hospital includes standard laminate cabinets and countertops .

Linked Photos

E - Cabinets

System Name: Commercial Kitchen and Serving Equipment

System EID: SYS-86807 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: The hospital includes a commercial kitchen and cafeteria service 
counter.

Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 2:56:12 PM

Lifetime: 25

System Group: Equipment and Furnishings Modeled Renewal FY: 2029

Quantity: 1 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

769,239.26

Unit Cost: 615,391.4 % Renew: 125.00

Replacement Cost: 615,391.4 Renewal Action FY: 2029

Unit of Measure: Each Renewal Action Cost: 769,239.26

Years Remaining: 12 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.52 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available

E10 - Equipment
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Asset  Condition Assessment

Systems

System Name: Access Ladder

System EID: SYS-86815 Year Installed: 2,004

Description: An exterior access ladder is installed at the roof level. Inspector: Ian Tingley

Comments: Quanity equal the linear feet in height the access ladder reaches. Date Inspected: 7-Apr-17 8:30:00 PM

Lifetime: 30

System Group: Equipment Modeled Renewal FY: 2034

Quantity: 6 Modeled Renewal 
Cost: 

5,843.18

Unit Cost: 973.86 % Renew: 100.00

Replacement Cost: 5,843.18 Renewal Action FY: 2034

Unit of Measure: LM Renewal Action Cost: 5,843.18

Years Remaining: 17 (Observed) Age: 16

% Used: 0.43333333 (Observed)

Requirements

No Requirement Data Available
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Arctic Foundations of Canada  

Inuvik Regional Hospital 
Inspection of Thermosyphon System  
February  3-7, 2020 

 

 
1.0 Background Summary  
In 2018, Arctic Foundations of Canada (AFC) was contacted to provide an assessment of 

all GNWT thermosyphon installations in the Inuvik Region.  The comprehensive list 

included in following: 

• Inuvik Regional Hospital 

• Aurora College  

• Inuvik Airport Garage  

• Western Arctic Visitor Centre  

• Arctic Tern Youth Offender Building  
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AFC Personnel attended site between February 3 and 7 to complete the inspection on 

the aforementioned facilities.  

 

 

2.0 Methodology 
Temperature data was obtained by either manually recording ground temperature or 

by use of infra-red FLIR camera.  

Radiator temperatures were recorded using the E40 Model calibrated handheld FLIR. 

Readings from the radiators are then compared to ambient air temperature to 

determine if the radiator is functioning.  Indications of a functioning thermosysphon 

loop are illustrated by a marked difference in the radiator temperature vs. ambient. 

This equates to the heat being extracted from the subgrade into the atmosphere.   

  

 

3.0 Building Inspection 
AFC personnel met with local maintenance staff to discuss building condition and any 

questions/concerns.  It was noted that prior to the inspection, cracking was observed in 

localized areas of the building. the cracking and areas of concern were inspected with 

the assistance of hospital staff.  

The subgrade crawl space area was inspected, and several noted issues were found.   

• Severe water impingement continues to flow into the crawl space during the 

warm season.  Maintenance staff report that several sump pits and near full 

time pumping occurs in an attempt to mitigate the water flow (see figure 1) 

• The visibility of what appears to be a pingo exists in the crawl space area (see 

figure 2) 

• Drainage areas of the weeping tile system continue to experience standing 

water and water back-up during the spring / summer season. 

• A heat trace “mat” approximately 3 ft in width and located 3-4 ft below grade 

is operating continuously throughout the year.  It is not known what the 

function of this mat is, but it is connected to a thermostat system.   
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The Satellite Physical Plant was inspected with the following noted  

• A Biomass boiler has been added as primary heat for the building. It was noted 

that as a byproduct of the boiler operation, a constant flow of hot water 

empties into the sump pit located in the slab.   

       

Figure 1                                    Figure 2 

 

The Thermosyphon radiator banks were inspected and the finding are summarized 

below. 

• Bank 1 – 3 loops showed limit functionality  

o Loops 4,5,7 

• Bank 2 – 3 loops showed limited functionality  

o Loops 10,11,15 

• Bank 3 – 1 loop showed limited functionality  

o Loop 18 

• Bank 4 – 2 loops showed limited functionality 

o Loops 23,25 

• Bank 5&6 (located together) – 3 loops showed limited functionality  

o Loops 36,43,44 

• Bank 7 – 2 loops showed limited functionality  

o Loops 47,52 

• Bank 8 – 2 loops showed limited functionality  
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o Loops 54,57 

• Satellite Physical Plant – 1 loop showed limited functionality  

o  Loop 62 

 

 

4.0 Remediation  
AFC personnel flagged all loops that were determined to be showing limited 

functionality.  All units were discharged of any remaining refrigerant and recharged to 

proper levels.  FLIR thermal imaging confirmed all loops were functioning as intended 

after the re-charging process.  Thermistor data was requested and provided by the 

GNWT post inspection.  It should be noted that the data provided ends in 2016.  It is 

unclear if current data is being collected.  

 

 

5.0 Recommendations  
AFC recommends the following actions be taken 

• A comprehensive review and remediation to address the large amount of water 

accumulation in the crawl space for a significant portion of the year.  Water 

flow is extremely detrimental to the proper functioning of the thermosyphon 

system.  This was noted in the AFC inspection completed in November 2013.  

Based on accounts from the hospital maintenance staff, water accumulation 

continues to be an ongoing issue.  A proposed freeze-wall to stop water flows 

has been proposed in past discussions. 

•  Surface water flow and roof drainage must be addressed and diverted an 

adequate distance away from the building.  It was understood that water 

continues to pool at the exit locations of the weeping tile drains.  

• The potential pingo in the sub grade crawl space needs to be analyzed by a 

qualified geotechnical specialist.  It would appear to indicate significant sub 

surface water flows being frozen by the thermosyphon system.  

• Proper operation of the heat trace mat spanning the perimeter of the building 

must be addressed.  If left operational continuously, unnecessary heat 

continues to be introduced into the subgrade.  
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• Reestablish and continue to monitor any available thermistor data.  

• Re-route the hot water continuously draining into the sump in the physical 

plant to a suitable distance away from the engineered pad.   

• Based on the known issue of evaporator leakage on certain loops, AFC will 

continue to monitor the radiator function and recharge as appropriate.  

6.0 Radiator Bank Thermal Images  
 

   

Bank 1             Bank 2                                        Bank 3  

   

Bank 4                                        Bank 5&6                                   Bank 7 

 

 

Bank 8   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

Passive cooling by means of pressured heat exchange pipes was developed in Alaska by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in 1965 to preserve foundations in ‘warm’ permafrost.  It 
has been widely applied in Alaska, northern Canada and Russia to preserve and cool 
permafrost.  The original simple 20mm vertical pipe with a radiator in the air has evolved 
into other designs that include: thermopiles, sloped pipe thermosyphons and flat loop 
evaporator pipe (flat loop) thermosyphons.  The flat loop thermosyphon was developed and 
field tested in Canada in 1994 to allow the construction of buildings directly on the ground, 
slab-on-grade.  Subsequently this design started to be used also for buildings with crawl 
space. 

The thermosyphon is a closed natural two phase convection device that extracts heat from 
the ground and discharges it into the atmosphere.  The gas/fluid medium is carbon dioxide 
that functions in a closed ‘pipe’, pressure vessel, under a pressure varying from about 300 to 
700 psi.  The thermosyphon draws out the heat from below the building by a heat exchange 
mechanism. During the winter the outside air is colder than the ground temperature causing 
the gas in the pipe above the ground to condense and flow to the base of the pipe.  The cold 
air drops the pressure in the gas and thereby causes the fluid in the foundation to evaporate.    
Exchange of heat operates throughout the winter as long as the air temperature is colder than 
the ground.  During the summer the accumulated cold is preserved by a zone of insulation 
located above the horizontal evaporator pipes. 

Components of the flat loop thermosyphon are: 1) evaporator pipes within a granular layer, 
2) insulation right above gravel layer with the pipes to minimize the warming, and therefore 
prevent thawing, of the frozen ground, and 3) above ground surface radiators on top of the 
vertical conductor pipe to increase the efficiency of dissipating the heat.  The components of 
the flat loop thermosyphon foundation are illustrated in a photo of Pangnirtung health centre 
thermosyphon foundation under construction. 

About 85 flat loop thermosyphon 
foundations have been constructed in the 
Yukon, Northwest Territories, Nunavut and 
northern Quebec.  Additionally, 75 
thermosyphon systems were installed using 
vertical pipe, sloped pipe and flat loop pipes in 
dam designs.  Only few problems have been 
reported on all the thermosyphon foundations 
since they were developed in 1965; with an 
exception of 6 installations: Yukon (2), NWT 
(3) and (1) in NU.  

 

A study was proposed by Public Works and Services of the Government of the Northwest 
Territories to determine the cause(s) of the poorly functioning flat loop thermosyphon 
foundation projects, and to assess the suitability of this design as a foundation system for a 
50 year life span of a building on ‘warm’ permafrost that is subjected to climate warming.  If 
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the thermosyphon system can be considered as a viable foundation for the condition 
mentioned, the study was to provide recommendations to make buildings supported by 
thermosyphon foundations sufficiently robust to meet the performance and service life 
requirements.  Results of this study and recommendations for better designs and performance 
are presented herein.  

The study was undertaken under the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability 
Committee (PIEVC) program managed by the Canadian Council of Professional Engineers.  
This study was prepared by I. Holubec Consulting Inc. 

The study found that poor functioning of the few buildings supported by thermosyphon 
foundation are related to: a) poor design/construction of the granular pads on which the 
thermosyphon evaporator pipes are founded, b) inadequate construction details, construction 
scheduling, and c) inadequate insulation design.   

The following are brief case histories of the studied thermosyphon foundation projects: 

 

Female Young Offender Facility, Inuvik, NT 2001. 

The facility is located on difficult ground conditions and the construction was rushed 
because of a late construction start.  This led to multiple problems that took effort and time to 
correct.  These problems were: 

The pad for the thermosyphon was constructed on difficult and complex ground without 
improving it.  It sloped, was underlain by peat and was located in a wet area. 

Construction was delayed and then hurried leading to many problems.  Thick, wet and 
warm fill, providing a large heat source, was placed on frozen ice rich ground that led to 
deep thawing of the underlying ground. The thawing led to considerable building settlement.  
It took great effort and time to refreeze this thawed ground using additional radiators and 
mechanical refrigeration.  The thawed ground refroze after about 3 years. 

The thermosyphon pipes were designed as flat horizontal loops which is the normal design.  
During installation provisions had to be made for grey water piping within the thermosyphon 
granular pad.  Numerous vertical bends were introduced into the horizontal evaporator pipe 
loops that decreased the efficiency of the thermosyphons. 

The building is heated with radiant piping in the slab floor.  The heating pipes are located 
near the bottom of the slab and have been operating at higher temperatures for which was not 
designed.  This introduced much greater heat to the foundation than the thermosyphons were 
designed to remove. 

Finally, an additional flaw of the thermosyphon pad design was poor perimeter drainage 
around the granular pad.  Surface water introduced into the gravel pad resulted in frost heave 
during the winter and thaw settlement the following summer.  This resulted in cracking of the 
interior drywalls and minor electrical and plumbing failures around the building.  

The above led to the addition of radiators and installing a refrigeration system to freeze the 
foundation.  It took 3 years to finally freeze the foundation. 
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Visitor Center, Inuvik, NT 

The major problem at this project was that internal concrete piers and perimeter walls were 
not insulated and this deficiency was magnified by the fact that the organic layer was not 
removed before constructing the thermosyphon pad.  Lack of insulation around the piers and 
perimeter walls allowed heat to be conducted through the concrete to the foundation.  The 
resulting thaw of the peat caused considerable settlement because of the large compressibility 
of unfrozen peat. 

Inuvik Hospital, NT 

A major problem was that the pipe supplier shipped defective pipes that started to leak 
after the start of operation.  As a result, 17 of 64 pipe loops at this project are losing liquid to 
different degrees and therefore their cooling capacity.  The leaking loops are being recharged 
either annually or biannually.  The second problem, that can be readily fixed, is that proper 
drainage control of surface water was not provided.  Outside water has been penetrating into 
the granular bedding surrounding thermosyphon evaporator pipes where it freezes during the 
winter.  The supply of water to the evaporator pipes has resulted in numerous large ice boils 
or ‘pingos’ to develop at the floor of the crawl space.  

School, Rankin Inlet, NU 

The problem at this project was caused by burying heat supply pipes within the granular 
pad several years after construction of thermosyphon foundation and improper replacement 
of the insulation.  These pipes provided excess heat to the school from a nearby power 
generator.  The heat was brought by a large diameter insulated pipe that was installed into the 
crawl space.  The heat from the pipe heated the foundation that the thermosyphon could not 
cope with.  An additional problem was a leaking valve below the radiator on vertical 
conductor pipe that reduced heat extraction.  

 

Yukon case histories 

Two case histories from Dawson City and Ross River in the Yukon are of great interest to 
this study because the present air and permafrost ground temperatures are values that may be 
reached in many other larger settlements in permafrost in Northwest Territories and Nunavut 
in some 50 years or so.  The mean annual air temperatures in Dawson City of -3.5°C and in 
Ross River of -2.0°C indicate that permafrost is at a state melting in areas devoid of trees and 
organics. 

Ice rink for Recreation Centre, Dawson City 

In Dawson city flat loop thermosyphon cooling was installed under an ice rink and flat 
loop thermosyphon foundations were used under the change room and washroom addition of 
the Recreation Centre.  The cooling system under the ice rink was decommissioned because a 
near two year construction interruption had caused the local ground to thaw too deep for it to 
be refrozen readily.  The flat loop thermosyphon system installed below the addition has 
worked as designed.  The successful construction for this part of the building was done in the 
fall and the thermosyphon evaporator pipes were covered with insulation right after 
installation.  Ground temperature monitoring during the first two years showed the ground 
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below the facility was being maintained frozen.  Ground temperature monitoring was 
discontinued in mid 2002. 

Ross River School 

Ross River School provides two case histories that extend from 1975 to the present.  A 
school was constructed in 1975 using a pioneer thermosyphon design consisting of single 
sloping evaporator pipes that were filled with ammonia.  These were manufactured by 
McDonnell Douglas Astronautics who also supplied the thermosyphons for the Alaska oil 
pipeline.  This installation proved to be inadequate in keeping the ground frozen for three 
reasons: a) the ammonia gas reacted with the pipe material and formed a gas that hindered 
the cooling by vapour condensation, b) spacing of the pipes was too wide to provide 
sufficient cooling, and c) plumbing breakage caused water to percolate into the permafrost 
and thaw it.  It was decided to build a new school within the playground of the old school 
after various efforts to level the settled portions of the school were found to be inadequate.  
In 1997 it was decided to replace the school. 

A study of various foundations designs for the new school determined that an improved 
horizontal loop evaporator thermosyphon system would be an appropriate foundation design.  
The flat loop design was found to be about 140% more efficient and is filled with carbon 
dioxide that has functioned well over long periods.  A new school with the improved 
thermosyphon design was constructed in 1999.  However, from 1975 to 2000  the mean 
annual air temperature had warmed from -6.8°C to -3.1°C and it was about -2.0°C in 2007 
(based on trend analyses estimate).  At these mean annual air and ground temperatures the 
permafrost is practically in the melting stage without any artificial cooling. 

Differential settlement of the school was being observed within a year of construction.  
Fortunately, the school base was designed so that any differential settlement could be 
corrected.  The settlement became a problem by 2005 when a maximum settlement of 75mm 
was observed.  Corrective measures were made in 2006 to improve the cooling system and 
thereby reduce or eliminate the settlement.  The corrective measures included the addition of 
thermosyphon cooling around the outside perimeter of the building, maintaining the air 
temperature within the crawl space cooler and installing better insulation on the outside 
crawl space walls.  Results of these improvements are not known. 

 

Recent 2006 flat loop evaporator thermosyphon installation 

Four flat loop thermosyphon foundations have been installed in 2006 in four communities 
with permafrost ground temperatures near the ‘warm’ permafrost state, Iqaluit and 
Pangnirtung, NU, or near or at the zero ground temperature value at Tulita, NT and 
Kuujjuaq, QC.  Initial thermosyphon foundation monitoring shows that they are performing 
as per design with no problems.  Monitoring of these foundations adds considerable insight 
on the effect of design and construction scheduling into the performance of flat loop 
thermosyphon foundations. 

The case histories of the first six installations with problems do not compromise the 
thermosyphons foundation design concept but demonstrate that there is a need to improve the 
design, construction and monitoring.  
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The flat loop thermosyphon foundation system is one foundation system that should be 
considered for future buildings in ‘warm’ permafrost with ice rich soils.  However, to ensure 
desired performance of the flat loop thermosyphon foundation for future buildings with a life 
span of 30 to 50 years in the present warming climate, there is a need to prepare/develop 
better information and guidelines as given in the report recommendations.  The highlights are 
given below: 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
1) Presently there are no guidelines or standards to determine the present design air 

temperatures and climate warming rate that can be used for designing building 
foundations and other structures, such as dams, reservoirs and waste storage facilities in 
permafrost regions.  The National Building Code or the Normals provided by 
Environment Canada are not helpful. 

2) There is a lack of ground temperature reference data that can be used to design and 
track the effect of climate warming on permafrost in nearly every community be it large 
or small.  The available data is not located centrally, usually incomplete and often 
outdated because climate warming had changed the ground temperatures. 

3) Traditional slurry pile foundations are starting or will start experiencing problems in 
the near future.  Ground warming is decreasing the adfreeze strength that is needed to 
support the building and prevent frost heaving.  Hundreds of buildings have reported 
these problems in Russia and similar problems are documented at Rankin Inlet, NU.  
This is likely happening at other settlements in warm permafrost. 

4) Thermosyphon foundations have operated for some 40 years without any major 
problem identified during this period.  They were developed for warm and constant 
permafrost temperatures. 

5) Better thermal analyses and calibrated against known ground temperature performance 
are needed to design future thermosyphon foundation that will still function after 50 
years with climate warming.  The thermal analysis software should be a commercially 
available software that can be bought and used by others. 

6) Problems of the recent flat loop thermosyphon performance are generally the result of a 
combination of poor foundation design, poor construction procedures and in one case 
defective pipes supplied by the mill. 

7) There is a need for thermosyphon foundation guidelines that address the design, 
construction and monitoring of: granular pad, surface and ground water control, 
thermosyphon system, services incorporated into the slab-on-grade foundations, 
instrumentation and monitoring. 

8) The study has identified flat loop thermosyphon foundations at four locations that have 
one or more unique air and ground temperatures, ground conditions, design or 
construction.  These are a) Aurora College in Inuvik, NT, b) Health Centre in 
Pangnirtung, NU, Air terminal in Kuujjuaq, QC and Ross River School, YT.  These 
four sites should be considered as baseline sites to continue monitoring of  the local 
permafrost and performance of the flat loop thermosyphon foundations. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

 
1. Design and construction guidelines for thermosyphon foundations 
Case histories have identified that the majority of problems have arisen from insufficient 
design and construction of the gravel pad, location of services, surface water control and 
insulation.  It is recommended that guidelines be prepared for design and construction of the 
flat loop thermosyphon foundations.  The guidelines should be illustrated with alternative 
design details that could be considered in the design of a thermosyphon foundation.  This 
would provide guidance to designers, architects, geotechnical engineers, contractors and 
inspectors.  It would also provide background information to reviewers and the project 
owners. 

 
2. Thermosyphon foundation design thermal analysis; calibration and parametric study 

Presently several proprietary thermal analyses softwares are being used to design 
foundations in permafrost.  This makes it difficult to assess independently their predictions 
and analyze the foundation performance.  It is recommended that recognized commercially 
available software be elected and calibrated with existing performance records.  This 
software should be used to conduct parametric thermal analyses flat loop foundation design 
and conduct an optimization study to identify impact of change of various thermosyphon 
components to improve their cooling in climate warming scenarios.  The results could be 
used by others to indicate which changes to the flat loop thermosyphon components are most 
effective to improve the cooling of the thermosyphons at a specific project.  Using 
commercially widely used software will allow others to confirm the design. 
 
3. Baseline documentation of key projects for future monitoring and studies  
The study has identified flat loop thermosyphon foundations at four locations that have one 
or more unique air and ground temperatures, ground conditions, design or construction.  
These are a) Aurora College in Inuvik, NT, b) Health Centre in Pangnirtung or the RCMP 
building in Iqaluit, NU, Air terminal in Kuujjuaq, QC and Ross River School, YT.  These 
four sites should be considered as baseline sites to continue monitoring the local permafrost 
and performance of the flat loop thermosyphon foundations. 
 
It is recommended that the ground conditions, and air temperatures be established and the 
design and construction details documented in detail for these projects.  This should include 
the installation of one or two reference ground temperature sensors.  The reference ground 
temperatures and all the ground and thermosyphon system temperatures should be monitored 
by an automatic logger at each site; preferably be connected to a telephone so that they can 
be downloaded periodically from a remote site.  The monitoring of all sites should be 
conducted for a minimum of three years by one source that will prepare an annual report.  
The source will also prepare a base line report that will include detailed ground, design, 
construction and up to the present monitoring result. 
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4. Establish design air temperature and climate warming criteria 

Present Normals and climate warming rates provided by Environment Canada do not 
provide design air temperature and climate warming criteria that represent current air 
temperatures and climate warming rates.  Environment Canada is aware of this and is 
correcting this problem.  It has suggested that an analysis based on trends of mean annual air 
temperature from recent records is a reasonably safe approach (given in attachment).  Any 
analysis should be based on data from the period after an air temperature anomaly was 
observed around mid 1970.  It is recommended that Environment Canada be encouraged and 
funded to update their climate information used in designs of infrastructures in the North. 
 
5. Guidelines for geotechnical engineering investigation and collection of design 

information. 
Many present geotechnical investigations are limited by available drill equipment and the 

clients desire to keep costs low.  Results of this approach are that the depth of permafrost 
investigated is limited, establishment of frozen ground properties is poor and ground 
temperature not well defined.  This makes the selection of foundation type and their design 
difficult; requiring frequently additional follow-up investigation.  It is recommended that 
guidelines be developed for geotechnical investigations, sampling and laboratory testing and 
ground temperature measurements be developed for proposed buildings in permafrost. 
 
6. Guidelines for instrumentation and monitoring of thermosyphon foundations guidelines 
Flat loop thermosyphon foundation is a pressure vessel cooling system where adequate 
foundation cooling is essential to the permanence of the building it supports.  The 
thermosyphon foundation consists of numerous piping loops connected to radiators.  The 
effectiveness is dependent on the winter air temperatures, maintenance of the pressure within 
the tubes and prevention of any ground or service water ingress.  It is recommended that 
guidelines be prepared that identify the design and location of temperatures sensors in the 
ground, the evaporator pipes and radiators, and provide guidance to manual or preferably a 
logger system to monitor the instrumentation.  Guidance should be provided on the analyses 
of the data and provide some historic results for guidance to the reviewer. 
 
7. Thermosyphon pressure vessel guidelines, codes and standards 

It is recommended that a highly experience engineering firm specializing in pressure 
vessels should prepare technical background, design and construction information and 
provide a construction recommendations report that can be used by thermosyphon foundation 
designers and constructors.  The report should also identify relevant codes and standards 
related to thermosyphon systems.  The piping in the thermosyphons are pressure vessels that 
fall under several codes and standards.  This report would assist to minimize long-term 
problems with the pressurized thermosyphon system. 
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FORWORD 

 
I have been following the air and ground temperatures across the Canadian permafrost for 

several years now because these impact the stability of many of the infrastructures that have 
been or are being planned to be built on frozen ground.  I became concerned with their 
vulnerability to climate warming as it has become obvious that climate warming is 
progressing in the North more rapidly than what is being recognized and this will impact the 
stability of many structures that are built on frozen ground. 

The design of dams on permafrost has recognized the potential impact of climate warming 
on the frozen foundations by incorporating flat loop thermosyphon cooling at the base of the 
dams and also designing the dams so that they will adequately function even if the 
foundation happens to thaw in the future.  A similar approach may be one of the options for 
building foundations on frozen ground.  

Thermosyphon cooling has been developed in Alaska in the 1960’s to support 
infrastructures in ‘warm’ permafrost and this has progressed in the development of the flat 
loop evaporator pipe thermosyphon foundation in Canada in 1994.  This design has been 
widely used in Canada since 1995. 

Asset Management Division of Government of Northwest Territories, Department of 
Public Works and Services became concerned with the viability of thermosyphon 
foundations because of foundation problems experienced in three out of their four buildings 
supported by flat loop thermosyphon foundations.  As a result they jointly sponsored this 
study with the Public Infrastructure Engineering Vulnerability Committee (PIEVC).  I was 
delighted to undertake this study because it combined my interests in foundations in 
permafrost, including thermosyphons, since 1974 and my more recent interest in the impact 
of climate warming on permafrost and the infrastructures supported on permafrost. 

I hope that the observations and conclusions of the performance the twelve case histories 
presented in this report will be helpful to the readers.  However, my greatest hope is that 
most if not all my recommendations are followed.  There is a great need to improve the 
design, construction and monitoring of the thermosyphon foundations if they are to function 
through climate warming and the life span of new buildings.  I believe this can be done. 

 

Igor Holubec 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
Constructing and maintaining buildings in permafrost regions in Canada, Alaska USA 

and Russia has always been a challenge in local areas with frozen ground with high ice 
content.  The main reason being that the ice within the frozen ground started to melt from the 
heat of buildings and caused the buildings to settle as the frozen ground thawed.  Historic 
settlement and damage to buildings is illustrated in Photo 1 from Dawson, YT.  It was soon 

realized that heat from the base of the building 
had to be kept away from the frozen ground and 
buildings were started to be constructed above 
ground leaving an air space between the 
buildings and the frozen ground.  This was 
done by either placing the buildings on natural 
stones (Photo 2), wooden, or concrete blocks. 

 
 

Photo 1. Thaw settlement of early buildings, Dawson City, NT 
 
As drilling equipment was introduced the 
Arctic the air space was provided by placing 
the buildings on wooden or steel piles. The 
piles were installed within oversized drill 
holes, the annulus between the pile and 
frozen ground was filled with wet sand slurry 
and allowed to freeze.  The capacity of these 
piles is derived from the adfreeze creep 
strength between the frozen sand slurry and 
the pile.  These piles are relatively inefficient 
because of the low adfreeze creep strength 
between the frozen sand slurry and pile 
surface.  This foundation design works well in 
‘cold’ permafrost regions but starts to fail in marginal or ‘warm’ permafrost where the 

ground temperature is at or warmer than -2°C.  
Steel pipe slurry pipe foundation for Aurora 
College residence is shown in Photo 3. 

Search for alternative foundation design 
for structures in ‘warm’ permafrost led to the 
development of the thermosyphon system 
(Heuer et al 1985).  A thermosyphon is a 
passive two phase, liquid-vapour convection 
heat transfer device.   

Photo 3. Slurry pipe pile foundation in Iqaluit, NU 

Photo 2. Old church in Igloolik, NU 

Photo 3. Slurry pipe pile foundation in 
Iqaluit, NU 
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It is a pressure vessel with the lower portion installed in the ground acting as an 
evaporator and the top portion above ground being a condenser.  It was first used for the 
foundation of communication towers in Alaska in 1960 and proved itself on the Trans Alaska 
Pipeline System (TAPS) where 120,000 thermosyphons were installed (Heuer TF al 1985).  
The thermosyphon heat extraction system evolved from the installation of  freezing pipes 
within the piles for the TAPS, to be followed by thermopiles that are pressured steel piles 
with a radiator below the building base, conventional sloping evaporators (sloped 
thermosyphon foundation) and finally the flat loop evaporator foundation (flat thermosyphon 
foundation) that is reviewed in this document.  Radiators of a flat loop evaporator 
thermosyphon foundation at the Inuvik Hospital are shown in Photo 4. 

The first prototype of a flat loop 
thermosyphon foundation was constructed, 
evaluated and compared to a sloping 
evaporator sloped thermosyphon 
foundation near Winnipeg in 1993-1994 
(Yarmak & Long 2002).  Both units were 
installed in unfrozen soil with identical 
condensers.  After a winter of operation, it 
was found that the flat loop thermosyphon 
foundation froze the ground in an area with 
warm climate and it froze 1.4 times the 
volume of the sloped thermosyphon 
foundation. 

 

 

For the selection and design of a flat loop thermosyphon foundation for a building it is 
important to understand permafrost, its properties and ground temperature regime.  This 
document reviews: the ground temperature regime and how it may change with time due to 
climate warming; the flat loop thermosyphon foundation design; history and design; 
performance of existing sloped thermosyphon foundations; risks for the foundation to operate 
through the life span of building and finally, what design or remediation options are available 
in case of poor performance or malfunction of the flat loop thermosyphon foundation system.    
Finally, recommendations are presented for what needs to be done to improve the longetivity 
of operation of the sloped thermosyphon foundation. 

Several of the last tasks of the scope of this work were not fully completed because 
presently there is a lack of reference work that has been done on these subjects.  The subjects 
of the areas were considered during the review of the case histories and the results expressed 
in general observations, conclusions and recommendations.  The general conclusion of this 
work is that thermosyphon foundations can be designed to withstand climate warming at 
most permafrost locations but there is need to increase the robustness of the thermal design 
and provide guidelines for all aspects of design, construction and monitoring.  This is 
expressed in seven detailed recommendations at the end of the report. 

Photo 4. Radiators from a flat loop 
thermosyphon foundation at Inuvik Hospital. 
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2.0 PERMAFROST 
Permafrost is an encompassing term for frozen ground that provides no information on 

the soil or type, ice content or ground temperature.  Permafrost is defined as ground (soil or 
rock and including ice and organic material) that remains at or below 0°C for at least two 
consecutive years (Everdingen 2002).  This limited definition does not portray the large 
variety of ground conditions that may exist in the permafrost region.  This may vary from 
competent bedrock to clean gravels, sand and silts with ice lenses or varved clay with ice 
layers. Even large ice layers of 1m or larger may be present.  Problem ground conditions 
exist when a soil has an excess of ice then what is necessary to fill the soils pores.  In this 
situation the ice starts to control the soil strength and deformations.  However, if the ice 

melts, it weakens the soil greatly and 
produces thaw settlement.  Finally, it has to 
be noted that strength and deformation of a 
soil with excess ice is controlled by rate of 
creep of the ice and this is greatly a function 
of the ground temperature.  A cut through 
sandy silt deposit during the construction of 
a cut trench for a dam at Diavik illustrates 
the numerous small and larger ice lenses 
that could be present in Permafrost (Photo 

5). 

An example of difficult ground 
conditions is shown by a log prepared 

during excavation of the natural ground at Inuvik during the construction of the granular pad 
for the thermosyphon foundation at Aurora College in Inuvik in 1992 shown in Figure 1.  
Photo 5 and Figure 1 illustrate the extra care that needs to be exercised in the design and 

construction of foundations in ice rich soils. 

Photo 5. Layered sandy silt and ice at Diavik 
excavation. 
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Figure 1. Excavation log at Inuvik Aurora College (Field notes from AFC). 
The next parameter that needs to be considered in the design of foundations in 

permafrost is the ground temperature.  Ground temperature is complex because while it is 
predominantly dependent on the air temperature above the ground, it also depends on 
vegetation cover, terrain, snow depth during the winter, terrain slope, and mineralogy of the 
ground and greatly on the water/ice saturation level of the ground.  The ground temperature 
fluctuates with the air temperature in the first 10 to 15m.  However, there is a time delay in 
its response and this lag increases with depth.  This ground temperature fluctuation in the 
upper 10 to 15m through the year as illustrated in Figure 2.  Recent ground temperatures 
measured in Inuvik are shown in Figure 3.  Parameters that describe the ground temperature 
are: depth of the annual thaw (active layer), ground temperature at the depth of zero annual 
amplitude and the geothermal gradient.  Geothermal gradient also varies but has an average 
value of 1°C/54m (Johnston 1981).  This means that the mean annual ground temperature 
(MAGT) varies only by 0.2 to 0.3°C between the ground surface and the MAGT at  depth of 
zero annual amplitude; therefore, can be assumed to be the same for most of permafrost 
designs. 

 

Figure 2. Schematic ground temperature 
regime in permafrost. 

Figure 3. Ground temperatures measured 
between 2006 & 2007 in Inuvik, NU 
(AMEC 2007) 

 
The ground temperature at depth of zero annual amplitude is dependent on the mean 

annual air temperature (MAAT) at the location and various parameters related to ground 
cover, topography and snow depth.  GSC have established that the relationship between the 
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MAAT and the mean annual ground temperature (MAGT) at the surface is about 4.4°C, the 
MAGT being 4.4°C warmer than the MAAT (Smith & Burgess 2000).  The writer has found 
this to be relatively true in cleared areas.  The MAGT at the surface and at the depth of zero 
annual amplitude are nearly the same because of the small geothermal gradient.   It should be 
noted that from hereon MAGT is considered to be the near surface ground temperature 
representing 0 to about 20m depth. 

3.0 CLIMATE 
Climate warming is widely accepted with the main arguments being how fast it is 

occurring and how it should be combated.  The most recent Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change (IPCC) made the following statements in its Climate Change 2007; The 
Physical Science Report (IPCC 2007a): 

• Warming of the climate system is unequivocal.  
• Average Arctic temperatures increased at almost twice the North American 

average rate, and  
• Temperatures at the top of the permafrost layer have generally increased since the 

1980’s in the Arctic by up to 3°C.  

The global air temperatures increases since 1975 to 2001 and the future changes predicted 
by various models are shown in Figure 4. The plot in Figure 4 illustrates two points to be 
considered by a designer of future foundations in permafrost; a) air temperature started to 
increase appreciable since about 1985 and b) this rate of temperature increase will likely 
continue to about 2100. 

 
Figure 4.Global air temperature changes (IPCC 2007b) 
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The mean annual air temperature (MAAT) has been rising considerably across the 

Canadian Territories and are illustrated by MAAT plots from four climate station records in 
Northwest Territories in Figure 5.  The MAAT varies greatly from year to year therefore it is 
necessary to look at the MAAT trends over several years.  Environment Canada has been 
publishing climate Normals that provided the average values for a range of years.  Initially in 
printed reports giving the average values from 1951 to 1980 and presently they can be found 
on the Environment Canada web page from 1971 to 2000.  It is suggested that the start of 
appreciable climate warming is about 1985, and it is necessary to analyze the air temperature 
trend line.  This provides a means to smoothen out the considerable air temperature changes 
from year to year and also portrays the temperature rise.  This has been done with MAAT 
data from 17 climate stations across the Canadian Territories.  The method to represent the 
MAAT rise, and be able to estimate a ‘mean’ MAAT for a climate station and the climate 
warming is illustrated in Figure 6 using the Contwoyto/Lupin climate station that is about 
central to the Canadian permafrost region.  The interpretation on Figure 6 shows the MAAT 
to be -9.3°C in 2006 and the climate warming rate is about 13°C per 100 years.  The MAAT 
values for the quoted locations were obtained from Environment Canada historic data at 
internet address as given in the Reference section at the end of the report. 

Similar plots and analysis were done for 16 other stations across the Canadian permafrost 
region and are shown in Table 1.  In this table the MAGT for 2006 each location was derived 
by assuming that the MAGT was 4.4°C warmer than the MAAT (Smith & Burgess 2000).  
Represented MAGT values for the Canadian permafrost regions are illustrated on a map in 
Figure 7. 

Figure 5. Mean Annual Air Temperature (MAAT) records at four representative NWT 
locations  (from Environment Canada Meteorological station records) 
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Figure 6. Mean annual air temperatures, and their interpretation, Contwoyto Lake, Nunavut, 

Canada. (Environment Canada data) 
 

The climate data and estimated ground temperatures obtained by the linear regression was 
grouped into five zones to interpret the air and ground temperatures across the permafrost 
region.  The Yukon zone is complex because it is within mountains and adjacent to the 
Pacific Ocean.  No further comment is made on this zone.  The data in Table 1 suggests the 
following: 

• Western Arctic and the Mackenzie Valley have relatively warm MAAT and 
MAGT.  They warm with the increase of Latitude.  Generally the climate 
warming rate varies between about 6 to 8°C per 100 years; a mean climate 
warming rate of 7°C per 100 years is about representative of this zone. 

• Central Mainland Arctic has a colder MAAT and MAGT range, excluding 
Churchill, MB, and is experiencing a greater climate warming rate of about 11°C 
per 100 years. 

• Eastern Arctic shows the greatest climate warming rate in the Canadian north; 
being about 17°C per 100 years. 

• Air and ground temperatures in the Arctic Islands are colder and it has moderate 
climate warming rate of about 9°C per hundred years. 
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Table 1.  MAAT, MAGT and warming rates at selected climatic stations in Canadian 
permafrost (YT, NT, NU and QC 

 
 

Location Elevation Latitude Longitude 2006 2006 Warming rate 
  m    MAAT MAGT since 1985 
        deg C deg C deg C/100y 
Yukon       
Komakuk Beach, YT 7 69°34’N 40°10’W -10.4 -6.0 3.4 
Mayo, YT 504 63°34’N 135°52’W 3.0 ‘+7.4 7.8 
       
Western Arctic & Mackenzie Valley      
Tuktoyuktuk, NT 5 69°25’N 133°01’W -9.2 -4.8 5.9 
Inuvik, NT 68 68°18’N 133°28’W -7.2 -2.8 7.4 
Norman Wells, NT 73 65°16’N 126°48’W -4.7 -0.3 6.1 
Yellowknife, NT 206 62°27’N 114°26’W -3.4 ‘+1.0 8.4 
Tulita 101 64°55’N 125°34’W -3.8 ‘+0.6  

    Mean value 7.0 
Central Mainland Arctic       
Coppermine/Kugluktuk, 
NU 9 67°49’N 115°07’W -9.4 -5.0 8.4 
Contwoyto Lake, NU 490 65°28’N 110°22’W -9.3 -4.9 12.9 
Baker Lake, NU 18 64°18’N 96°14’W -10.7 -6.3 10.7 
Rankin Inlet, Nu 29 62°49’N 92°07’W -9.3 -4.9 13.0 
Churchill, MA 29 58°04’N 94°03’W -5.5 -1.1 10.2 

  Mean values -9.7 -5.3 11.3 
  Note: Churchill temperatures excluded from mean values 

Eastern Arctic       
Pangnirtung, NU 23 67°07’N 65°42’W -6.7 -2.3 15.9 
Iqaluit, NU 34 63°45’N 68°33’W -7.3 -2.9 17.6 
Kuujjuaq, QC 39 58°06’N 68°25’W -3.5 ‘+0.9 17.2 
   Mean values 16.9 
Arctic Islands          
Resolute, NU 67 74°43’N 94°59’W -15.6 -11.2 10.8 
Pond Inlet, NU 55 72°40’N 77°58’W -13.8 -9.4 7.3 
Cambridge Bay, NU 25 69°06’N 105°08’W -13.0 -8.6 9.1 

  Mean values -14.1 -9.7 9.1 
 
Note:  MAGT is based on MAAT plus 4.4°C. 
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Figure 7.Estimated MAGT in 2006 for selected sites across Canadian Permafrost Regions 
(Canada Permafrost Map MCR 4177F, 1995) 
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4.0 IMPLICATION OF CLIMATE WARMING ON PERMAFROST, 
GROUND TEMPERATURE AND FOUNDATIONS 

4.1 Design Ground Temperature 
The design ground temperature for traditional slurry piles and the foundation beneath dams 

on frozen ground is accepted to be -2°C.  In case of dams it is taken to be at the base of liner 
in the key trench.  However, for piles, the location of the -2°C is not established.  This needs 
to be noted since the normal length of slurry pile section buried in permafrost is 8 to 10m.  
Since the MAGT at a depth of zero amplitude is about 10 to 15m below the ground surface, 
the warmest envelope of the ground temperature cone in Figure 2 will be warmer than the 
MAGT.  This will diverge from the MAGT as it approaches the ground surface. 

4.2 Marginal MAGT at major northern settlement 
Ground temperatures in all the major Territory settlements are near the maximum ground 

temperature design value of -2°C for the common slurry pile foundations.  MAGT values in 
2006 are estimated at: Inuvik, -2.8°C; Iqaluit, -2.9°C, and Rankin Inlet, -4.9°C.  The MAGT 
at Rankin Inlet is about equivalent to -2.9°C because the salinity within the pore ice has 
depressed the freezing temperature of this ‘saline’ permafrost by about 2°C.  

4.3 Climate warming impact on MAGT 
Climate warming rates in most permafrost zones, with the exceptions of the Arctic Islands, 

will reach the design MAGT, and even 0°C when permafrost will start to thaw, in less than 
the design life of any new buildings to be built from now on.  Reaching 0°C in the design life 
of a building means that even elevated buildings on gravel pads and insulation will be prone 
to settle. 

4.4 Alternate foundation designs 
The design of foundations of buildings in most mainland permafrost region will have to take 
into consideration that climate warming will raise the MAGT above the design MAGT.  The 
traditional slurry piles will not be able to support the buildings for the normal life span of 50 
years.  Even small buildings supported above ground on a gravel pad will experience the 
permafrost below the granular to thaw and result in thaw settlement. 

Alternate foundations will have to be considered in these areas.  These may be:  

Locate the building on bedrock or ice free ground underlain by bedrock. 

End bearing piles that extend below the ice rich soil or at least to a soil that has low ice 
content so that any future settlement can be corrected by adjustments at the pile cap. 

Thermosyphon foundations that will keep the ground frozen during the life span of the 
building.  Over the last 50 years several types of thermosyphon foundations have 
been developed and used in Alaska and Canada.  These consist of vertical cooling 
tubes and piles, sloping cooling tubes and flat looped tubes.  
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The design, construction and performance of flat loop thermosyphon foundations is 
presented in the next chapters and the report is completed by providing recommendations for 
improving the design of the foundations so that they will function for the normal 50 year life 
span of commercial buildings. 
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5.0 FLAT LOOP THERMOSYPHON FOUNDATION 

5.1 Design Concept and History 
The thermosyphon technology is called a “passive technique” because it requires no power 

to operate and has no moving parts.  The thermosyphon is a closed natural two phase 
convection device that extracts heat from the ground and discharges it into the atmosphere.  
It is the most effective heat transfer device because for any working fluid, the latent heat of 
vaporization is much greater than the sensible heat capacity times a typical temperature 
difference (Yarmak & Long, 2002).  

Thermosyphon is a two phase sealed tube containing a suitable fluid; carbon dioxide is 
used in Canada (Figure 8).  When ambient temperature falls below ground temperature, 
vapour condenses in the radiator section of the tube.  Pressure in the tube is reduced and the 
liquid in the lower section of the pipe starts to boil and evaporates.  The cycle of 
evaporations and condensation extracts the heat from the soil during the winter time when 
the air temperatures are colder than the ground temperatures.  The vapour of carbon dioxide 
in the sealed tube operates under relatively high pressure from about 200 to 700 psi (Figure 
9). 

 

 
Figure 8. Thermosyphon heat exchange principle. 

 
Thermosyphon cooling was first used in Alaska in 1960 and was clearly demonstrated on the 
Alaska pipeline where over 120,000 thermosyphons were installed within pipe piles around 
1975 (Heuer TF al. 1985).  The initial installations were vertical sealed tubes installed into 
ground with radiators at the surface.  The two types of vertical thermosyphon pile designs 
used in Alaska are illustrated in Figure 9.  The thermopile is presently commonly used to 
support buildings. 
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a) Vertical thermosyphon tubes 
(Thermoprobes) within TAPS pile support 
system 

 
 

RADIATORRADIATOR

 
 
 

b) Thermopile 
 
 

 
Figure 9. Vertical thermosyphon pile designs 

 
The vertical thermosyphon design has expanded into conventional sloped evaporator 

thermosyphon (Sloped-TF) in 1978 and then in 1994 the flat loop thermosyphon (Flat -TF) 
design evolved.  The three thermosyphon designs and their uses in building foundations are 
illustrated in Figure 10. 

 

 
Figure 10. Three thermosyphon designs 

 
The uses of thermosyphons can be grouped into four categories as given in Table 2. 
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Table 2. Common use and designation of thermosyphon 
 

Designation Description Use 

Thermoprobe Thermoprobe Keeps ground frozen around piles 
or maintain frozen ground around 
structures 

Thermopile Thermopile Supports structures on piles within 
frozen ground 

Sloped-Thermo-
syphon Foundation 

Sloped evaporator pipe under 
slab-on grade foundations 

Keeps ground frozen below slab-
on grade foundation. 

Flat Loop Thermo- 

syphon Foundation 

Flat loop evaporator pipe under 
slab-on grade foundations 

Keeps ground frozen below slab-
on grade foundation. 

 
Thermoprobes – This is the first application of thermosyphons and its use illustrated by the 
TAPS project in Figure 9 (a).  They have been used in Canada to maintain frozen ground 
around transmission towers and along railroad embankments in Manitoba.  They do not carry 
any load (Figure 11, a). 
 
 

 

a)  Thermoprobes – Joe Lake, MB. Highway 
stabilization (Courtesy AFC) 

 

 

b) Thermal Piles – Manitoba DC Line, MB. 
(Courtesy AFC) 
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e) Sloped Thermosyphon Foundation at 
Ross River, YT (Hailey 1982). 

 

 

 

d) Flat Loop Thermosyphon Foundation – 
Airport maintenance garage, Inuvik, NT. 
(Courtesy AFC) 

 
 

Figure 11. Photos of types of thermosyphon installed in Canada. 
 
Thermopile – Thermopiles are widely used in Alaska because of available access to large 
drill equipment that is necessary to drill the holes for the large load carry tubes (piles).  There 
are no thermopile foundations in Canada (Figures 9b & 11b). 
 
Sloped-TF – This concept evolved by the installation of the thermoprobe at slightly sloped 
grade and covering it with granular cover and insulation with bedding.  The building is 
supported on slab-on grade foundation.  It has a single tube evaporation and condensation 
operation (Figure 11c). 

The first building using the Sloped-TF system was the Ross River School in Yukon 
Territory in 1978 (Hayley 1982).  In the early 1980’s the Sloped -TF system was installed 
routinely to maintain permafrost in the subgrade below heated at-grade structures throughout 
the Alaskan permafrost region.  Hundreds of the Sloped -TF systems are in existence in 
permafrost across Alaska and Canada.  The Sloped -TF units have pipes generally with 
sufficient large diameter, so that should a breech in the evaporator pipe occur, a new pipe 
could be inserted and thereby reducing the cost of potential repairs (Yarmak & Long, 2002). 

The shortcoming of this thermosyphon foundation is that the evaporator pipes have to be 
installed on a sloping grade of about 5%.  This makes the construction of the base more 
onerous and a non-uniform thermal regime is produced beneath the slab-on grade. 
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Flat loop – TF - The Flat Loop-TF design is a relatively recent development (Yarmak & 
Long 2002).  Its performance was tested adjacent to Sloped-TF in Winnipeg during the 
winter of 1993-1994.  After a winter of operation it was found that the Flat Loop-TF froze 
1.4 times the volume of soil than the Sloped-TF.  It was started to be employed both in 
Canada and Alaska in 1994 as a result of this performance and easier installation.  A Flat 
Loop-TF installation is shown in Figure 11d and its concept is illustrated on Figure 12. 

Two major differences between the Flat Loop-TF and the Sloped-TF are: a) Flat Loop-TF 
is installed on a level prepared granular base while the Sloped-TF requires a grade and b) the 
Flat Loop-TF evaporator pipe is normally a 50 mm OD and is a looped configuration while 
the Sloped evaporator pipe consists of a single 100mm OD pipe. 

Since 1994 some 80 Flat Loop-TF systems have been constructed in Canada. Of these, 15 
Flat Loop -TF have been placed at the bottom of dams to keep the foundation frozen and 65 
Flat Loop-TF under buildings. The Flat Loop has been used in two configurations; either in 
slab-on-grade where the lower  floor or basement is founded on gravel/ insulation/ 
evaporator pipe system or buildings underlain by a crawl-space that is followed by the  
gravel/insulation/evaporator pipe system. Majority of the Flat Loop have the building slabs 
resting directly on the gravel bedding covering the insulation and evaporator pipes. These 
two Flat Loop thermistor foundations are illustrated in Figure 13. 

 
Figure 12.  Components of the Flat Loop-TF 

 
The two foundation systems have different requirements for the installation of services, 

such as: electrical and water and sanitary piping.  In the crawl-space designs the services are 
hung from the floor beams while in the slab-on-grade insulted conduits or corridors are 
required to carry the services below the floor slab.  The slab-on-grade makes repairs or 
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changes to the services difficult. Majority of the flat loop FT have the building slabs directly 
on the gravel bedding covering the insulation and evaporator pipes  

 

 

Figure 13. Two flat looped thermosyphon installation types 
 

5.2 Thermosyphon Foundation Installation in Canada 
Thermosyphon foundations started to be employed in Canada in 1985 and since that time 

they were installed at 50 locations in all Territories and two provinces.  They have been 
installed as far south as Thompson, Manitoba (55° 48’N, 97° 22W) to as far north as Alert, 
NU (82° 31N, 62° 17W).  In the south they were installed in embankments to preserve the 
existing permafrost while in the north to prevent the thaw of foundations below heated 
buildings with slab grade on foundations. The mean annual air temperature in the south was 
around -3°C during installation and -18°C in the north. 

There have been 127 installations.  The distribution by Territory and Province are shown in 
Table 3. 

Table 3. Number of installations across Canada 
 

Region Number 
Nunavut 52 
Northwest Territory 41 
Manitoba 15 
Quebec 10 
Yukon 8 
Ontario 1 

Total  127 
 

Initial thermosyphon installations were vertical probes to stabilize or maintain permafrost 
in earth slopes or around piles and sloped probes (Sloped TF) under foundations.  The 
development of the flat loop evaporator (Flat Loop TF) thermistor design changed the option 
of thermosyphon design selection because the Flat Loop TF was easier to install and they 
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were more efficient in the cooling. All new foundations used the Flat Loop TF design since 
1994.  Since 1994 only one Sloped TF was used to stabilize the permafrost in one building.  
Vertical probes have continued to be used for some designs, along with hybrid cooling, and 
vertical piles.  The distribution of thermosyphon designs is shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4.  Distribution of thermosyphon designs employed in Canada 

 
Type Descriptive Number  Subtotal 

Flat Foundations 69   
  Dams 5   

Subtotal     77 
Sloped Foundations 28   
  Dams 1   

Subtotal     29 
Vertical probes & 
piles Foundations 15   
  Dams  5   
 Embankments 4   
      24 

 

Table 4 shows that 77 Flat TF have been installed since 1994; of these, 69 were used for 
building foundations. 

The cooling of the Flat-Loop TF was enhanced by the addition of mechanical cooling to 
enhance the rate of cooling in six installations (hybrid Flat-Loop TF).  The hybrid installation 

involved adding a cooling coil around the vertical 
evaporator pipe, insulating the coil and connecting 
the coil to a refrigeration compressor.  The 
mechanical cooling is activated when the air 
temperature becomes too warm to condense the 
carbon dioxide in the vertical pipe.  The cooling 
provided by the coil around the vertical pipe 
condenses the vapour even during the summer and 
thereby keeps extracting the heat from the 
foundation.  The size of the compressor determines 
the rate of cooling and therefore heat extraction.  
Normally the compressors are small and can be 
mounted on the evaporator pipes.  Otherwise it may 
be a self standing unit installed adjacent to the 
radiators.  An installation of a small compressor is 
shown in Figure 14. 

 
Figure 14. Hybrid installation at the Young Female Offender Facility in Inuvik.  Cooling coils 
wrapped with insulation are installed below the radiators and the compressor cooling unit is 
located behind the radiators.  
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Mechanical (compressor) cooling units have been added to the standard thermosyphon 
installation to accelerate the freezing of the ground at the Inuvik Hospital in 2001 and at the 
construction of dikes in Lac de Gras for the Diavik Mine in 2002 and 2006.  The reason for 
installing mechanical cooling units at the hospital was to accelerate the freezing of the 
granular pad below the evaporator pipes that would allow earlier construction of the footings 
of the hospital on frozen ground.  Mechanical cooling units were installed were installed at 
the Female Young Offender Facility in Inuvik to supplement the cooling of the 
thermosyphons during the summer when they did not operate.  Supplemental cooling was 
installed to compensate for the loss of efficiency of the thermosyphon evaporator pipes due 
to the incorporation of bends in the evaporator piping to accommodate waste water piping 
services at the Female Young Offender Facility in 2003; and to compensate for the type of 
installed insulation and to overcome a thaw caused by the incorporation of a heat supply line 
above the evaporator pipes at Simon Allaituq School in Rankin Inlet in 2007. 

5.3 Flat Loop Thermosyphon Foundation Design 
The foundation of the flat looped FT system consists of the following basic components: a) 

1 to 2m thick compacted gravel pad; b) 150mm bedding below and above the pipes; c) 
evaporator pipes, d)100 to 200mm rigid insulation, e) vertical radiator f) working fluid and g) 
charge valve.  The design components are illustrated schematically in Figure 15 and in 
photographs in Figures 16 and 17.  Brief comments on the components are given below: 

Gravel pad.  A 0.7m to 2m non-frost susceptible1 granular pad is provided for construction 
purposes, a soil zone with uniform thermal properties and a structural zone that can tolerate a 
minor annual thaw front advance that is followed by refreezing below the elevation of the 
evaporator piles during the summer without causing settlement or heave of the slab on-grade. 
 

Bedding.  The evaporator pipes should be protected within bedding consisting of sand. 
Bedding may not be needed below the pipe if the pad granular does not contain cobble sized 
material and is well compacted to form a smooth pad surface. In this case a 150mm bedding 
pad on top of the evaporator pipes would be sufficient. 

 

Evaporator pipes.  Normally 200mm OD extruded steel pipes Schedule A104.  Joints are 
made using sleeves and elbows that are welded to the pipe. The welds are checked for leaks 
by introducing helium with 200 psi pressure and running a mass spectrometer helium 
detection sensor of the pipes. 
 

Working Fluid. _ Selection of fluid is based on the condition that it has an adequate vapour 
pressure at low operating pressure, low viscosity to enhance flow return, low freezing point 
and be non-corrosive with respect to the pressure vessel.  The fluids that have been used are 
propane, ammonia and carbon dioxide.  Carbon dioxide is the dominant fluid because of its 
non poisonous nature and being inert.  
 

                                                 
1 Non-frost susceptible soils are used in pavement design to prevent ice lens formation and thereby heaving. 
There is no accepted standard but it is generally greed that frost heave is negligible if fines content (less than 
0.075mm particle size) is less than 12% (Konrad 1999). 
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The pressure range the carbon dioxide operates in the evaporator/condenser tubing is 
illustrated by the saturation various pressure versus temperature in Figure 18. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15.. Schematic of flat loop slab on 
grade thermosyphon foundation installation, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Flat Loop TF installation in progress 
at Pangnirtung Health Centre.  Photo shows the 
evaporator pipes along the radiators in place. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Figure 17.  Insulation sheets being 
placed over bedding covering 
evaporator pipes at Inuvik hospital. 
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Figure 18. Saturation vapour pressure versus temperature (Heuer et al 1985) 

 
Insulation – Three important properties for the insulation are: good thermal barrier, low 
moisture absorption rate and rigidity if the building footings to be supported.  Two common 
insulation materials are made from polyurethane and polystyrene. Polyurethane is more 
pliable but has higher moisture absorption that is detrimental because this lowers with time its 
insulating capacity.  Polystyrene comes in flat sheets and is widely used for road and building 
insulation projects.  Extruded polystyrene is superior to expanded polystyrene because of its 
high compressive strength.  Common thickness of polystyrene used in flat loop thermosyphon 
foundation has been 150 to 200mm. 
 
Radiators – They consist of 100mm vertical condenser pipes that have steel or aluminum fins 
attached.  Radiator surface treatment of the exposed condenser pipe and fins is important to 
prevent corrosion and provide maximum heat dissipation.  The treatment consists of thorough 
sand blasting, applying aluminum coating and painting with a white epoxy.  The radiators are 
normally 3 to 5m long.  

5.4 Thermal Design Factors 
The operation of the Flat-Loop TF is dependent on the extraction of heat from the 

foundation by means of the radiator cooling and condensing the carbon dioxide vapour in the 
condenser; thereby reducing the vapour pressure in the system that in turn leads to 
evaporation of the fluid in the evaporator pipes that extracts heat from the adjacent soil.  The 
insulation above the evaporator pipes slows the heat flow from the building towards the 
foundation.  The thermal properties and thickness of the insulation have to be such that they 
will minimize the introduction of heat into the cooled foundation to a rate so that the system 
maintains a frozen foundation through the summer when the thermosyphons do not operate.  
The key thermal parameters that govern the thermosyphon operation are illustrated 
schematically in Figure 19 are. 
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a) Climate – The climate parameters that are needed are the mean annual air temperature, 

freezing index and wind velocity.  It is important that radiators are located on the wind 
side of the building to take the greatest advantage of the wind. 

b) Radiator – Radiator heat dissipation characteristics are determined by the manufacturer 
and the length of the radiator. 

c) Ground – Heat extraction rate from the ground during the winter and the subsequent 
warming, are a function of the boundary ground temperature and the conductivity of the 
soil and the granular pad and latent heat in the granular pad. 

d) Heat that is introduced to the evaporator pipe is a function of the air temperature above 
the slab and the conductivity of the concrete slab and insulation. 

e) Evaporation and condensation of the fluid are a function of the fluid. 
 

 
Figure 19. Thermal model of thermosyphon operation 

 
 

The ability of the Flat Loop TF to maintain the foundation frozen for a given climate is a 
function predominantly on the length of the radiator, the thickness of the insulation and the 
spacing of the evaporator pipes.  This simplistic statement is based on the assumption that 
most building space above the slab are at about 20°C and the ground is a sand with 
moderately ice rich soil. 

A thermosyphon foundation design consists of selecting a combination of radiator length, 
insulation thickness and evaporator spacing to maintain foundation consisting of the gravel 
pad and the underlying ground frozen for the designated climate.  The design is done by the 
thermosyphon supplier/contractor and geotechnical consultants experienced with permafrost 
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design.  It is executed by means of thermal calculation using either proprietary or 
commercially available thermal analysis software.  Presently there is only one 
supplier/contractor in Canada and one in Alaska who have developed their own thermal 
analysis method that is based on their experience.  
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6.0 PERFORMANCE 

6.1 General 
Satisfactory performance of a thermosyphon foundation system is a function of design, 

construction and monitoring and maintenance during operation.  The design has to consider 
the air temperature of the space above the thermosyphons and the present and future air 
temperature during the design span of the building.  This was discussed briefly in the earlier 
chapters.  Construction has to consider the provision of good quality with uniform base depth 
base or foundation on which the evaporator pipes are installed; control of surface water and 
groundwater occurring during the summer, high quality of evaporator and condenser piping 
installation and the monitoring and maintenance of the system that is required in a cooling 
system, even though it is a passive system that has no moving components.  The construction 
and operation are briefly discussed in the next sections. 

6.2 Construction 
Construction of the Flat Loop TF has to consider the following: 

a) Granular pad 
b) Surface water and groundwater control necessary during the summer. 
c) Welding, leak testing and charging of the operating fluid. 
d) Construction scheduling. 
e) Design of the services that are installed within the granular zone above 

evaporator pipes. 
 
Good quality construction and installation is necessary to produce a foundation system that 

will operate for the life span of the building with minimal or no maintenance or repairs.  
Presently, guidelines or standards are not available for the design and construction of the Flat 
Loop TF foundations.  Some of the construction issues are identified or given in individual 
reports or construction drawings.  However, there is no document that addresses the 
combined design and construction requirements.  The following are some comments on the 
five issues identified by the writer. 

 
a) Granular pad, bedding and granular zone 

The three components are illustrated in Figure 15. The granular pad serves several purposes.  
It provides an uniform thermal zone just below the evaporator pipes, a construction pad over 
thawed soil that develops during construction and allow thaw just below the evaporator pipes 
to take place within a granular bed should this take place during the summer.  The granular 
material is placed in lifts accompanied with compaction. 

Normal practice is to specify non-frost susceptible granular material for the pad.  The cost 
of the granular pad may be high if the specifications call for a 2m thickness.  An alternative 
granular pad design is to limit higher quality of granular material for the zone immediately 
below the evaporator pipes and using relaxed specifications for the underlying portion of the 
granular pad. 
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b) Surface water and groundwater control necessary during the summer.   
It is important to prevent surface and groundwater penetrating the granular pad or bedding 

surrounding the evaporator pipes.  Water may seep into the system during the summer or the 
fall before the ground has completely frozen that will freeze when the thermosyphon starts to 
cool and freeze the material surrounding the evaporator pipes.  Surplus water within the 
granular pad or bedding may grow ice lenses either around the cold evaporator pipes or 
within the granular pad if its material is frost susceptible. Ice lensing will in turn produce 
differential heave of the slab or at the building perimeter or form ice mounds in a crawl 
space. 

c) Welding, leak testing and charging the operating fluid. 
To start with, all the thermosyphon products need to be manufactured to ASME Boiler & 

Pressure Vessel codes and the exposed commons protected against corrosion.  The 
evaporator pipes are high quality extruded steel pipes meeting ASTM A53B specification.  
The pipes are bent to the designed evaporator configuration and joined by sleeves and elbows 
that are welded.  The welds are tested for leaks by pressurizing each evaporator and 
condenser pipe loop with helium at 200 psi and going over the welds with detection sensors.  
This method is used by the space industry.  Following this, a vacuum is applied to the loops 
to remove all moisture and than charged with carbon dioxide fluid at a pressure 
corresponding to the existing air temperature. 

a) Construction scheduling 
The construction schedule for the thermosyphon is generally dictated by the time of the 

year when the layer of the ground that needs to be excavated is thawed, unfrozen granular 
material for the pad is available and it is planned to start erecting the building.  This in turn is 
governed when the thaw season starts and when material arrives at the site that is controlled 
by shipping considerations.  Normally, ground excavation can be started in May or June, 
depending on site location.  Building materials are either shipped by barge or boat during the 
summer or brought over ice roads in February or March. 

Furthermore, it is desired to construct the thermosyphon foundation in late spring or early 
fall and then allow the granular pad to completely freeze through one winter before starting 
to erect the building the following summer or fall after the installation of the thermosyphon 
foundation.  The start of building erection can be expedited by active freezing by 
incorporating a hybrid thermosyphon cooling or scheduling the superstructure erection to the 
time the granular pad is completely frozen.  Leaving the foundation over one winter or 
employing hybrid thermosyphon cooling may not be necessary if an advantageous 
construction schedule is followed. 

Excavating and constructing the granular pad is normally done during the year with mean 
daily air temperatures being above zero degrees Celsius.  The length of this period is 
dependent on the site location.  The approximate date when the mean daily air temperature is 
above zero degrees Celsius in Inuvik is from about the start of May and continues to early 
November with the warmest mean daily air temperature occurring at about end of July 
(Figure 20).  However, there is a time lag in the response of the ground to the air temperature 
changes and this is a function of depth.  Figure 20 illustrates that at a depth of 3.5m the 
warmest ground temperature does not occur until early February the following year. 
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Figure 20. Changes of mean air temperature and ground temperature at 3.5m depth over the 
year at Inuvik. 

The air and ground temperature changes over the year illustrated in Figure 20 indicate that 
the best time to excavate any poor ground and construct the granular pad are the months of 
May and June in Inuvik.  This way the excavation is performed as soon as thawing occurs 
and is completed before the warmest air temperatures take place.  The installation of the 
evaporator pipes, bedding and covering with insulation need to follow as soon as possible.  
The advantage of this scheduling is to take advantage of the coldest temperatures being 
experienced by the ground at deeper depth and to start to cool the completed granular pad 
installation. 

b) Design of the services that are installed within the granular zone above evaporator pipes. 
Design of thermosyphon foundations has to consider how sanitary piping and other 

services will be incorporated into or below the base of the building base.  The location and 
design of these services needs to be considered because their installation can damage the 
evaporator pipes, leaks may impact the thermal regime and repair of these or the desire to 
modify them may be difficult if not properly located. 

There is little difficulty in incorporating 
services in crawl space thermosyphon 
foundations.  As is illustrated in photo in 
Figure 21, a crawl space design provides 
greater flexibility for installing sanitary 
piping and other services and also provides 
access for repair and modification. 

 

Figure 21. Services hung from floor girders 
at Inuvik Hospital 
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The installation of services in a slab-on-

grade thermosyphon foundation need to 
incorporate the services within the granular 
zone; between the insulation above the 
evaporator pipes and the slab.  Two 
approaches that have been used are: 
providing a corridor below the slab, as 
used at the Kuujjuaq air terminal (Figure 
22) or incorporating the sanitary piping 
within the fill, as used in Inuvik at the 
FYOF (Figure 23).  

 
Figure 22.  Service corridor at Kuujjuaq air 
terminal. 

 
 

 

 

 

 
Figure 23.  Buried sanitary lines at Inuvik 
YFOF 
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7.0 CASE HISTORIES 

7.1 General 
The twelve case histories from seven locations are reviewed to establish the adequacy of 

design, construction and operation of this type of foundation and also to evaluate the 
longevity of this foundation type to function over the life span of the building they support 
and their vulnerability to climate change.  The locations are: Kuujjuaq, QC; Inuvik, NT, 
Rankin Inlet, Pangnirtung and Iqaluit, NU and Dawson and Ross River, YT.  The factual 
information from the first 9 case histories is given in Table 5.  They are listed in the order of 
installation.  All the projects have flat loop TF foundations with the exception of the first one 
in Kuujjuaq.  This has a sloped TF foundation.  It is presented because the thermosyphon 
foundation was constructed in one of the warmer permafrost areas and has relatively longer 
ground temperature data showing.  References from which the information was obtained are 
not listed in the text but given for each case history in Section 11.0 References. 

The climate and reference ground temperature in Table 5 for the year of installation and 
2006, for which whole year’s air temperature information is available is based on linear trend 
lines.  This was felt necessary to obtain a better consistency of information since the MAAT 
and freezing index varies greatly from year to year as illustrated on Figure 24. 

 

 
Figure 24.  MAAT and freezing index at Inuvik during the period of thermosyphon installation 

(From EC data) 
 

Information given in Table 5 shows that the thermosyphon cooling results in the ground at 
and below the evaporator pipes remains consistently frozen throughout the year and the mean 
annual ground temperature about 5m below the evaporator pipes is about 1 degree colder 
than the mean annual ground temperature.   
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Table 5.  Summary information on projects discussed. 

Name Service 
Building 

Visitor 
Centre 

Simon 
Allaituq 
School 

Female 
Young 

Offender 
Facility 

Hospital Aurora 
College 

Pangnirtung 
Health 
Centre 

RCMP 
Office 

Air 
Terminal 

Settlement Kuujjuaq Inuvik 
Rankin 

Inlet Inuvik Inuvik Inuvik Pangnirtung Iqaluit Kuujjuaq 
Territory QC NT NU NT NT NT NU NU QC 
Year installed 1986 1994 1996 2001 2001 2002 2006 2006 2006 
MAAT @ installation -5.5 -8.2 -10.5 -7.5 -7.5 -7.5 -6.7 -7.3 -3.5 
Estimated MAGT -1.1 -3.8 -6.1 -3.1 -3.1 -3.1 -2.3 -2.9 +0.9 
Freezing Index at 
installation 3200 4380 4800 3950 3780 3730 3400 3550 2570 
2006 MAAT -3.5 -7.2 -9.7 -7.2 -7.2 -7.2      
2006 Estimated MAGT 0.9 -2.8 -5.3 -2.8 -2.8 -2.8      
Freezing Index 2570 4200 4290 4200 4200 4200      

Foundation Design Slab on 
grade 

Crawl  
space 

Crawl 
space 

Slab on 
grade 

Crawl  
space 

Slab on 
grade 

Slab on 
grade 

Slab on 
grade 

Slab on 
grade 

Insulation thickness ,mm 100 100 100 150 200 100 150 150 150 
Foundation excavation         Jun/Jul May July/Aug July August 

Thermosyphon charged          Aug-21 June 24-Aug 19-Oct End Aug 
Max thermistor depth, m         5.0 6.0 4.8 5.8 7.8 
Ground temperature at 
installation         -3 -3 -1.5 -3.3 -0.15 
Maximum ground temp after 1 year         
At evaporator pipes -0.1       -1.0 -0.1 -2.0 -1.5 -0.6 
Avg at ~ 5m -2.5      -4.1 -4.3 -3.0 -6.1 -1.2 
Maximum thermistor depth 7.8      5 6 4.8 5.9 7.6 
Avg MAGT at max’m depth -1.0       -4.1 -4.0 -3.0 -5.8 -0.4 

 
Note: Summary information for Dawson City Recreation Centre and Ross River School not included. 
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7.2 Service Building, Kuujjuaq, QC 
The service building was constructed with thermosyphon foundation on fine grained soils 

estimated to have had a MAGT of -1.1°C in 1986.  The design consisted of evaporator pipes 
at 4m spacing supported on 400mm granular pad and covered with 100mm insulation as 
illustrated on Figure A1 in the Appendix.  Ground temperatures have been recorded for 9 
years with the last one being in 1995.  Temperature profiles in Figure A1 show the ground 
temperature at 7.8m being about -1°C in 1995. 

7.3 Visitor Centre, Inuvik, NT 
7.3.1 Description 

The visitor center in Inuvik is one of the first three flat loop TF foundations constructed in 
Canada in 1994.  The visitor centre is a wood frame post and beam building that was 
constructed on grade beams on compacted gravel.  A series of evaporator pipes were 
installed on top of the grade beams to maintain permafrost below the building.  The building 
started to heave and settle in late 1990 that resulted in several investigations.  This case 
history is based on the initial geotechnical report by HBT AGRA in 1992, several 
investigation and monitoring reports prepared by Northern Management & Development Ltd. 
between 1999 and 2001 and letter report prepared by Arctic Foundations (1999).  The writer 
visited the building in September 7, 2007. 

The geotechnical report indicated that the proposed building was located in an undisturbed 
wet area that was covered in the area of the proposed building with about 1m of wet sandy 
silty gravel that was underlain by 1 to 3m of peat and finally sandy gravel with ice rich clay 
zones. 

The geotechnical consultant recommended that the building should be founded either on 
adfreeze piles or insulated concrete footings on permafrost.  The building was to be elevated 
with an unobstructed 600mm air space.  The peat was not to be disturbed and the area graded 
to drain off surface water.  It appears that the building designers decided to found the 
building on flat loop FT but incorporating the footing and insulation design given in the 
geotechnical report.  The basics of this design are given in Figure 25. 

 
Figure 25. Geotechnical recommendations for Visitor Centre footing. 
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Arctic Foundation Inc. prepared a thermosyphon design based on the geotechnical 
information, climate and the building designer’s specifications.  The cross section of the 
foundation and layout of the evaporator pipes are shown on Figures A2 and A3 in the 
appendix.  Figure A4 shows the concrete grade beam and the location of the evaporator pipes 
in a photo. 

The key information in these figures is: 

• A loop of evaporator pipes located at the edges of each grade beam; resulting in 
4 loops connected to four radiators located at the north side of the building. 

• Building supported on perimeter concrete wall and eight internal concrete columns 
supported on grade beams. 

• 100mm thick insulation above the grade beams and evaporator pipes. Insulation 
extends about 1m beyond outside perimeter wall. 

• Building foundation constructed on NFS granular pad with base of grade beam 
about 600mm above natural ground. 

7.3.2 Performance 
The building floor started to experience non-uniform movements that showed up as cracks 

in some walls and poorly fitting door frames and considerable settlement under central 
columns that required periodic shimming.  The shimming between the stud-wall and joists at 
the columns is shown on photo in Figure 4. 

Monitoring of the floor movements from summer of 1999 to end of 2000 showed non-
uniform movements across the floor.  Arctic Foundations Inc. assessment of the operation of 
the thermosyphon system showed the cooling system was in good order.  Arctic Foundation 
also commented that they did not find any insulation over the interior pony wall.  The final 
monitoring report prepared by Northern Management & Development Ltd. (Feb 1, 2001) 
summarized the findings as follows: 

• Survey results are conflicting because of benchmark problem 
• Points in dry areas show little movement. 
• Points along perimeter wall near ‘run-off’ creek showed high movements. 

The writer visited the Visitor Centre in September 2007 and observed the central wooden 
poles supporting the roofs had been shimmed several times at their tops to compensated for 
settlement, the central area of the building around the columns was depressed and ground 
surface in the crawl space around the concrete columns supporting the wooden poles was 
depressed. 

7.3.3 Observations 
It appears that there are two mechanisms causing movement problems at the Visitor 

Centre.  These are: 

a) At the perimeter wall, especially the east and north walls. 
The alternating settlement and heave problems are likely due to a combination that the 

outer perimeter wall is not insulated and the heat conducted through the concrete wall to 
ground below the pony wall thaws the granular pad during the summer.  The wet ground 
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along east and north of the building provide a water supply to the thawed zone below the 
pony wall during the summer.  The activation of the thermosyphons in late fall starts to 
freeze the ground below pony wall resulting in heave.  During the subsequent summer the 
thawing of this frozen zone below the pony wall causes the pony wall and the above walls to 
settle.  This freeze and thaw cycle likely provide the explanation for the up and down survey 
records. 

b) Central column settlement 
The settlement under the central columns was likely caused by the fact that the single loop 

thermosyphon was not able to freeze and provide sufficient cold storage to prevent the thaw 
of the ground below the pony wall(s) due to heat conductance through the exposed concrete 
columns.  This may have been exasperated by the fact that the insulation was not found at the 
studs of the pony wall and furthermore, that the evaporator pipes did not cover the base of 
one set of central columns (Photo in Figure 4). 

7.3.4 Conclusions 
Two conclusions can be made from this case history: 

1) It is important to insulate outside concrete walls and internal concrete columns so 
that heat is not conducted into the supporting frozen ground. 

2) Water supply should be prevented from reaching the thermosyphon foundation. 
 
 

7.4 Simon Allaituq School, Rankin Inlet, NU 
7.4.1 Description 

The Simon Allaituq School (Rankin School) was designed to be supported on 
thermosyphon foundation with a crawl space.  The Rankin School is shown in photo in 
Figure 7 and a schematic of the thermosyphon foundation design is shown in Figure 8. 

Rankin Inlet has colder climate than Inuvik or Iqaluit resulting in colder permafrost.  
However, this area was inundated by sea water in the past that resulted in the ground being 
saturated with ice or water with high ice content.  This has depressed the freezing/thawing 
point due to the salinity of the ice/water in the pores and thereby making the susceptibility of 
the permafrost to melting similar to the other two settlements. 

The flat loop ET with crawl space was designed and installed as shown in Figures 9 and 
10.  The evaporator loops were placed on top of concrete footings, covered with 300mm 
sand, 100mm rigid polystyrene insulation and this in turn was covered with about 100mm 
protection sand cover.  The floor and walls are supported by large wooden studs and roof 
trusses are supported on steel section H columns.  The crawl space was enclosed and kept 
above freezing during the winter.  Services were hung from the floor joists above the crawl 
space. 

The thermosyphon foundations were installed in 1996 and the school completed in 1997.  
The air and ground temperatures given in Table 3 are based on the linear trend of the MAAT 
measured at the Rankin Inlet climate station.  
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7.4.2 Performance 
The thermosyphon foundation appeared to have performed well until about 2005.  Around 

this time suddenly cracks started to appear in drywall and Nunavut Public Works requested 
Tim Mac Leod to assess the deformations at this building (MacLeod 2007).  His observations 
were that the wall along grid wall heaved and then settled again over the year but that the 
column along gridline 7, supporting the rood truss, heaved but did not settle back to the 
original position.  He looked for any significant change at the building that happened around 
this time.  He deduced that the most obvious change that happened at this building was a 
trench excavation and the installation of residual heating lines coming from a recently 
installed power generation plant.  This excavation, and its backfill, allowed surface water to 
flow into the crawl space that caused additional thaw of the frozen ground below the 
evaporator pipes.  The installation of the heating pipes and the ponded water in the crawl 
space are shown on photos in Figures 11 and 12.  A rod driven into the ground adjacent to 
the footing along gridline C8 showed the ground to be thawed to about 0.6m below the base 
of the footing.  AFC observed that the insulation over the backfilled trench was poor 
installed. 

Nunavut Public Works also requested Arctic Foundations to evaluate the performance of 
the thermosyphon system.  They observed that one of the valves leaked. This valve was 
replaced and the loop recharged.  Furthermore, the client consented to have a hybrid cooling 
system added to the passive thermosyphon system to speed up the refreezing to any excess 
thaw that might have occurred to the combination of additional heat input from the water 
ingress through the installation of the residual heating lines beneath the building. 

7.4.3 Observations 
This case history illustrates that any changes made to heat balance in the thermosyphon 

foundation may cause a failure to the foundation.  In this case increased heat was likely 
produced by creating a drainage path for surface water to enter the granular pad, sand 
bedding and sand cover.  This may have increased the thaw of the frozen ground and also 
provided an environment for frost jacking of the footings and walls.  It is also likely that the 
residual heat pipes introduced additional heat to the foundation. 

The leaking valve points out two things.  Leaks may develop in the valves below the 
radiators.  Therefore it is necessary to monitor the efficiency of the thermosyphon system to 
identify leaks.  Once a leak is identified, the valve can be readily replaced and the system 
recharged with carbon dioxide fluid. 

7.4.4 Conclusion 
This case history points out three points: 

1) Care must be taken if it is planned to introduce any new services into the crawl 
space of thermosyphon foundation.  Two aspects have to be considered; changes 
should not allow surface water to penetrate into the crawl space and the services 
should not introduce additional heat. 

2) Operation of the thermosyphon needs to be monitored on an annual basis.  Over 
time the most likely leaks that may occur are at the recharge valve.  These can be 
replaced and the thermosyphon system recharged. 
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7.5 Female Young Offender Facility, Inuvik, NT 
7.5.1 Description 

The geotechnical and foundation design and construction of the Female Young Offender 
Facility in Inuvik, NT, started in the summer of 2000 with a geotechnical investigation and 
foundation recommendations (EBA 2000).  The site was covered with trees, shrubs and a 
hummocky peat surface and the ground sloped northward at about 15%.  Ground at the two 
boreholes was observed to consist of 0.3 to 0.5m of granular fill (placed for drill access); 
followed by 0.1 to 0.2m peat and than a clayey till.  The clayey till had high ice content in 
the upper 3 to 5m.  Ground temperature measured on August 21, 2001 at 9.5m depth was -
3.7°C.  

Three foundation systems were considered; namely, ‘Greenland Foundation’, adfreeze 
piles and flat loop slab-on-grade thermosyphon foundation (thermosyphon foundation).  
Greenland Foundation was advised against because of potential creep in the ice rich soil.  
Both the thermosyphon foundation and adfreeze piles were recommended as suitable options.  
The project managers selected the thermosyphon foundation based on cost consideration.  
The building based on slab-on-grade foundation was to be heated by means of radiant heat 
provided by tubing installed within the slab.  The heating is provided by pumping hot water 
through the tubing; with the room temperature controlled by room thermostat that controlled 
the flow of hot water. 

The geotechnical engineer (EBA) recommended that earth construction should be done as 
early in 2001 as practical, thawed engineered fill was available and to set the grade 
sufficiently high to prevent excavation into the ground.  Furthermore, it was recommended 
that the local clay till could be used for the general fill and that clean granular soils should be 
used for the structural fill. 

Arctic Foundation of Canada Inc (AFC) was selected to design and construct the 
thermosyphon foundations.  The south side of 
the FYOF, along with the thermosyphon 
radiators, is shown in a photo in Figure 26. 
Figure 27 shows the plan and layout of the 
radiant heating system at the FYOF and 
Figure 28 shows a section of the foundation 
with the evaporator pipes, insulation and 
stratigraphy. 
Figure 26. Radiators on the south side of the 
FYOF, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure 27. Room and radiant tubing layouts at the FYOF, Inuvik, NT 

 
Figure 28.  Section showing the evaporator pipe in respect to the slab-on-grade foundation, 

insulation and the services (plumbing) trench, FYOF, Inuvik, NT 
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The approximate dates for the conditions and construction at the FYOF that are relevant to 
the discussion of the performance of the thermosyphon are given in Table 6. 

 
Table 6.  Approximate dates for construction activities 

Month Day Activity 
June 
2001 

12 Peat thawed 

 15 Access road constructed 
 25 Engineered fill placed 

July 14 Evaporation pipes installed 
 17 Granular pad placed 
 19 Trenches excavated & evaporator pipes damaged 
 22 Pipes repaired 
 30 Start placing insulation 

August 10 Service pipes start being placed 
 14 Thermosyphons charged 
 24 Chillers start to operate 
 24 Start placing concrete slab 

October 2 Finished placing concrete slab 
 4 Ground completely frozen at T4, southwest corner of building 

September 
2002 

1 3 Radiators added to end of Loops 5 to 7 

September 
2003 

6 2 Radiators added to end of Loops 4 & 8 
Installed chillers for above 5 Loops 

October 
2003 

23 Ground completely frozen at T3, west part of building 

 

 

7.5.2 Performance 
a) General 

It is understood that there was urgency for completing the construction of the FYOF that 
resulted in a short time frame for the design review and construction period for this facility.  
The difficult site condition and the short time frame resulted in numerous factors in delaying 
the freezing up of the foundations under some sections of the building and thereby producing 
some of the uneven heave and settlement of the floor.  This in turn resulted in wall cracking, 
door jamming and blockage of the sanitation piping.  The likely causes of the performance, 
as understood by the writer, is described and briefly discussed under the main likely causes 
of the distress. 
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b) Foundation for the Flat-Loop TF 

The geotechnical recommendations were to leave the peat layer in place and cover it with 
engineered fill. This resulted in the fill thickness to increase towards the north since the 
ground sloped down at about 15% towards the north.  The ground cover before construction 
is illustrated in photo in Figure A13.  Engineered fill consisting of clay till was started to be 
placed soon after mid June 2001.  At this time the peat was completely thawed as determined 
by an auger hole on June 12, 2001. 

Majority of the engineered fill was placed without engineered control.  The poor quality of 
engineered fill at the excavation at the sump can be observed in a photo in Figure A14.  It is 
likely that the clay till may have been placed at above optimum moisture content since the 
borrow area would have just recently thawed.  It was noted that the engineered fill was 
placed at air temperatures above plus 10°C. 

PWS schematic of the as-built foundation cross section illustrated in Figure A15 shows the 
as built fill geometry for a section running from the thermistor T3 at the east end of the 
building to thermistor T4 on the southwest of the building.  The sloping and thick, likely wet, 
clay till at the northeast part had considerable influence for the significant settlement and 
heave of this part of the building and the slow freezing of the fill and ground.  The following 
observations are relevant to the poor foundation at the FYOF: 

1) Delayed start of the fill placement and not covering the fill with insulation until 
end of July resulted in placing a warm fill on permafrost and being left exposed to 
the sun and summer temperatures providing extra heat.  This resulted in increased 
thaw into the natural ground.  It should also be noted that since the peat was 
compressed by the weight of the fill, its insulating properties were greatly 
reduced. 

2) The increased thaw depth resulted in the melting of the ice in the ice-rich till that 
had 30 to 50% ice content.  Excess water from the thaw would dissipate slowly 
because of the low permeability of the till.  This would have resulted in settlement 
over considerable time. 

3) The sloping natural ground resulted in uneven depth of fill and thickness of 
thawed ground that had to be frozen.  The east part of the building had about 3m 
of fill and the thaw into the original ground progressed by more than 1m, creating 
at least 4m of thawed clay till with a high water content.  This would take a 
considerable amount of time to freeze.  The north part of the building is underlain 
by less than a metre of clay fill and likely only about 2m of thawed ground. 

 

c) Evaporator Pipes. 

Normal design and construction practice for the flat loop TF is to have the evaporator pipes 
located on a horizontal plane and installed on a competent smooth granular bed.  
Furthermore, it is preferably to install any sanitation services within a granular zone above 
the insulation and underlying evaporator pipes.  To minimize the volume of the material in 
the granular zone the engineer and Arctic Foundation of Canada Inc.(AFC) decided on a 
modification to the normal practice by allowing the bottom of the insulated service trench to 
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extend into the engineered fill and route the evaporator pipes by means of a swale below the 
service trench as shown in AFC section in Figure 28. 

After completing the engineered fill, the contractor and engineer requested that the 
evaporator pipes be located completely within a granular engineered pad and AFC consented 
when they came to the site to install the evaporator pipes at about mid July.  This 
modification required installing the pipes with four right angle elbows at each trench.  This 
resulted that many of the evaporator loops were directed across one and up to 7 trenches 
(before extra radiators were installed) with each trench having four right angle elbows.  
Evaporator pipes being routed past a trench are illustrated in a photo in Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29.  Evaporator pipe route across service trench, FYOF. 

 
It would be expected that each right angle elbow would cause some friction loss in the fluid 

flow and there is an effect of vapour pockets on the flow of the fluid through the vertical pipe 
depression.  This design and construction method resulted in difficulty in providing a good 
bedding beneath and around the pipes.  

A layout of the evaporator pipes and trenches as illustrated in a photo in Figure A16 and a 
schematic layout in Figure A17.  Figure A17 with the layout of the pipes and trenches shows 
that evaporator loops 4 to 11 crossed trenches.  The outside loops 4 and 11 crossed the 
trenches 2 and 1 time respectively and the largest number of trench crossings, 7 in total, was 
experienced by loop 7. 

Finally, the contractor construction plan consisted of completing the engineered fill, 
installing the evaporator pipes and then placing the granular fill.  After the granular fill was 
placed, the contractor excavated the service trenches to install the services.  This resulted in 
some of the evaporator pipes being damaged.  AFC had to repair the damaged pipes, 
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Subsequently the sanitation pipes were installed within insulated ‘troughs’ as illustrated in 
Figure 30. 

 
Figure 30. Sanitation and water lines within a lined service trench, YFOF, Inuvik, NT. 

 
d) Radiant Heating 

The FYOF was heated by a radiant system that consists of tubing installed in the concrete 
slab.  Hot water is pumped continuously through each loop and the flow of water within each 
loop is controlled by a thermostat in each room.  The layout of the tubing is illustrated in 
Figure 27 and a photo of the tubing before being covered in the concrete slab and one group 
of loops leading to a control room is shown in a photo in Figure 31. 

 
Figure 31.  Radiant white tubing before concrete slab was poured.  Tubes leading to a 

temperature control area. FYOF, Inuvik, NT. 
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In 2003 difficulties were reported with the radiant heating with some areas being cold and 
others too warm.  Radiant heating was set at a warmer temperature to compensate for poor 
performance of the ventilation system. In a February 2007 a infrared study was made of the 
temperature at the floor surface.  This showed uneven floor temperatures varying from 23 to 
27°C.  It has to be noted that these temperatures were measured at the concrete slab surface.  
It is likely that these temperatures were much greater at the bottom of the slab since the 
radiant tubes were close to the base of the slab. 

e) Thermosyphon performance 
The thermosyphons were charged on August 14, 2001 but did not start to cool at this time 

because air temperatures were not sufficiently cold.  Chillers were installed below the 
radiators to speed up the cooling and freezing of the foundation soils.  Settling of the floor 
slab at the eastern part of the building through 2002 indicated that the foundation soil had not 
completely frozen and three radiators were added at the east end of Loops 5, 6 and 7 in 
September 2002.  Continued settlement in the eastern part of the building resulted in adding 
radiators at the east end of Loops 4 and 8 and installing chillers at the east end of Loops 4 to 
8. 

Two of the vertical thermistor cables, T1 and T2, were destroyed during the excavation of 
the trenches for the sanitation services.  As a result only two vertical thermistor cables, T3 
below the eastern part of the building and T4 below the southwest part of the building were 
left to monitor the freezing of the foundation soils.  Their approximate locations are shown 
on Figure A16. 

There are three areas of interest in the assessment of the performance of the flat loop ET 
thermosyphon foundations; namely, the east, northwest and south areas of the building.  The 
east and northwest areas are illustrated with ground temperature recorded at thermister cables 
T3 and T4. 

The east area experienced the greatest structural distress due to settlement and heave of the 
underlying ground.  At T3 location the ground became completely frozen and stayed frozen 
from about end of October 2003.  The movements should have stopped from that date 
onwards.  Inspection in 2006 and 2007 showed some additional damage.  It is not known if 
the damage after end of 2003 was due to a time lag of the deformation or excess local heat 
produced by the radiant heating system that was not represented by the T3. 

The settlement and heave in the east area was likely caused by a combination of three 
mechanisms; a) warm thick fill placed during the warmest part of the summer; b) inefficient 
evaporator pipes caused by the numerous vertical bends in the layout, and c) radiant heating 
system.  The thick fill placed in the summer resulted in increased thaw depth into the ice rich 
till.  The melting of the ice resulted in appreciable settlement, and the excess water provided 
delayed the rate of freeze back and a water supply of water for heave.  It is noted that the 
sanitation pipe was found to slope towards the east which corresponds with increase fill 
thickness and therefore thaw settlement. 

The northwest area had the reverse conditions with respect to the east area and the area as 
given by T4 measurement became completely frozen on October 4, 2001.  This area has the 
smallest till cover that would warm the natural ice rich soil and the total depth of engineered 
fill and thawed natural ground to refreeze.  At the location of the T4 thermistor cable there 
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was a concentration of evaporator pipes that would extract heat more rapidly and finally, it 
appears that the T4 was located just beyond the radiant heat piping. 

A more representative area of the building with flat loop ET thermosyphon foundation is 
the south wing area.  While there is ground temperature data for this area, the fact that no 
damage has been reported in this area appears that the thermosyphon foundation is 
functioning well.  This could be attributed to two conditions; the thickness of the engineered 
fill is small in this area and the evaporator loops effectiveness has not been compromised by 
vertical bends in the pipe. 

f) Outside perimeter fill distress 

It is necessary to consider the effect of changing the environment around the site when 
designing foundations of buildings in near discontinuous permafrost with ice rich soils as is 
the case at Inuvik where the ground temperatures are in the vicinity of -2.5°C.  At this 
location the tree and peat cover provide considerable insulation to the underlying ground and 
their removal, or compression, will increase the annual thaw depth considerably.  This is 
illustrated by Figure 32 from a classic paper by Linell (1973). 

 
Figure 32. Removal of tree and peat cover resulting in thawing of ground in discontinuous permafrost. 

 
The removal of trees and compression of the peat by fill around the FYOF building has 

deepened the annual thaw of the ice rich till that resulted in considerable fill settlement and 
damage to services as illustrated in Figures A20 & A21.  The thaw depth around the FYOF 
building will not be as deep as illustrated in Figure 32, but it has been sufficiently deep to 
have caused the damage. 

Settlement and movement at the southwest wall is demonstrated by the electrical box 
having been ripped off the wall and its movement down in Figure A20.  While initial 
movement was due to the thaw of the natural ice rich till, movements have likely continued 
at this location because of surface water availability.  This would provide water for frost 
heave during the fall and the thaw of the ice lenses would produce thaw settlement the 
following summer. 
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The settlement and outward movement of the fill at the fence and cracking of the concrete 
slab is the result of both initial natural and continued ground thaw.  This location has a 
heightened exposure to thaw because the fill is on a slope, is dark in colour and faces south. 

7.5.3 Observation 
The Inuvik FYOF project represents a multiple design and construction inadequacies that 

lead to the settlement of various parts of the building, cracking of the floors and walls and 
blocking of the sanitation pipe by developing a negative slope.  The poor performance of the 
building was due to: 

1) Placing thick fill during warmest part of summer.  The thick warm fill provided 
a heat source that took a long-time to freeze. 

2) Placing the fill on an ice rich till where ground surface was sloping resulted in 
uneven depth of thaw into the ice rich soil and uneven settlement. 

3) Changing the evaporator pipe configuration first from the original horizontal 
configuration to slight sloping configuration at the service pipe crossings and 
then finally accepting near right angle vertical channel configuration. The final 
changes made during construction resulted in poor cooling performance of the 
flat loop thermosyphon system.  Friction loss and unknown behaviour of the 
vapour pockets moving through the vertical channel shaped pipe configuration 
led to considerable efficiency losses. 

4) The radiant heating system where tubes with hot water are located near the base 
of the concrete slab resulted in much greater heat in-put into the underlying 
evaporator system then realized by the thermosyphon designers. 

5) Compression of the peat by the fill resulted in deeper thaw penetration into the 
ice rich soil around perimeter of the building.  The thickest fill placed during 
the warmest part of year on the north of the building provided a considerable 
heat source that caused deep thaw of the existing underlying ice rich till and 
thereby considerable fill settlement.  Fill on the south and southwest was 
thinner, but it obtained extra heating at its slopes due to the southern sun 
exposure of the sloping surfaces. 

 

7.5.4 Conclusion 
The failure of the flat loop FT thermosyphon foundation was caused by a combination of 

weakness in the design and construction of the facility.  This case history demonstrates that 
the design and construction of thermosyphon in permafrost with ice rich soil is complex and 
numerous aspects have to be considered.  

7.6 Inuvik Hospital 
7.6.1 General 

It was decided to construct a Regional Health & Social Services Center (hospital) in the 
eastern part of Inuvik, NT.  The site was located east of an existing hospital that consisted of 
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silty sand and gravel fill and natural ground with peat cover.  The constructed hospital is 
shown in Figure 33. 

 

Figure 33. Inuvik hospital, NT. 
 

The native soil stratigraphy consisted of sandy silt with ice lenses.  It was decided to 
excavate to a level to remove the heterogeneous fill and peat and locate the granular pad on 
the natural ground.  The hospital was to be founded on shallow spread footings resting on a 
thermosyphon granular pad.  A crawl space would be provided between the thermosyphon 
pad and the base of the floor so that services could be hung from the floor beams.  The floor 
of the building was to be level with the surrounding ground level to provide easy access.  
This resulted in the crawl space being designed below the surrounding ground.  The 
foundation design is illustrated on Figure 34. 

The base for the foundations was 1 to 2m into the existing ground to be located on uniform 
ground conditions.  The base of the excavation was covered with compacted structural 
granular fill, the evaporator piles installed and covered with additional granular fill (Based 
on design drawings). The structural fill was covered with 50mm leveling sand before 200mm 
of rigid insulation was placed.  The insulation was covered with a liner that in turn was 
covered with cement board to provide physical protection to the liner.  Spread footings were 
poured on the liner as shown in Figure 34.  The space between the insulated wall and natural 
ground was backfilled with free draining general fill. 
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Figure 34.  Foundation design at building perimeter for hospital, Inuvik, NT 

 
The Inuvik hospital has a large and complex footprint with a total area of about 6,340m2.  

For the installation of the thermosyphon cooling, the hospital was divided into 4 areas with 
an additional area being the adjacent Satellite Physical Plant.  A total of 64 evaporator loops 
along with their radiators were installed. The geometry of the evaporator pipes and radiators 
is shown on Figure A22.  The construction of thermosyphon foundation along with the 
footings, steel framing for the crawl space and the radiators with chillers for hybrid cooling 
are shown in a photo in Figure A23. 

7.6.2 Performance 
The excavation and the subsequent placing of the granular pad for the evaporator pipes 

were substantially completed end of July 2001. Installation of evaporator pipes and covering 
of them with granular layer and insulation was completed on July 19, 2001 in the south part 
of the Hospital in Area 3 where a vertical thermister cable V-3 was installed.  On August 21, 
2001 the hybrid cooling system was switched on and switched off on November 15, 2001.  
These activities are summarized in Table 7.  Ground temperature changes measured from 
0.5m to 5m below the evaporator pipes during this period are shown in Figure A24. 

The impact of the construction schedule and operation of the hybrid cooling are 
summarized as follows: 

• Scheduling the excavation and granular pad placement at the start of the thaw of 
the ground and covering it with insulation by July 19, 2001 resulted in 
considerable cooling of the ground.  The thaw advance was stopped and the 
ground 0.5m below the evaporator pipes cooled from 8°C to about 0.5°C by 
August 21 when the hybrid cooling was started. 

• It took the hybrid cooling about 1½ months to completely freeze the ground 
because of the latent heat of the pore water in the thawed part of the ground.  The 
ground was completely frozen by about mid November. 
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Table 7.  Construction and operation of hybrid thermosyphon system, Inuvik Hospital, NT 

 

The ground temperature started to be monitored at three vertical thermistor cables in 
September 2002 and have been recorded to this date.  The ground temperatures and 
temperatures at the evaporator pipes and radiators are recorded by a data recorder that is 
down loaded periodically.  The fluctuation of the ground temperatures from a depth of 0.15m 
to 4.15m below the evaporator pipes are shown in Figure A25.  The graphs in this figure 
show that the ground below the evaporator pipes experiences great fluctuations of ground 
temperature and the magnitude of the fluctuations decreases with depth.  A simpler picture of 
of the ground temperatures beneath the evaporator pipes can be obtained by considering the 
yearly maximum and minimum ground temperatures that are shown in Figures A26 and A27 
respectively.  These plots show the following: 

• Maximum and minimum ground temperatures have reached steady values after 
two years of thermosyphon operation. 

• Maximum ground temperatures near the evaporator pipes show that the ground is 
remaining frozen throughout the year with an average ground temperature being 
about -1°C 0.15m below the evaporator pipe. 

• The warmest and coldest ground temperatures 4.15m after two years operation are 
about -3°C and -7°C respectively. 

• It is estimated that the mean annual ground temperature below the thermosyphon 
foundation is at least about 1°C colder than what is observed in the natural ground. 

However, two deficiencies were found in the Flat Loop thermosyphon foundation design:  
a) fluid leakage in some of the evaporator pipe loops and b) surface water penetration into 
the floor of the crawl space. 

Month Day Activity 
May Mid Start excavation 
June End Place and complete granular pad for evaporator pipes 
July Early Install evaporator pipes 

 21 Pipes covered with granular and insulation in Area 3 
August 21 Hybrid cooling started 

 26 Ground cooled to 0°C 
October Mid All of ground below 0°C 

November 15 Hybrid system turned off 
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a) Thermosyphon fluid leakage 

Poor performance by some of the evaporator pipes was observed in 2004.  Detailed 
evaluation of the thermosyphon system, and excluding likely more problems of leakage at 
the valves, determined that the leak was the result of manufacturing and inspection at the 
mill.  The installed pipes are ASTM A53B pipes that are produced by rolling flat sheets into 
a pipe shape and then welding the seams.  The leak was observed to occur at some of the 
poorly welded seams of some pipes.  The evaporator pipes and all the field welds were 
inspected by pressurizing the pipes with a helium pressure to 100 psi and passing a mass 
spectrometer Helitest unit of the completed pipes.  This testing unit can detect very minute 
leaks and is used by the space industry for checking leakage. 

Subsequent evaluation showed that 17 thermosyphon loops experienced leakage varying 
from very high to high, where the affected loops would have to be recharged annually to low 
to very low, where the units would have to be recharged every two to three years. 

b) Ice mounds forming at the base of the crawl space. 

Ice mounds started to be observed several years after start of operation.  During the 
September 7, 2007 inspection of the crawl space more than a dozen mounds were observed.  
One of the larger mounds is shown in Figure 35. 

 
Figure 35.  Ice mound developed at crawl space floor, Inuvik Hospital, NT 

 
These ice mounds developed because the summer surface and ground water was able to 

seep through the Free Draining General Engineered Fill shown in Figure 34 and penetrated 
through the insulation joints into the interior where it flowed just beneath the liner into the 
overall crawl space.  Free water was attracted to local areas to grow mounds when the 
thermosyphon started to freeze again in the fall.  Water supply was available due to the 
following reasons: 

• Site visit to the Hospital on September 7 showed that there was hardly any slope or 
none at all from the wall to drain surface water. 

• Design as shown in Figure 34 will not prevent surface and ground water to 
penetrate the crawl space.  The fill should have either have been low permeability 
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soil or have a 0.60m compacted clay cover that is underlain by the Free Draining 
General Engineered Fill with a perimeter perforated drain pipe that is heat traced. 

7.6.3 Observations 
The thermosyphon foundation benefits have been marred by two factors.   

1) The mill having shipped a defective pipe to the site.  The local imperfections 
were not evident during pressure with helium and helium detection equipment.  
It is likely that these leaks developed after the pipe started to be subjected to 
cold temperature and became stressed due to contraction.   

The evaporator pipe was a seam welded pipe.  Since this incidence AFC has 
started to use seamless pipe with higher quality specifications.  The elimination 
of a welded seam lessens the potential of receiving a problem pipe. 

2) Design and construction of a building with a crawl space that is depressed from 
the surrounding ground has a potential of having surface and ground water 
seeping into the crawl space. 

7.6.4 Recommendations 
1) Designer, installer, and the QC staff should ensure that seamless pipes with 

proper specifications are installed in all thermosyphon installations. 

2) The geotechnical and civil engineers who develop the foundation drawings 
should prepare construction drawings and specifications that prevents surface 
and ground water penetrating the thermosyphon foundations.  Also a 
functioning perimeter drainage and sump should be provided should water pass 
through the seepage controls. 

 

7.7 Aurora College, Inuvik 
7.7.1 General 

The Aurora College flat loop TF foundation design and construction is an example of very 
high quality.  The site is located on higher ground with a slight slope towards the south.  The 
initial ground conditions were very poor with a surface layer of granular fill underlain by 
more than 2m of peat followed by ice rich silty gravelly sand.  The design called for the 
removal of all peat, excavating into the underlying ice rich silty gravelly sand and replacing 
it with good quality granular material that was compacted in lifts.  A schematic section of the 
thermosyphon foundation is shown in Figure A28. 

The thermosyphon foundation was constructed on a well compacted 1.5m thick granular 
base.  The evaporator pipes were installed within a minus 200mm bedding material and 
covered with 100mm of rigid insulation.  The footings were located within a compacted 
granular zone that was about 1.6m thick.  This zone provided ample depth to incorporate 
water and sanitation piping that was insulated and heat traced.  The ground floor was more 
than 1m above the surrounding ground surface that the backfill around the perimeter sloped 
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away from the building.  The constructed building with the surface grading from the building 
is illustrated in Figure 36. 

 
Figure 36. Aurora College, Inuvik, NT.  Note: Good grade away from building. 

 
The excavation for the foundation started about the first of May in 2002.  The base of the 

excavation was reached on about May the 9th..  The 1.5m of granular fill consisting of minus 
200mm was completed on May 24, 2002.  After placing a bedding layer, 13 loops of 
evaporator loops were installed.  Four vertical thermistors to a depth of 6m were installed 
within the footprint of the building.  Within the perimeter foundation the individual 
evaporator pipes were spaced at 0.81m and connected to 15 radiators on the north west 
corner of the building.  Following this the pipes were covered with additional 200mm 
bedding, 100mm rigid insulation and finally by 300mm minus 20mm granular.  This work 
was completed on June 12, 2002.  Hereafter, the prepared thermosyphon foundation was left 
in place through the 2002/2003 winter before completing the remaining granular base, 
installing the services and pouring the slab during the summer of 2003. 

7.7.2 Performance 
Early placement of the fill, installing the thermosyphon system and covering with 

insulation and granular protective cover prevented the warmest summer temperatures from 
warming the ground below the installation.  During construction it was observed that the 
thaw advanced about 200mm into the base of the excavation and the thaw advanced through 
the summer to about 1m below the excavation or 3.6m below the evaporator pipes as shown 
in Figure A29.  The granular foundation below the pipes cooled through the summer and the 
upper 1.7m froze by October 20, 2002 (see Figure A29).  The whole fill below the pipes and 
the thawed ground in the excavation was frozen by early December 2002.  Ground 
temperature changes below the pipes from one vertical thermister cable T6 are shown in 
Figure A30.  Figure 30A illustrates that there is fluctuation of ground temperatures below the 
pipes and the amplitude of the fluctuation decreased with increase of depth below the pipes.  
It shows that the ground temperature at the pipes decreased from about +8°C in July 2002 to 
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-17°C in early April 2003, then increased to near 0°C July to mid October 2003 and then 
dropped again to about -17°C.  Six metres below the pipes, about 3.4m into the natural 
ground, it reached a maximum temperature of about -1.5°C.  This temperature was the result 
of the construction and cooled to about -4 in June 2003 and than subsequently warmed to 
about -2.5°C in December 2003. 

Ground temperature monitoring was suspended in April 2004 with the exception of 
readings taken again on October 1, 2007.  Ground temperatures were also taken at a vertical 
thermistor cable installed outside of the building site that provides reference ground 
temperatures from an undisturbed ground.  The changes of ground temperatures from July 
2002 to July 2003 are provided in ground temperature profiles in Figure A31. 

The following observations are made from the ground temperature data: 

• Ground temperature at 5.5m depth, deepest thermistor sensor, in the undisturbed 
ground showed an average ground temperature to be -2.4°C.  It varied from 
-1.7°C to -3.8°C. 

• Three vertical thermistor cables installed to 6m showed the same ground 
temperatures. 

• The average ground temperatures at 6m cooled from -2.2°C (June 2002 to June 
2003) and to -4.0°C (May 2003 to May 2004). 

• The ground temperature at 6m appears to have remained steady thereafter as 
indicated by one set of readings taken in October 2007. 

• Average ground temperature at 5.5m was -4.2°C.  This is about 1.8°C colder 
than observed in the natural ground. 

• Coldest ground temperature at 5.5m was -7.7°C and the warmest -2.3°C. 

7.7.3 Observations 
The Aurora College flat loop slab-on-grade thermosyphon foundation installation provides 

a good example of design and construction for this type of foundation.  The presence of thick 
peat at the site required deep excavation of the existing ground and replacing this material 
with an appreciable thick granular pad (about 2.6m).  This thickness was needed to 
compensate for the excavated peat and to ensure that the Aurora College floor would be 
above the surrounding grade.  But this great thickness provides extra stability of the 
foundation should any problems develop with the thermosyphon foundation at or beyond the 
design life. 

The designers of the building provided sufficient thickness of granular material between 
the thermosyphon insulation and the floor slab to install water and sanitation services below 
the slab and located the building floor sufficiently high above the surrounding ground to 
allow good surface water runoff. 

The thermosyphons have kept the foundations frozen right up to the bottom of the 
evaporator pipes with the average ground temperatures 5.5m below the pipes being about 
-4.2°C.  This is 1.8°C colder than the mean annual ground temperature in adjacent ground.  
The foundations ground temperatures will not respond to climate warming as much as the 
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undisturbed ground because the thermal regime below the thermistor foundations is greatly 
influenced by the all year round building air temperature.  

7.7.4 Conclusion 
The Aurora College provides an excellent case history on how to design and construct a 

high quality flat loop thermosyphon slab-on-grade foundation. 

7.8 Three Recent Projects 
7.8.1 General 

Three buildings with flat loop ET foundations were constructed in 2006 at three different 
sites.  These buildings have a similar thermosyphon foundation design but the differences of 
construction schedules and location provide interesting case histories in regard to design and 
performance.  The ground temperatures at these three sites were monitored from the time the 
thermosyphons were installed to the present.  The three case histories are: RCMP building in 
Iqaluit, NU; Health Centre, Pangnirtung, NU and Air Terminal, Kuujjuuaq, QC.  Basic 
information on these case histories are given in Table 5. 

7.8.2 RCMP Building 
The RCMP Division HQ in Iqaluit, NU was designed with a traditional flat loop 

thermosyphon foundation.  The site was excavated in June 2006, the evaporator pipes were 
installed, charged, covered with 150mm rigid insulation and a protective granular layer and 
allowed to cool over the following winter. 

The natural ground at Iqaluit consists of silty sands with variable ice content.  The mean 
annual air and ground temperatures at Iqaluit for 2006 were about -7.3 and -2.9°C.  The 
thermosyphon foundation design consists of local excavation to develop an uniform natural 
ground base and backfilling with compacted engineered fill to thermosyphon foundation base 
shown in Figure A32.  The thermosyphon foundation consisted of 150mm leveling course, 
20mm evaporator pipes spaced between 1.4 to 1.6m covered by a 300mm granular bedding 
layer.  The bedding layer was covered with 150mm rigid polystyrene insulation that was 
covered in turn with a 300mm granular protective layer. 

The thermosyphon foundation design was based on a schedule where the thermosyphon 
foundation was constructed during the summer, the ground below the evaporator pipes was 
allowed to freeze and develop cold permafrost conditions during the winter and the building 
constructed the following year. 

The construction schedule at the RCMP Building was: excavation and construction of the 
thermosyphon foundation in June 2006; the evaporator piping completed in early July; the 
thermosyphons charged in July 19, 2006.  The surface granular base and building slab started 
in the summer of 2007.  The foundation completed in the fall of 2006 is shown in Figure 37. 
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Figure 37. Foundation completed in fall of 2006, RCMP building, Iqaluit, NU 

 
The ground temperature changes below the evaporator pipes.  Zero depth being at the 

evaporator pipes, are shown on Figure 29A.  It should be noted that the vertical thermistor 
cables did not start to be read until October 19, 2006; the time thermosyphons started to cool 
the ground below the evaporator pipes.  Figure A33 in the Appendix shows the following: 

• Ground below the evaporator pipes was already relatively cool; the thaw depth at 
this date was less than 1.5m and ground within the 1.5m depth was at about 0°C in 
October 19.  This means that the moisture within this depth was changing to ice. 

• The ground was completely frozen by the end of October. 
• Cooling of the ground progressed rapidly with the upper 3m of the ground below 

the pipes reaching the coldest ground temperatures around March 2007. 
• After March the upper ground started to warm, as air temperatures started to be 

warmer, but the ground at 6m depth continued to cool because of a time lag in 
ground response that increases with depth. 

• On October 8, 2007, the surface started to cool and ground at about 6m being at 
about -5°C was still likely warming.  Further warming would be small because of 
small ground temperature fluctuation amplitude at this depth. 

 

This case history demonstrates the benefits of early excavation of the ground, and placing 
the granular fill early in the year before the warmest period of the year that occurs in July and 
extends to August.  It can be concluded that by covering installed evaporator pipes by end of 
July resulted in: 

• Not exposing the base of the excavation to warmest air temperatures. 
• Placing granular fill in June minimized the fill from warming during July and then 

applying the heat to the completed foundation. 
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• Early completion of the foundation and covering it with insulation caused the deep 
underlying cold ground to cool the upper ground. 

7.8.3 Pangnirtung Health Centre, NU 
The Pangnirtung Health Centre flat loop ET thermosyphon foundation design was similar 

to the RCMP building.  It consisted of covering evaporator pipes with 150mm rigid 
insulation followed with a granular protective layer and leaving the installation for the winter 
before placing of the construction of the building.  The insitu ground on which the 
thermosyphon foundation was constructed was similar to the ground at the RCMP site in 
Iqaluit; frozen silty sands.  

Two differences in the ground conditions at this site to RCMP building site were that the 
site was previously a water supply pond that was backfilled with sandy fill and the 
immediate area was on a fluvial/colluvial sloping ground with considerable surface and 
ground water flow during the summer.  This led to provision of surface and groundwater 
flow measures on the uphill side of the site.  The general section and excavation of the 
foundation is shown on Figure A34 and the two measures to control the groundwater flow 
during the summer are shown in Figure A31.  Figure A35 shows that a perimeter drain was 
provided on the uphill side of the building to intercept groundwater and an additional drain 
was designed below the slab and above the insulation inside of the building perimeter. The 
thermosyphon foundation consists of 14 evaporator loops with the evaporator pipes being 
spaced from 1.3 to 1.9m.   

The construction schedule was altered because the thermosyphon foundation was not 
completed the year earlier before the building material arrived at the site and the contractor 
was mobilized to start construction.  The excavation of fill from the infilling of the previous 
pond and preparation of the granular pad for the evaporator pipes was done in July and first 
week in August 2006.  The evaporator pipes were installed the 2nd week of August, tested 
and charged mid August 2006. 

The desire to not delay construction until the following year, it was decided to allow the 
construction of the footings for the building to proceed just after the insulation was placed, 
but have the contractor wait before erecting the building super structure until the ground was 
completely frozen.  The site conditions during placing of the insulation and preparation of 
the forms for the footings is shown in Figure 39.  The pouring of concrete footings started 
about the first of November. 

 
The progress of the cooling and freezing of the foundation is shown by the ground 
temperature profiles in Figure A36.  These show the following: 

• Ground temperature at the evaporator pipes on August 24, 2006 was about -1ºC 
and the ground was thawed to a depth of 3.2m. 

• The thawed ground started to cool from the time the insulation was placed and it 
reached about 3ºC on September 28. 

• The air temperatures remained consistently above the freezing point until about the 
end of October. 

• The thawed ground starting to freeze, as indicated by zero degree Celsius, around 
November 10 and became completely frozen as indicated by the ground 
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temperature in all the previously thawed zones started to cool beyond the 0ºC 
temperature on about December 15, 2006. 

• The overall coldest ground temperature profile over the 5m depth was reached in 
February 2007 but the ground at about 5m did not reach the coldest temperature 
until about mid June 2007. 
 

 
Figure 38. Covering of the evaporator pipes with insulation and preparing form work for 

footings, Pangnirtung Health Centre, NU. 
 

Erection of the superstructure was permissible after November 10, 2006.  Elevation 
measurements of the tops of the completed footings after they were poured on November 10, 
2006 showed that the tops of the footing rose uniformly due to the conversion of water to ice 
within the thawed layer by an average of 10mm. 

The interior of the enclosed building started to be heated in mid January 2007 and the 
heating continued until the summer.  Until the end of summer the insulation located just 
under the floor slab had not been installed and floor slab had not been poured.  In spite of the 
lack of this additional surface insulation protection, the ground temperatures in October were 
-1ºC at the evaporator pipes and -3ºC at 5m depth.  It is assumed that the ground 
temperatures below the thermosyphon foundations will be colder the following year after the 
additional insulation and floor slab are installed later in 2007. 

Comparing this case history to the Iqaluit installation that had similar ground conditions 
and air temperatures illustrates the following: 

• Excavating the ground and construction of the granular pad and evaporator pipes 
along with the insulation delayed the complete freezing of the foundation until 
nearly the end of December.  This is about 1 ½ months later than at Iqaluit. 

• The freezing of the 3m of thawed ground resulted in minor and uniform heave of 
about 10mm.  
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7.8.4 Kuujjuaq Air Terminal 
Kuujjuaq Air Terminal varies from the earlier two case histories by the following: a) it was 

constructed in warmer climate, b) ground consisted of finer grained soils and c) the 
foundation design. The terminal under construction is shown in Figure 39. 

 
Figure 39. Kuujjuaq Air Terminal under construction, QC. 

 
Climate as given by 2006 data shows the mean annual air temperature to have been -3.5ºC 

with a freezing index of 2570 degree days.  This is considerably warmer than the mean 
annual air temperature from previous case histories at Inuvik and Iqaluit that had MAAT of 
-7.2 and -7.3ºC in 2006 and Freezing Indices of 4200 and 3650 degree days in 2006.  The 
MAAT at the Air Terminal means that the ground temperature was at or above 0ºC when 
construction started. 

The ground at the Air Terminal consists of a clay till that would have higher water content 
and therefore greater latent heat than the silty sand soils at Inuvik and Iqaluit.  The clay till 
with greater latent heat would take longer to pass through the 0 degree point, when the water 
changes to ice. 

Finally, at the Air Terminal raceways for services are located above the thermosyphon 
foundation insulation and below the floor (Figure A37).  The raceways provide ready access 
to the services for repair and changes.  The services at the other case histories with slab-on-
grade foundation designs were located within the gravel zone above the insulation.  The 
thermosyphon cooling consists of 20 loops of evaporator pipes with individual pipes spaced 
at about 1.2m. 

Ground temperature profiles in Figure A38 indicate that it took a while for the ground to 
freeze at Kuujjuaq because of the smaller freezing index, the ground being likely above zero 
degrees and therefore thawed and or in the process of thawing.  However, eventually the 
ground froze to a depth of about 7m in March 2007.  Thereafter the ground kept cooling to 
reach -0.4ºC at about 8m depth.  From an earlier Sloped thermosyphon foundation 
installation at the airport it appears that the ground temperature may stabilize around -2°C at 
a depth between 2 and 5m below the evaporator pipes as illustrated on Figure A39. 
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7.8.5 Observations 
The three preceding case histories illustrate different ground freezing performance as a 

result of either design, construction schedule or climate.  They all have flat loop 
thermosyphons that support the building by means of slab-on-grade design.  In all cases the 
evaporator pipes are covered by 150mm rigid insulation.  The three have been constructed in 
2006. 

The ground temperatures at Iqaluit and Pangnirtung in Nunavut were between -2 and -3°C, 
that is in similar range as in Inuvik, Northwest Territories, where a number of buildings with 
thermosyphon foundations were constructed.  The site condition at Kuujjuaq, QC is quite 
different from the other two in Nunavut and the projects in Inuvik.  The ground temperature 
in 2006 was above zero, had warmer climate and the ground had larger water content that 
required longer to freeze.  The thermosyphon foundation froze to the underlying ground.  
However, the time it took to freeze was a function of the type of ground, local climate and 
construction schedule.  These three parameters need to be considered in the design of the 
thermosyphon cooling system and construction scheduling. 

The construction of the thermosyphon foundation at Iqaluit took place in early summer that 
in turn preserved the cold regime of the ground.  As a result it started to cool earlier and the 
ground below the thermosyphon was completely frozen by mid October 2006.  Leaving the 
installation exposed to the climate for the first winter added considerably to the cooling of 
the ground beneath the thermosyphon foundation.  (If construction of the building had started 
in mid October, closed by Christmas and the interior heated in the New Year, the ground 
would still have been frozen but not at as cold temperature as having the thermosyphon 
foundation with an insulation cover exposed to the climate through one winter.)  At this 
project the ground temperature below the evaporator pipes varied from about -3°C at the 
pipes to -5°C at 6m depth in October 2007. 

Pangnirtung has similar climate and ground conditions as Iqaluit.  The difference between 
these two case histories is that at the Pangnirtung project; a) thermosyphons were not 
constructed a year earlier and allowed to develop a good frozen base and b) the site is located 
on a long slope with considerable surface and ground water flow towards the building.  
Ditches and rerouting of a stream were constructed to handle the surface water flow and 
ground water control was incorporated by means of a granular French drain on the upslope of 
the building and internal drain adjacent to the footing as shown on Figure A39.  It was 
decided to manage the construction schedule in order to construct the building between fall 
of 2006 and winter and spring of 2007 since the contractor was on site and the building 
materials were being brought by sea in September 2006.  The thermosyphon foundations 
were completed mid August 2006.  It was decided to allow the pouring of the footings in 
September 2006 but wait for erecting the superstructure until the foundation was completely 
frozen.  This occurred in early December 2006.  Monitoring of the top of the footing 
elevation showed that footings heaved uniformly less than 10mm due to expansion of the soil 
pores when water changed to ice. 

The foundation below the evaporator pipes froze completely by mid December 2006.  On 
October 11, 2007, the ground temperatures at the evaporator pipes was about -2°C and at 5m 
depth -4°C.  In spite of the late start of excavation and installation of the thermosyphon 
foundation and starting to heat the interior of the building in mid January 2007, the 
foundation was only about 1°C warmer than the foundation at Iqaluit. 
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It is interesting to compare the Kuujjuaq air terminal installation with the other two 
previous ones because of the different design for the services and warmer ground and 
climate.  At Kuujjuaq concrete raceways (corridors) were provided for the services to 
provide easy access for modifications as needed.  The ground at Kuujjuaq was not frozen but 
had a mean annual ground temperature around 1°C.  In spite of much warmer mean annual 
air temperature, and also freezing index, the ground froze to about -0.4°C over the first year.  
Based on previous slope thermosyphon foundations installed at Kuujjuaq it is estimated that 
the final ground temperatures at the air terminal will stabilize between -1 and -2°C. 

7.8.6 Conclusions 
The above three case histories illustrate different foundation designs and construction 

schedules and the resulting foundation temperature performance. 

7.9 Yukon Installations 
7.9.1 General 

Yukon’s three thermosyphon foundation installation are of interest because of the warm air 
and ground temperatures at the two sites, namely, Dawson and Ross River (Figure 40). 

 

 
Figure 40.  Thermosyphon foundation locations in Yukon 

 

The relevance of the projects at Dawson City and Ross River to the other case histories 
given before is illustrated by the mean annual air temperatures and freezing indices estimated 
for 2006 by means of trend analysis.  

 
Table 8.  Mean annual air temperatures and freezing indices at studied locations 

 

Dawson City 

Ross River 

Whitehorse

Dawson City 

Ross River 

Whitehorse
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Location Mean annual air 
temperature, Deg C 

Freezing Index 
Deg C days 

Inuvik, NT -7.2 4200 
Iqaluit, NT -7.3 3550 
Pangnirtung, NT -6.7 3400 
Kuujjuaq, QC -3.5 2600 
Dawson City, YK -3.5 3000 
Ross River, YK -2.0 2500 

 
The mean annual air temperatures at Kuujjuaq, Dawson City and Ross River indicate that 

the sites at these locations have very fragile permafrost conditions that are practically at a 
level of thawing; especially Ross River.  Observations obtained from Ross River are 
especially telling for Inuvik, Iqaluit and Pangnirtung since the climate at these locations will 
likely not warm to the Ross River climate in a normal 50 year life span of a new structure. 

7.9.2 Dawson City, YK 
A new Recreation Centre was constructed in the north portion of town that is located over a 

alluvial floodplain underlain by intermittent silt and peat overlying coarse-grained alluvium.  
It lies within a discontinuous permafrost with ground temperatures being 0 to -1°C.  Ground 
temperature measurements measured in 2002 showed the mean annual ground temperature 
about 3.5m below the ground surface being about -0.3°C.  Dawson City has had a lengthy 
history of building settling due to thawing of the permafrost by the heat of the buildings. 

An initial ice rink was constructed in early 1972.  The ice rink was developed on top of a 
2m gravel bed located within a building.  Ice was formed during the winter by opening large 
doors, flooding the gravel bed and allowing the winter air temperatures to freeze the water. 

In late 1990 it was decided to enlarge the ice rink surface and assist in maintaining the 
permafrost by means of thermosyphons installed below a concrete slab.  There was also a 
plan to incorporate a brine freezing system at a future date above the thermosyphon piping to 
be able to better control the ice temperature.  Finally, the ice rink building was enlarged to 
provide heated dressing and washroom facilities (building addition). 

Thermosyphon system below the ice rink was installed in June 2000 but the evaporator 
pipes were not covered with insulation.  The design was based on the premise that the 
temperature at the rink surface would be at 0°C.  This resulted in the evaporator piping being 
wider spaced, varying from 1.75m to 1.5m.  Finally, during installation the client decided to 
incorporate an insulated trench adjacent to the ice rink for the future installation of the brine 
header.  
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The trench required four bends in the evaporator piping as illustrated in Figure 41. These 
bends did decrease somewhat the efficiency of the 
system.   
Figure 41.  Trench and resulting pipe bends provided for 
installation of future brine header (Arctic Foundation). 
 

Evaporator piping for the building addition (beneath the heated dressing and washrooms) 
was installed in October 2000.  The spacing of these pipes was narrower to take into account 
the heated surface assumed to be at 20°C; the pipes were spaced at 0.76m.  The insulation 
was 100mm at both installations. A foundation section at the building addition is shown in 
Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42.  Foundation section at the building addition, Dawson City ice rink (Arctic 
Foundation). 

 

A dispute between the general contractor and owner resulted in all the work stopping and 
the building being closed in the fall of 2000.  In July 2001 the evaporator pipes were covered 
with insulation but by this time the ground had thawed to a depth of 2.8m.  It was decided not 
to proceed with the pouring of the concrete slab that year because of anticipation of further 
thaw and potential damage to a slab poured on a thawing ground.  The closed building was 
heated to 11°C through the winter of 2001/2002 that reduced the efficiency of the 
thermosyphon system that was designed with surface temperature of 0°C.  The owner 
decided to abandon the thermosyphon system beneath the ice rink. 

The thermosyphon system was installed beneath the heated dressing and washrooms in 
November 2000.  The design was based on the heated floor resulting in closer evaporator 
piping being 0.76m and with 150mm insulation thickness.  This thermosyphon kept the 
foundation below this part of facility frozen as designed.  Ground temperature performance 
at this project is illustrated in Figure 43. 
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Figure 43. Ground temperature profiles at the ice rink and building addition, Dawson City Recreation Centre 
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During the first winter 2000/2001 ground froze completely to meet the permafrost as 
illustrated by the March 6, 2001 ground temperature profile in Figure 43.  The deeper 
permafrost was likely at about -0.3°C.  The ground thawed below the ice rink (Figure 43, a) 
to about 2.8m early in July 2001 because insulation was not placed in 2000; nor at the end of 
2000/2001 winter.  The thawing likely continued to a depth of about 3m and the ground 
started to freeze again in late fall of 2001.  The cooling and freezing was progressed slowly 
because the building was being heated to 11°C (evaporator spacing was designed for 0°C). 

The thermosyphon cooling system below the building addition (Figure 43, b) performed as 
designed.  The ground completely froze during the first winter and maximum thaw during the 
following end of summer 2001 reached about 1m.  The total thaw depth was located within a 
frost heave free sandy gravel.  

The design concept at the ice rink was changed in 2002 and the thermosyphon system 
terminated.  At the same time ground temperatures at the building addition was discontinued. 

7.9.3 Ross River, YK 
Ross River has two thermosyphon foundation case histories; with the first one built in 1974 

and the second 25 years later in 1999.  Both of these projects are schools.  Ross River is 
located about 400km southeast of Dawson City with a mean annual air temperature being 
about 1.5°C warmer than Dawson City.  It is located in a glaciated valley that is underlain by 
about 5m of sand and gravel followed by at least 23m of ice rich silt (Haley 1981).  The sand 
and gravel layer was judged to be thaw stable with a water content of about 5% and less than 
10% of silt sized particles.  The base of permafrost was measured at 28m.  The mean annual 
air temperature is warming at Ross River from about -6.8°C in 1975 to -3.1°C in 2000 
(Figure 44).   

 

 
Figure 44. Mean annual air temperatures changes at Ross River, YK (Environment Canada) 
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While the warming of the mean annual air temperature warms the permafrost and decreases 
the depth to the base of the permafrost zone, it also decreases the freezing index that 
determines the amount of cooling the thermosyphon will produce.  The historic decrease of 
the freezing index with time at Ross River is shown in Figure 45. 

 

Figure 45. Freezing index change with climate warming at Ross River (Environment Canada) 
 

a) Ross River School 1974 

It was decided to construct the school at grade by using slab-on grade foundation and 
maintaining the permafrost using a new developed Cryo-Anchor heat pipes (sloped pipe 
evaporator pipes illustrated in Figure 11e) developed by McDonnell Douglas Astronautics 
Company (Haley 1981).  This design uses single 100m diameter sloping pipes below the 
foundations that are connected to vertical risers with radiators.  The pipes at Ross River were 
installed with a 10% slope with 3m spacing and covered granular bedding followed by 100m 
of rigid insulation.  The system was filled with ammonia gas in 1975.  The ground 
temperature in 1975 was estimated to be about -0.5°C.  Thermal analyses showed that the 
depth of thaw below the designed thermosyphon pipes would be less than 4m and therefore it 
would maintain within the frost stable sand and gravel. 

First two year ground temperature monitoring showed the ice rich silt at 6m depth was 
maintained at about -0.5°C.  However with time the foundation developed uneven settlement 
of about 60cm.  Pressure grouting was employed to correct the settlement but the results 
were unsatisfactory.  In early 1990 it was decided to replace the building.  It is believed that 
the thaw settlement of the building may have had three different causes; namely: 
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• Reaction of the ammonia gas with pipe or pipe compounds may have produced a 
gas that settled at the top of the radiator pipes and thereby reducing/preventing 
the ammonia gas condensing at the top of the vertical pipes with the radiators. 

• Wide spacing of the evaporator pipes at 3m was inadequate to deal with the air 
temperature warming (Figure 44). 

 
In 1990 it was decided to replace the building. 

 

b) New school with flat loop thermosyphon cooling. 

In 1997 Government of Yukon commissioned a study to evaluate a foundation design for a 
new school to be located in the playground of the existing school (EBA 1997).  Several slab 
on grade and elevated structural floor designs were considered and new thermosyphon design 
was selected from maintenance and cost considerations.  The thermosyphon design selected 
is the flat loop evaporator pipe design that was considered to be as improved design from the 
early single pipe MacDonnell Douglas design using ammonia gas.  The flat loop evaporator 
design has several advantages from the MacDonnell Douglas design: 

• Flat loop thermosyphon was observed to be 1.4 times more efficient than the 
single tube sloped thermosyphon design (Yarmak & Long 2002). 

• Flat loop thermosyphon system is charged with carbon dioxide that eliminates 
the dead zone phenomena at the radiator. 

• Flat loop allows the horizontal granular pad as compared to a sloping pad.  This 
allows easier construction and more uniform cooling below the slab. 

The foundation design was a flat loop thermosyphon foundation with a crawl space.  The 
main floor of the school was slightly elevated above the surrounding ground and the base of 
the floor of the crawl space being about 2m below the finished floor (Figure 46).  The 
evaporator pipes were spaced between 0.9m to 1.7m, depending on the length of the 
evaporator pipe, and were filled with carbon dioxide. 

The basement of the new school was excavated and prepared in late spring of 1999 and the 
flat loop thermosyphon foundation was installed in early July 1999.  The as-built elevations 
of the evaporator pipes and the surrounding ground are not known.  Figure 47 provides a 
photo of the base of the crawl space being constructed in the summer of 1999.  

Judging from the information (EBA 1997) that the ground below the play ground was 
underlain by about 5m of sand and gravel that in turn was underlain by ice rich silt, it appears 
that the evaporator pipes were installed about 4m above the ice rich silt. 

Typical ground temperature profiles measured at one of the vertical thermistor cables in the 
basement of the school is shown in Figure 47.  The measurement showed that the granular 
material below the evaporator pipes thawed generally each year to a depth of about 3.3m.  
This meant that the thaw was generally within the thaw stable gravel under the building.   
However, two of three vertical thermistors showed ground temperatures slightly above 0°C 
at the 4m depth between about mid November and end of December in 2001 and 2003.  This 
means that the thaw extended to or slightly into the ice rich silt during this period.  It needs 
to be noted that these years were not abnormally warm as indicated by the mean annual air 
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temperature and freezing index in Figures 44 and 45.  It should be noted that the three 
vertical thermistor strings are located in the central portion of the crawl space. 

The likely deep advance of the thaw front into the thaw compressible silt became evident 
by differential settlement during the first year after construction (Blum 2008).   

 
Figure 46.  Typical flat loop thermosyphon section, Ross River School (Arctic Foundation 1999) 
 

 
Figure 47.  Covering of evaporator pipes at new Ross River School in progress (Arctic 

Foundations) 
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Figure 48.  Typical ground temperature profiles below thermosyphon foundation at Ross River 

School (Arctic Foundation). 

 
Figure 49.  Settlement plan at Ross River School in 2005 (EBA 2005) 
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With time Differential settlement continued with most of the settlement occurring on the 

south and east side of the building as shown in Figure 49.  The shaded areas indicate 
settlement greater than 20mm.  The greatest differential settlement of 75mm was observed in 
the SW corner of the building since 2002 (EBA 2005).  Three vertical thermistors installed 
around the perimeter of the building showed that the thaw front in the soil around the 
perimeter of the building advanced to about 7 to 10m depth below the natural ground surface. 

The cause of the settlement was assumed to be caused by roof runoff entering the ground 
around the perimeter of the building and/or solar radiation.  It was also felt that the use of 
fiberglass insulation on the vertical perimeter walls may have contributed to heat transfer 
from the building into the outside ground.  The inadequate insulation of the fiberglass 
insulation was due to its becoming saturated. 

Based on detailed analyses of performance data and thermal analyses the foundation design 
engineer EBA (2006) made the following recommendations to reduce/eliminate the ground 
warming and thereby thaw settlement: 

• Add insulation to the interior crawl space walls. 
• Lower the crawl space air temperature to no warmer than +16°C through the 

winter and +20°C during the summer. 
• Install additional horizontal thermosyphon loops around the outer perimeter of 

the building and cover these with 75mm insulation, 2.44m wide. 

The perimeter of the building was excavated to the footing level in 2006 to install the 
perimeter thermosyphons and insulation.  A water-proof membrane was added to the outside 
crawl space walls and on top of the insulation.  Finally, insulation was installed on the crawl 
space walls.  It was anticipated that at least 2 years will be required to stabilize the 
permafrost and building foundation (Blum 2008). 

Finally it has to be noted that the building foundation includes means of adjusting the floor 
level to compensate for differential settlement. 

7.9.4 Observations 
Dawson City and Ross River are located in a ‘warm’ to ‘very warm’ permafrost that is 

likely melting in areas with no tree shade and organic cover.  Permafrost at mean annual air 
temperatures of -3.5°C in Dawson City and -2.0°C in Ross River, MAAR in 2006 based on 
trend analyses plots, is likely going through a thaw period that may take 10 to 15 years due to 
the latent heat of the ice within the frozen soil.  During this thaw period the ground 
temperatures may be around -0.3 to 0°C, as is being observed at Dawson City and Ross 
River.  It should be noted that the mean annual ground temperature is about 4.4°C warmer 
than the mean annual air temperature (Smith & Burgess 2000).  While this relation has 
considerable scatter to it, the writer has found that it is reasonably true for sites without trees 
and normal or less organic cover.  This would mean that Dawson City and Ross River are 
already in a permafrost thaw stage in clear areas. 

It is likely that the flat loop thermosyphon foundation in the addition area of the Recreation 
Centre in Dawson City is keeping the foundation frozen as designed.  Unfortunately, the 
ground temperatures have not been monitored since 2002.  The thermosyphon system under 
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the ice rink has not performed as intended because of a shut down of the building 
construction that prevented insulation to be installed when needed.  Thermosyphon cooling 
below the ice rink was abandoned because of the excessive thaw of the ground during the 
construction shutdown. 

The initial thermosyphon installation at Ross River School in 1975 was a pioneer project 
that used an early version of thermosyphon design provided by MacDonnell Douglas.  The 
evaporator pipes were single sloping pipes that were installed at a slope of 1 vertical to 10 
horizontal.  These evaporator pipes are not as efficient as the presently used horizontal 
looped evaporator pipes and also they were installed at too wide of a spacing at 3m.  Finally, 
in addition, the pipes were filled with ammonia gas that was found to react with the interior 
of the pipes and create a gas that is trapped at the top of the pipes at the radiator section.  The 
inert gas limits the condensation of the ammonia and thereby the efficiency of the heat 
exchange.  Ammonia gas is not being used anymore in thermosyphons. 

The new Ross River School used the improved thermosyphon design that is presently being 
used.  This is a horizontally placed looped evaporator pipe that is connected to a vertical 
condenser pipe with a radiator at the top.  These pipes are filled with carbon dioxide that has 
been proven to function well over the last 20 years.  However, Ross River has seen 
considerable climate warming from the first thermosyphon installation, being about 1.5°C 
warmer when the second school was designed and constructed in 1999.  The mean annual air 
temperature being about -3.0°C in 1999 based on a trend analysis of historic data.  Ground 
temperature data measured in 2001 indicate that the permafrost mean annual ground 
temperature was about -0.3°C.  This temperature is representative of a very fragile 
permafrost that could be going through a melting phase. 

The new school started to experience differential movement within a year of construction 
and continued to the period of available information in 2006.  Ground temperatures from the 
central part of the crawl space within the building show that the annual thaw depth extends 
generally to 3.5m below the evaporator pipes but has exceeded 4m.  Ice rich soil is located 
about 3.5m below the evaporator pipes.  Therefore, any thaw below the 3.5m is prone to 
thaw the ice rich silt and cause settlement. 

Major differential settlement was observed around the perimeter foundation; with a 
maximum settlement of 75mm on the southwest corner measured in 2005.  The likely cause 
of the greater thaw and settlement around the perimeter was that the thermosyphon pipes did 
not extend beyond the building perimeter.  The warming of the outside perimeter ground 
resulted in the thaw of the perimeter ground and this was extended to the perimeter footings.  
The warming of the ground below the perimeter wall footings was exacerbated by using 
fiberglass insulation on the perimeter walls.  This insulation lost most of its insulation 
properties when it became wet. 

The corrective measures made in 2006 should improve the cooling performance of the 
thermosyphon foundation.  The thermosyphon loops installed around the outside perimeter of 
the building will prevent the warm ground around the building from warming the permafrost 
below the building and therefore lowering the operating temperature within the crawl space 
and will reduce the heat input into the foundation. 
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7.9.5 Conclusions 
The performance of the thermosyphon foundations in the Yukon are of great interest to 

future installation of thermosyphon foundations in the rest of the Canadian permafrost region 
because they are at site with mean annual air ground temperatures where permafrost starts to 
thaw.  This is confirmed with the very warm ground temperatures measured in Dawson City 
and Ross River.  Most of the larger northern communities in permafrost, with the exception 
of Yellowknife, have air and ground temperatures that are colder. 

It would be worthwhile to monitor the performance of the thermosyphon installation at 
both Dawson City and Ross River.  They are of interest because of the warm air and ground 
temperatures and the fact that Dawson City air temperatures are about 1.5°C colder than 
Ross River. 

The thermosyphon foundation under the change and washroom addition to the Dawson 
City Recreation Centre was performing well in 2002 when last ground temperature readings 
were taken.  It is likely that they are still working as per design, 

The modification made at the Ross River School should improve the frozen condition 
under the building.  However, the fact that Ross River has already a high mean annual air 
temperature that is likely to rise due to climate warming, additional effort may be needed to 
keep the ground below the building frozen.  Close monitoring of the ground temperatures 
will be required to assess how the modifications have helped in keeping the ground frozen 
and also warn if and when additional modification may be required. 
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8.0 OBSERVATIONS 

8.1 General 
Permafrost areas where the majority of Northwest Territories and Nunavut settlements are 

located are in a perilous state with mean annual ground temperatures in the minus 1 to minus 
3 degrees Celsius.  These ground temperatures and the present climate warming makes the 
traditional slurry pile foundation unstable at the present state or in the near future.  At around 
-2°C and warmer the adfreeze capacity of the pile may not be sufficient to prevent heave 
during the annual freeze back of the active zone and subsequent settlement. 

The potential solution for new buildings are: a) move new buildings to areas with thaw 
stable ground; b) locate the foundation base to lower depths that have normally less 
damaging ice rich soils and provide means to adjust for settlement or c) use thermosyphon 
foundation design. 

8.2 Thermosyphon Foundations 
Thermosyphon foundations were developed in Alaska for structures in marginal permafrost 

areas.  They have been widely used in Alaska and northern Canada since the 1970’s with a 
relatively small number of problems considering the complexity of permafrost and difficult 
construction in the north.  A flat loop thermosyphon foundation was developed and used 
extensively in Canada since 1994.  Current concerns in regard on how climate warming will 
impact the stability of structures in permafrost and higher performance demanded by larger 
structures with a design life span of 50 years being designed requires a review of the current 
design, construction and monitoring standards and practices.  Several case histories of 
buildings with problems and the design and ground temperatures of three most recent 
constructed buildings in permafrost provide guidance to what needs to be done to design and 
construct competent thermosyphon foundations that will handle the effect of climate 
warming for the design life of the building. 

8.3 Design 
8.3.1 Climate and ground temperatures 

The basis for the design of any type of foundation on ice rich soil or any frozen fine 
grained soil is the knowledge of the mean annual ground temperature and climate warming 
rate that will warm and may even thaw the ground during the service life of the building. 

National Building Code of Canada 1995 provides design temperatures for January and July 
that have been compiled up to 1993.  These temperatures represent the 1% and 2.5% extreme 
values that are not applicable for design of foundations in permafrost.  It refers to 
Environment Canada for more specific information.  Environment Canada provides Climate 
Normals that are the averages for the period of 1971 to 2000.  These are frequently quoted by 
geotechnical engineers designing foundations in permafrost regions.  However, these 
Normals or averages do not represent the current climate since the climate started to warm 
appreciable around 1980 and has been warming on a more or less steady rate since that time.  
The mean annual air temperatures as given by Environmental Canada Normals are about 
1.5°C colder than the present mean annual air temperatures at most northern locations. 
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Mean annual ground temperatures are reflected directly by the mean annual air 
temperatures.  Therefore the 1.5°C colder mean annual air temperatures would indicate 
colder ground temperatures.  

Presently there is no standard for establishing the climate rate for a particular location.  
Climate warming rates are normally estimated from computer models.  Another method 
proposed by the writer is to estimate the climate warming rate from the linear trend of actual 
mean annual air temperatures from the last 20 years records.  This normal provides slightly 
high warming rates than the computer models.  However, the computer models are 
continually updated that increases the rates. 

Reference ground temperatures for northern settlements are lacking.  Scarce and 
incomplete ground temperatures are located in consultants and some project owner’s files.  
This data is frequently poor since it may be one or more decades old.  Vertical temperature 
sensors do not extend to a depth where the ground temperatures do not fluctuate over the 
year or show only a minor fluctuation and finally, the data was not collected to cover the 
whole year.  

8.3.2 Thermal thermosyphon foundation design 
Thermosyphon design is based predominantly on the climate of the site and the air 

temperature of the building above the thermosyphon foundations.  Based on this information 
the combination of insulation thickness above the evaporator pipes, evaporator pipe spacing 
and radiator size is selected to ensure that the foundation below the building remains frozen.  
A proprietary design method has been developed by Arctic Foundation of Alaska Inc. that is 
being used by Arctic Foundation of Canada.  This method is based on theoretical work done 
in the 1960’s by the Corps of Engineers and is being continually updated based on new 
technology, field tests and experience gained from the performance of existing structures.  
The design of the flat loop thermosyphon system has been checked and also designed by one 
permafrost geotechnical consultant using their own proprietary software. 

The writer’s opinion is that the present status of the methods of the thermal thermosyphon 
foundation design is inadequate for the following reasons: 

1) The current design methods are proprietary and cannot be applied or used to be 
checked by others. 

2) The current methods have not been calibrated sufficiently against recent ground 
temperature performance. 

8.3.3 Physical thermosyphon foundation design 
Some of the poor performance cases have been caused by not having the complete 

foundation design before construction started and/or reviewed by the appropriate designers.  
Design of the thermosyphon foundation is complex because some components that would be 
considered of minor importance in non-permafrost regions could have considerable impact 
on the performance of the constructed thermosyphon foundations. 

The complete design of thermosyphon foundation should include among other details; 
excavation and backfill plans, surface and ground water control, location and detail design of 
services below the building slab (for slab-on-grade design), detailed design of all insulation 
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that include the perimeter base and along the perimeter wall, building heating system, 
thermosyphon piping and evaporator pipes. 

During the review of many of the case histories the writer could not find comprehensive 
plans and section of the thermosyphon foundations designs aside of the layout of the 
evaporator pipes and radiators. 

8.3.4 Construction schedule 
A well thought out construction schedule that is in the contract documents is important will 

assist in obtaining a smooth construction process, minimize construction changes and prevent 
harmful impacts on the thermosyphon foundation.  There is not a single pattern for a 
construction schedule since it depends on many issues, such as, approvals, material and 
construction equipment shipping windows, climate controlling material placement, working 
conditions, etc. 

There are three basic construction schedules available from permafrost consideration: 

1) Excavate in late spring and complete construction of the thermosyphon 
foundation, including placement of the insulation before start of summer.  Place a 
protective granular cover over the insulation and allow the cooling of the ground 
through the following winter. (Aurora College, Inuvik, NT). 

2) As in (1) but construct footings and wait for the construction of the superstructure 
until ground is completely frozen at the end of the year (Health Centre, 
Pangnirtung, NU). 

3) As in (1) but move forward freezing of the foundation and the construction of the 
building by the use of chillers. (Hospital, Inuvik, NT). 

4) Excavate the foundation in spring, allow the underlying ground to thaw and 
compress, place the granular pad on top and construct the thermistor system in 
late spring or early summer.  Allow the foundation to freeze through the 
following winter.  This schedule would eliminate another 1m or so of the ice rich 
soil and provided another 1m of uniform foundation pad with little thaw potential. 

8.3.5 Monitoring 
Designer and contractor Arctic Foundation of Canada installs elaborate vertical and 

horizontal temperature sensors and sensors on the radiators.  These are monitored generally 
until the ground below the thermosyphon foundation is completely frozen, normally not 
much longer than one year. 

The thermosyphon foundation is a passive cooling system that is similar to a refrigeration 
system that may lose efficiency with time.  Since the efficient operation of this cooling 
system is important to structural integrity of the building, it is important to monitor the 
operation of the thermosyphon system for the life of the building. 

8.3.6 Life span of thermosyphon foundations 
Some thermosyphons have been operating now for some 40 years.  Since the first 

thermosyphons have been installed the design of the system has been improved by the 
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selection of the operating fluid, pipe and valve quality and coatings of the exposed 
components. 

There have been only two major malfunctions of thermosyphon foundations.  One was at 
the Alaska oil pipeline where ammonia was used as the operating fluid.  Chemical reaction 
and condensation impacted the operation of the thermosyphon and had to be replaced with 
carbon dioxide that has proven to be a trouble free fluid.  The other is the Hospital in Inuvik 
where the mill shipped defectively welded pipe.  This latter caused about 17 of the 64 
evaporator loops to lose pressure requiring them to be recharged every one to three years.  
This has resulted in Arctic Foundation using higher quality extruded pipe. 

It is likely that with the progressively improved design the recent and future 
thermosyphons will have a life span equal to the design life of buildings with the proviso that 
some fluid recharge may be required during this time.  The most likely cause of fluid leakage 
would be the recharge valve.  If the recharge valve became a problem, it can be readily 
replaced since it is located above ground below the radiators. 

8.3.7 Impact of climate warming on thermosyphon foundations 
It is difficult to assess if all the present thermosyphons foundations will be able to keep the 

foundation frozen at the end of a 40 to 50 year life span of the buildings due to climate 
warming.  The existing thermosyphon foundations were designed with a good factor of 
safety and with some climate warming consideration.   

It is felt that during the design of these foundations the present knowledge of climate 
warming may not have been incorporated.  However, in the worst case scenario that the 
present thermosyphon foundation will not be able to provide sufficient cooling to keep the 
foundation frozen modifications can be made to the existing installation.  This could be by 
installing adding length to the radiators to increase their capacity and by installing chillers 
that would keep cooling the foundations through part or all of the summer. 

The more likely thermosyphon problems could occur at the more southerly permafrost 
location, such as Tulita, NT and Kuujjuaq, QC and at installations where only 100mm of 
insulation was used. 
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS  
 

1) Presently there are no guidelines or standards to determine the present design air 
temperatures and climate warming rate that can be used for designing building 
foundations and other structures, such as dams, reservoirs and waste storage facilities 
in permafrost regions.  The National Building Code or the Normals provided by 
Environment Canada are not helpful. 

2) There is a lack of ground temperature reference data that can be used to design and 
track the effect of climate warming on permafrost in nearly every community be it large 
or small.  The data that is available is located widely, normally not complete and often 
outdated because climate warming had changed the ground temperatures. 

3) Traditional slurry pile foundations are starting or will start experiencing problems in 
the near future.  Ground warming is decreasing the adfreeze strength that is needed to 
support the building and prevent frost heaving.  Hundreds of buildings have reported 
these problems in Russia and similar problems are documented at Rankin Inlet, NU.  
This may likely be happening at other settlements in warm permafrost. 

4) Thermosyphon foundations have operated for some 40 years without any major 
problem identified during this period.  They were developed for warm and constant 
permafrost temperatures. 

5) Better and calibrated against known ground temperature performance thermal analyses 
are needed to design future thermosyphon foundation that will still function after 50 
years with climate warming.  The thermal software should be commercially proven 
software that can be bought and used by others. 

6) Problems of the recent flat loop thermosyphon performance are generally the result of a 
combination of poor foundation design, construction and in one case defective pipes 
supplied by the mill. 

7) There is a need for thermosyphon foundation guidelines that address the design, 
construction and monitoring of: granular pad, surface and ground water control, 
thermosyphon system, services incorporated into the slab-on-grade foundations, 
instrumentation and monitoring. 

8) The study has identified flat loop thermosyphon foundations at four locations that have 
one or more unique air and ground temperatures, ground conditions, design or 
construction.  These are: a) Aurora College in Inuvik, NT, b) Health Centre in 
Pangnirtung, NU, Air terminal in Kuujjuaq, QC and Ross River School, YT.  These 
four sites should be considered as baseline sites to continue monitoring the local 
permafrost and performance of the flat loop thermosyphon foundations. 
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10.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

10.1 Design and construction guidelines for thermosyphon foundations 
 

Case histories have identified that the majority of problems have arisen from poor design 
and construction of the gravel pad, location of services, surface water control and insulation.  
It is recommended that guidelines be prepared for design and construction of the flat loop 
thermosyphon foundations.  It should be illustrated with alternative design details that could 
be considered in the design of a thermosyphon foundation.  This would provide guidance to 
designers, architects, geotechnical engineers, contractors and inspectors.  It would also 
provide background information to reviewers and project owners. 

Recommendations 
Design and construction guidelines for thermosyphon foundations should be developed.  

The guidelines should address:  foundation pad design, surface and groundwater control, 
design and location of services within granular pad in slab-on-grade design, construction 
materials (related to granular pad and drainage), construction scheduling and control, etc.  

 

10.2 Thermosyphon foundation design thermal analysis; calibration and 
parametric study 

 
It is felt that presently there are two weaknesses in thermal design of thermosyphons: a) 

proprietary thermal analyses are being used to design the thermosyphon foundations and 
there is limited calibration information available to validate the predictions; and b) there is 
no known published parametric analyses available that can guide the designer or provide 
information to a reviewer on optimal design of thermosyphon designs.  A parametric study 
would provide information on the best combinations of design measures to combat climate 
warming (insulation thickness, evaporator pipe spacing, radiator lengths, pad thickness and 
saturation, etc) and how these affected different existing mean annual ground temperatures.   

Recommendations 
The following are recommended to address these issues: 

a) A recognized commercially available thermal analyses should be identified and 
calibrated with several representative case histories with available foundation ground 
temperature records.  The results of the calibration and findings from these calibrations 
should be available to others so that confidence is developed on the thermal design of the 
foundation for the total life span of the building. 

b) A parametric thermal analyses should be conducted for two different permafrost sites 
to evaluate how thermosyphon components (insulation thickness and width beyond building 
wall perimeter), spacing of evaporator pipes, length of radiators and saturation of granular 
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pad effect the robustness of the thermosyphon to maintain the ground below the building 
frozen.  The study should also address different climate warming rates and the impact of 
above normal summers and/or winters. 

 

10.3 Baseline documentation of key projects for future monitoring and 
studies  

 
The study has identified flat loop thermosyphon foundations at four locations that have one 

or more unique air and ground temperatures, ground conditions, design or construction.  
These are: a) Aurora College in Inuvik, NT, b) Health Centre in Pangnirtung the RCMP 
building in Iqaluit, NU, Air terminal in Kuujjuaq, QC and Ross River School, YT.  These 
four sites should be considered as baseline projects where the past factual information be 
summarized, thermosyphon design and monitoring documented and performance of the 
thermosyphon foundation be monitored on regular and systematic manner. 

This information is provided in a general manner in this document.  It is recommended that 
this information be provided in greater detail (based on additional historic information) and 
be presented in a more systematic manner for use for interpretation of future monitoring, 
development of future design modification, if needed, due to climate warming and the 
recommended thermal analyses in recommendation 10.3. 

Recommendations 
The work at these four base line key projects should consist of the following: 

1) Summaries of geotechnical conditions from past investigations that will include: 
immediate topography and hydrology, ground stratigraphies, soil/permafrost 
properties and ground temperature measurements. 

 

10.4 Establish design air temperature and climate warming criteria 
 

Present Normals and climate warming rates provided by Environment Canada do not 
provide design air temperature and climate warming criteria that represent current air 
temperatures and climate warming rates.  Presently available mean normal air temperatures 
(Normals) are averages for the years 1971 to 2000 while current mean annual air 
temperatures are about 2°C higher than the Normals because of climate warming.  
Furthermore, the climatologists are observing that published climate warming rates based on 
climate models are under-predicting air temperatures. 

Environment Canada is aware of this and is correcting the problem.  It has suggested that 
an analyses based on trends mean annual air temperature from recent records is a reasonable 
safe approach (given in attachment).  Any analysis should be based on data from the period 
after an air temperature anomaly was observed around mid 1970.  
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Recommendations 
It is recommended that Environment Canada be encouraged and funded to update their 

climate information needed for design of infrastructures in the North.  In the meantime, 
guidance should be provided how to estimate: 

o  Design air temperatures and precipitation for new proposed structures on 
permafrost and the extremes for these values. 

o Climate warming rates calibrated/adjusted to recent observed climate 
measurements. 

 

10.5 Guidelines for Geotechnical investigation and collection of design 
information 

 
Many present geotechnical investigations are limited by available drilling equipment and 

clients desire to keep costs low.  It is common that the depth of investigations is limited to 8 
to 10m.  These depths are not sufficient to decide if there is a suitable founding zone just 
beneath the investigated depth or what could be additional thaw settlement of the underlying 
permafrost, if any.  Deeper drilling, during the initial investigation, would provide better 
information in selecting and designing the most appropriate foundation in permafrost 
subjected to climate warming. 

It is also noted that the limited drilling depths result in temperature sensors being installed 
only to depths where significant annual ground temperature fluctuations are occurring. 
Frequently, insufficient ground temperature data representing the annual ground temperature 
fluctuation is collected.  Ground temperatures at 15 to 20m depth would provide a good 
indication of the mean annual ground temperature soon after installation because the ground 
temperature at this depth experiences only minor annual fluctuations. 

 

Recommendations 
a) It is recommended that guidelines be prepared for geotechnical investigations to 

provide better information for the selection and design of foundation for future buildings in 
permafrost.  The guidelines should incorporate the recommendations given in the Canadian 
Foundation Engineering Manual but be modified to permafrost and the effect of climate 
warming.  The guidelines should include: 

o Information provided by the client (Proposed building type and design, 
tolerance to settlement, life span etc.) 

o Selection of depths 
o Drilling methods and frozen ground sampling. 
o Ground temperature installation and recording 
o Laboratory testing to obtain index and engineering properties. 
o Information to be included in the report; local physiography and topography, 

drainage, climate, factual information obtained from the investigation, design 
recommendations etc. 
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b) It is recommended that GNWT establish one central depository for all site 
investigation reports and ground temperature monitoring that could be accessed by 
others for future design, and performance and permafrost changes.  This could be 
structured similarly to the system used by the Territories Water Board who place 
design, as-built, annual inspection and monitoring reports on their web page. 

 

10.6 Guidelines for Instrumentation and monitoring of thermosyphon 
foundations guidelines 

 
Flat loop thermosyphon foundation is a pressure vessel cooling system where adequate 

foundation cooling is important to the permanence of the building it supports.  The 
thermosyphon foundation consists of numerous piping loops connected to radiators.  The 
effectiveness is dependent on the winter air temperatures, maintenance of the pressure within 
the tubes and prevention of any ground or service water ingress.   

It is recommended that guidelines be prepared that identify the design and location of 
temperature sensors in the ground, the evaporator pipes and radiators, and provide guidance 
to manual or preferably a logger system to monitor the instrumentation.  Guidance should be 
provided on the analyses of the data and provide some historic results for guidance to the 
reviewer. 

Recommendations 
It is recommended that guidelines be prepared that addresses: a) design of ground and 

thermosyphon monitoring system; b) monitoring frequency and reporting and c) evaluation 
of results.  The results of the monitoring should be stored and made available to others as 
recommended in 10.2 

 

2) Document the design of the flat loop thermosyphon and summarize the structure 
foundation section.  This latter should include the granular base, design of waste 
water and heating of building, surface and ground water management and 
construction. 

3) Install ground and thermosyphon temperature sensor logger that will be preferably 
connected to a telephone line so that the results can be downloaded by a remote site. 

4) Install one or two reference vertical ground temperature cables adjacent to the 
building and tie the sensors to the monitoring logger. These multi sensor cables 
should be installed to a depth of minimum 15m and preferably 20m.  This is to 
monitor the local permafrost changes and use it to evaluate the performance of the 
thermosyphon foundation. 

5) The monitoring of all sites should be conducted for a minimum of three years by one 
source that will prepare annual reports.  These reports will include the mean monthly 
and annual air temperatures, reference ground temperature changes, snow and surface 
water changes around the site, thermosyphon operation, ground temperature changes 
below the thermosyphon foundation and structural changes of the building, if any. 
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The recommendations can be adopted and financed by the jurisdiction of the four selected 
projects.   However, the summary reports and reporting on the changes at the selected sites 
should be prepared or managed by one party for consistency and the interpretation of the 
combined observations. 

 

10.7 Thermosyphon pressure vessel design, codes and standards 
 

It is recommended that an experienced engineering firm specializing in pressure vessel 
design should prepare technical background, design and construction information and 
provide construction recommendations report that can be used by thermosyphon foundation 
designers and constructors.  The report should also identify relevant codes and standards 
related to thermosyphon systems.  This report would assist to minimize long-term problems 
with the pressurized thermosyphon system. 

Recommendations 
A qualified engineering firm specializing in pressure vessel design should prepare a report 

on Thermosyphon pressure vessel design, codes and standards. 
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Figure A 1. Thermosyphon layout and ground temperature changes at Combined Services Bldg, 
Kuujjuaq, QC 
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Figure A 2.  Photo of Visitor Centre in Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 3.  Cross section of footings, evaporator pipes and insulation at Visitor Centre, Inuvik, NT 

 

 
Figure A4.  Plan showing footings and evaporator pipes at Visitor Centre, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A5. Photo showing grade beams and location of evaporator pipes at Visitor Centre, Inuvik, NT 
 

 
Figure A6.  Photo showing concrete columns and wooden st resting on grade beams at Visitor Centre, 
Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A7.  Simon Allaituq School, Rankin Inlet, NT 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure A8.  Schematic of Rankin Inlet School thermosyphon foundation design 
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Figure A9. Section showing thermosyphon foundation design, Rankin Inlet School, NU 

 
 

 
Figure A10.  Evaporator pipe and radiator plan, Rankin Inlet School, NU 
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Figure A11.  Installation of heating pipes below Rankin Inlet School from power plant. 

 

 
Figure A 12. Crawl space at Rankin Inlet School, NU, showing timber columns, ponded water and 
broken insulation. 
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Figure A 13.  FYOF site with construction access road looking SW 

 

 
 

Figure A 14. Excavation through engineered at sump, FYOY 
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Figure A 15.  Schematic  of the foundation pad cross section (Public Works & Services files) 
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Figure A 16.  Photo showing layout of evaporator pipes and their crossing trenches, FYOF, Inuvik, NT. 

 

 
Figure A 17.  Plan showing the layout of evaporator piping and trenches, FYOF, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 18.  Ground temperature records at thermistor cable T3, East area of FYOF, Inuvik, NT 

 
Figure A 19. Ground temperature records at thermistor cable T4, West area of FYOF, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 20.  Junction boxes moving down and out due to fill settlement, FYOY, Inuvik, NT 
 

 
Figure A 21.  Fill settlement at exercise yard, FYOF, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 22. Layout of evaporator pipes, Inuvik Hospital, NT 

 

 
Figure A 23. Foundation and radiators with chillers under construction, Inuvik Hospital , NT 
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Figure A 24.  Ground temperature changes from completion of thermosyphon pad to switching off 

hybrid cooling in 2001, Inuvik Hospital, NT 
 

 
Figure A 25.  Ground temperature changes during passive thermosyphon operation from Sept 2002 to 
Aug 2007, Inuvik Hospital, NT 
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Figure A 26. Maximum ground temperatures recorded from 2003 to 2004, Inuvik Hospital, NT 
 

 
Figure A 27.  Minimum ground temperatures recorded from 2003 to 2007, Inuvik Hospital, NT 
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Figure A 28..  Schematic of thermosyphon foundation at Aurora College, Inuvik, NT 

 
 
 

 
Figure A 29. Ground temperature profiles at thermister cable T5, Aurora College, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 30. Foundation temperature changes with time at thermister cable T5, Aurora College, Inuvik, 

NT (Depth measured from evaporator pipes) 
 

 
Figure A 31.Temperatures in natural ground, Aurora College, Inuvik, NT 
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Figure A 32. Thermosyphon detail, RCMP Building, Iqaluit, NT 

 

 
Figure A 33. Ground temperature measurements at RCMP Building, Iqaluit, NU 
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Figure A 34. Excavation and backfill for Health Centre granular foundation, Pangnirtung, NU 

 
 

 
Figure A 35. Detail and drainage control for Health Centre foundation, Pangnirtung, NU 
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Figure A 36. Ground temperature changes after thermosyphon foundation installation from 2006 to 

2007, Health Centre, Pangnirtung, NU (Depth measured from evaporator pipes) 
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Figure A 37. Foundation design for Kuujjuaq Air Terminal, QC 

 

 
 
Figure A 38. Ground temperature changes after thermosyphon foundation installation, Kuujjuaq Air 
Terminal, QC. (Depth measured from evaporator pipes) 
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Figure A 39.  Ground temperatures at Kuujuaq service building with sloping thermosyphon foundation  
installed in 1986. 
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Figure 1 – Main Entrance. This photo is taken looking North-East. 

 
Figure 2 – Entrance to Emergency Wing. This photo is taken looking South-West. 
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Figure 3 – Exterior of Acute Care Wing. The photo is taken looking North-West. 

 
Figure 4 – Exterior of the Physiotherapy Wing (downspouts shown in red). This photo was taken 

looking South-East.
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Figure 5 – Jammed Emergency Exit Door in the Acute Care Wing. This photo is taken looking North. 

 
Figure 6 – Downspout extending 1.0 m away from the South side of the building.                                

This photo is taken looking North-East. 
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Figure 8 – A 30 mm Gap Under the East Side of Hallway Exit Door. This photo is taken looking South. 
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Figure 9 – A 20 mm Gap Under the West Side of Hallway Exit Door. This photo is taken looking South. 

  
Figure 10 – Hallway Exit Door Cannot Be Closed. This photo is taken looking South-East. 
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Figure 11 – A 5 to 10 mm gap under the emergency exit door. There is no gap at the hinge side. 

This photo is taken looking South. 
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Figure 12 – A 5 To 10 mm Gap Above the Housekeeping Room Door.                                           

These photos are taken looking South. 
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Figure 13 – A 5 to 10 mm gap under Room 208 door. The photo is taken looking East. 

 
Figure 14 – The Door in Room 208 will not close. This photo is taken looking North-East. 
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Figure 15 – Vertical Crack at West Corner of Housekeeping Room Door.                                          

This photo is taken looking North. 

 
Figure 16 – Vertical Crack at The South Corner of The North Window in Room 208.                           

This photo is taken looking East. 
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Figure 17 – Cracks at the North Corner of The North Window in Room 208.                                      

This photo is taken looking East. 

 
Figure 18 – Diagonal Crack at the North Corner of the Window in Room 209.                                     

This photo is taken looking East. 
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Figure 19 – Diagonal Crack at the Lower East Corner of The North Window in Room 10509.              

This photo is taken looking North. 
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Figure 20 – Diagonal Crack at the Top West Corner of the North Window in Room 10509.                 

This photo is taken looking North. 
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Figure 21 – Diagonal Crack at the Bottom East Corner of The North Window in Room 10509.          

This photo is taken looking North.
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Figure 22 – Diagonal Cracks at the Corners of the North Window in Room 10510.                            
This photo is taken looking North. 
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Figure 23 – Diagonal Cracks at the Corners of a Window in Room 10510.                                         

This photo is taken looking North. 
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Figure 24 – Diagonal Crack at the Top North Corner of the North Window in Room 10404.                     

This photo is taken looking West. 

 
Figure 25 – Diagonal Cracks at the Top North Corner of the South Window in Room 10404.              

This photo is taken looking West. 
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Figure 26 – Crack at the West Corner of Room 11215 Door. This photo is taken looking South. 

 

Figure 27 – Crack at the West Corner of Room 11215 Door. This photo is taken looking North. 
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Figure 28 – Diagonal Cracks at Corners of Window in the Waiting Area 10102.                              

These photos were taken looking South-West. 
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Figure 29 – Cracks at Corners of Main Entrance door. This photo is taken looking South-West. 
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Figure 30 – Crack at Bottom North Corner of the Northmost Window in Corridor 10017.                 
These photos were taken looking West. 
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Figure 31 – Cracks at Corners of the Southmost Window in Corridor 10017.                                   
These photos were taken looking West. 
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Figure 32 – Partial Foundation Layout Under the Acute Care Wing. 

 

Figure 33 – Partial Foundation Layout Under the Physiotherapy Wing. 
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Figure 34 – Efflorescence on the Crawlspace Floor Under the Acute Care Wing. 
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Figure 35 – Water Accumulation in the Crawlspace at the West Side of the Acute Care Wing. 

 

Figure 36 – Dry Sump Pit in the Crawlspace Under the Acute Care Wing. 
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Figure 37 – Hump in Grade Beam Connecting Footings 29 and 30.                                                 
These photos were taken looking South. 
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Figure 38 – Cracks in the Top of the Grade Beam Connecting Footings 29 and 30.  

 

Figure 39 – Rusty steel Connection on Footing 32.  
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Figure 40 – A 3.0 × 4.0 m wide hump in the ground.  
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Figure 41 – Indications of Standing Water in the Crawlspace at Footing 113.  
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Figure 42 – Indications of Previous Water Accumulation at Footing 119.  
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Figure 43 – Measurement of Settlement at Footing 113.  
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Figure 44 – Measurement of Settlement at Footing 126.  
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Figure 45 – Cracks in the Top of the Grade Beam Between Footings 113 and 126.  
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Figure 46 – Signs of Water Accumulation in the Crawlspace Under Corridor 10017.                        
These photos were taken looking West. 
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Figure 47 – Water Leakage from Pipes in the Crawlspace Under Corridor 10017.                              
This photo was taken looking West. 

 

Figure 48 – Floor Elevations Measured in the Acute Care Wing. 
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Figure 49 – Elevations of the Top of Concrete Footings Under the Acute Care Wing (shown in green). 
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Figure 50 – Floor Elevations in the Physiotherapy Wing. 
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Figure 51 –Partial Footing Plan Under the Acute Care Wing. 

 

Figure 52 – Partial Footing Plan Under the Physiotherapy Wing. 
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 1 
 

1.1 USE OF DOCUMENT AND OWNERSHIP 

This document pertains to a specific site, a specific development, and 
a specific scope of work. The document may include plans, drawings, 
profiles and other supporting documents that collectively constitute the 
document (the “Professional Document”). 
The Professional Document is intended for the sole use of TETRA 
TECH’s Client (the “Client”) as specifically identified in the TETRA 
TECH Services Agreement or other Contractual Agreement entered 
into with the Client (either of which is termed the “Contract” herein). 
TETRA TECH does not accept any responsibility for the accuracy of 
any of the data, analyses, recommendations or other contents of the 
Professional Document when it is used or relied upon by any party 
other than the Client, unless authorized in writing by TETRA TECH.  
Any unauthorized use of the Professional Document is at the sole risk 
of the user. TETRA TECH accepts no responsibility whatsoever for any 
loss or damage where such loss or damage is alleged to be or, is in 
fact, caused by the unauthorized use of the Professional Document. 
Where TETRA TECH has expressly authorized the use of the 
Professional Document by a third party (an “Authorized Party”), 
consideration for such authorization is the Authorized Party’s 
acceptance of these Limitations on Use of this Document as well as 
any limitations on liability contained in the Contract with the Client (all 
of which is collectively termed the “Limitations on Liability”). The 
Authorized Party should carefully review both these Limitations on Use 
of this Document and the Contract prior to making any use of the 
Professional Document. Any use made of the Professional Document 
by an Authorized Party constitutes the Authorized Party’s express 
acceptance of, and agreement to, the Limitations on Liability. 
The Professional Document and any other form or type of data or 
documents generated by TETRA TECH during the performance of the 
work are TETRA TECH’s professional work product and shall remain 
the copyright property of TETRA TECH. 
The Professional Document is subject to copyright and shall not be 
reproduced either wholly or in part without the prior, written permission 
of TETRA TECH. Additional copies of the Document, if required, may 
be obtained upon request. 
1.2 ALTERNATIVE DOCUMENT FORMAT 

Where TETRA TECH submits electronic file and/or hard copy versions 
of the Professional Document or any drawings or other project-related 
documents and deliverables (collectively termed TETRA TECH’s 
“Instruments of Professional Service”), only the signed and/or sealed 
versions shall be considered final. The original signed and/or sealed 
electronic file and/or hard copy version archived by TETRA TECH shall 
be deemed to be the original. TETRA TECH will archive a protected 
digital copy of the original signed and/or sealed version for a period of 
10 years. 
Both electronic file and/or hard copy versions of TETRA TECH’s 
Instruments of Professional Service shall not, under any 
circumstances, be altered by any party except TETRA TECH. TETRA 
TECH’s Instruments of Professional Service will be used only and 
exactly as submitted by TETRA TECH. 
Electronic files submitted by TETRA TECH have been prepared and 
submitted using specific software and hardware systems. TETRA 
TECH makes no representation about the compatibility of these files 
with the Client’s current or future software and hardware systems. 

1.3 STANDARD OF CARE 

Services performed by TETRA TECH for the Professional Document 
have been conducted in accordance with the Contract, in a manner 
consistent with the level of skill ordinarily exercised by members of the 
profession currently practicing under similar conditions in the 
jurisdiction in which the services are provided. Professional judgment 
has been applied in developing the conclusions and/or 
recommendations provided in this Professional Document. No warranty 
or guarantee, express or implied, is made concerning the test results, 
comments, recommendations, or any other portion of the Professional 
Document. 
If any error or omission is detected by the Client or an Authorized Party, 
the error or omission must be immediately brought to the attention of 
TETRA TECH. 
1.4 DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY CLIENT 

The Client acknowledges that it has fully cooperated with TETRA TECH 
with respect to the provision of all available information on the past, 
present, and proposed conditions on the site, including historical 
information respecting the use of the site. The Client further 
acknowledges that in order for TETRA TECH to properly provide the 
services contracted for in the Contract, TETRA TECH has relied upon 
the Client with respect to both the full disclosure and accuracy of any 
such information. 
1.5 INFORMATION PROVIDED TO TETRA TECH BY OTHERS 

During the performance of the work and the preparation of this 
Professional Document, TETRA TECH may have relied on information 
provided by third parties other than the Client. 
While TETRA TECH endeavours to verify the accuracy of such 
information, TETRA TECH  accepts no responsibility for the accuracy 
or the reliability of such information even where inaccurate or unreliable 
information impacts any recommendations, design or other 
deliverables and causes the Client or an Authorized Party loss or 
damage. 
1.6 GENERAL LIMITATIONS OF DOCUMENT 

This Professional Document is based solely on the conditions 
presented and the data available to TETRA TECH at the time the data 
were collected in the field or gathered from available databases. 
The Client, and any Authorized Party, acknowledges that the 
Professional Document is based on limited data and that the 
conclusions, opinions, and recommendations contained in the 
Professional Document are the result of the application of professional 
judgment to such limited data.  
The Professional Document is not applicable to any other sites, nor 
should it be relied upon for types of development other than those to 
which it refers. Any variation from the site conditions present, or 
variation in assumed conditions which might form the basis of design 
or recommendations as outlined in this report, at or on the development 
proposed as of the date of the Professional Document requires a 
supplementary exploration, investigation, and assessment. 
TETRA TECH is neither qualified to, nor is it making, any 
recommendations with respect to the purchase, sale, investment or 
development of the property, the decisions on which are the sole 
responsibility of the Client. 
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